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VA LV E S
Choice is a privilege: make the most of it. The
Valves used in the principal Broadcasting Stations
throughout the world bear the magic name,
MARCONI. That fact alone is
surely sufficient guarantee of their
ABSOLUTE DEPENDABILITY.

moos

Type D.E.5.
A dull emitter for L.F. amplifica-
tion. Recommended as last valve
of amplifier, using R.5V or other
valves running from a 6- volt
accumulator. l'rice 2216

Type D.E.4.
A dull emitter for L.F. amplifica-
tion. Gives excellent results as last
valve of an amplifier using D.E.3
valves in initial stages. Price 22/6

Type D.E.R.
A popular general purpose dull
emitter valve. Recommended for
use with a 2 -volt accumulator.
Price .. .. 14/ -

Write for Valve
Publication No. 443

0
Besqossible.-b
RESULTS

TAI E MARCON I PHON E COMPANY LI M ITED,
Registered Office: MARCONI HOUSE, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2
Head Office: 210-212 TOTTENHAM COURT RD., LONDON, W.1.

amehes: Aberdeen, Bristol, Birmingham, Belfast, Cardiff, Che.tenham, Dublin, Giasgow, Leeds, Liverpool, Nlanchester, Newcastle, Nottingham, Southampton, Swansea'
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AMPLION WEEK
February 8th to 13th.

The use IF Graham
has arranged that Free Demonstrations
shall be given on AMPLION Loud
Speakers during this period at
AMPLION STOCKISTS, and all Radio
Dealers of repute, also in the AMPLION

Showrooms at
25 Savile Row, London, W.1 101 St. Vincent Street, Glasgow,
79 High Street, Clapham, S.W.4 10 Whitworth St. West, Manchester

In the interests of

Better Radio Reproduction

Do not miss your Demonstration

THE WORLD'S STANDARD

AMPL1O
%41kELESS LOUD SPEAKER

"r4Ntuaivia

The name and address of the nearest AMPLION STOCKIST will be gladly supplied upon request by the Patoniees
and Manufacturers r ALFRED GRAHAM (5- CO. (E. A. Graham), St. Andrew's Works, Crofton Pork, London, S.E.4
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GUIDES FOR WIRELESS CONSTRUCTORS

The two latest Numbers Now on Sale Everywhere

AMPLIFIERS LOUD SPEAKER SETS
Amplifiers to add to any type of receivers either
crystal or valve; note magnifiers for increasing Signal
strength to any required volume are fully described,
and an H.F. Amplifier for increasing range of reception
are notable features of this book, while the construction
of a Reflex amplifier which transforms any crystal set
into a dual amplification valve receiver is explained
in detail. All articles are fully illustrated with clear
photographs and in every case point-to-point wiring
check lists are given supplementing the theoretical,
wiring and pictorial diagrams.

CONSTRUCTORS USING THESE

A range of specially designed loud -speaker receivers
to suit all pockets and all purposes. Purity of
reproduction has been given foremost consideration
throughout from the economical one -valve Reflex to
the more ambitious four -valve set capable of receiving
a large number of stations. Handsome in appearance
these receivers will bear comparison with much more
costly sets, but are well within the scope of the non-
technical home constructor. The well-known " Best
Way " practice of providing theoretical, pictorial
and practical wiring diagrams, clear photographs,
point-to-point check lists and fully explanatory
text is a feature of this book.

BOOKS CANNOT GO WRONG

D.

Of all Bookstalls
Price each

Of all Newsagents
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Mellow as an old fiddle

20 kill'
10 for 6d.

P AY E R'S wealth of
experience in all that
pertains to the maturing of
tobacco enables them to
place their cigarettes on
the market as they reach
prime condition, while the
extraordinary demand for-
bids staleness. The ma-
turing and blending is
so skilfully done that
the natural fragrance of
the Tobacco remains
unimpaired.

P.121:
ASVZOZ0,70:7

GV NP li4

(Pectrii
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An ounce and a half
of metal and glass !

/NAN IM A TE-fashioned by
men and women from the most
commonplace of all materials,

metal and glass. A valve. Yet
has anything ever been endowed
with such magical gifts ?

At its behest, millions respond to
the ennobling influence of a Melba
or a Chaliapin-to the majestic
grandeur of a great oratorio-to
the welcome cheerfulness of a
jaunty regimental air-to the
witticisms of a Harry Lauder and
the drolleries of a John Henry.

When it commands, a nation's
feet move obediently to the capti-
vating swing of a Tango melody.
A great statesman appears before
the microphone, and from Land's
End to John o'Groats the country is
stirred by the fervour of his
eloquence.

To this admixture of glass and
metal is given the power of obliter-

(0

=11111111f

lY )

ating international dissensions, for
Radio knows no boundaries. By
its aid the overhanging fear of
wars and strifes will be removed.
Nations will lose their insularity
and their prejudices so that ultim-
ately the whole world must benefit.

Cossor is proud of the share it is

contributing to this great work.
The knowledge that the Wuncell *
Valve is the chosen means by
which Broadcasting enters so many
homes not only in this country,
but on the Continent and in the
Colonies-is a constant spur to
greater efforts on the part of
those responsible for its production.

With its exceptionally long life-
due to a robustness of construc-
tion found in no other valve-its
miserly consumption of current,
and its greater sensitiveness, the
Wuncell is everywhere winning
golden laurels among discriminating
wireless enthusiasts.

*Wuncell Valves cost ie. each. They work from any
z -volt Accumulator and consume only one -sixth of
the energy required by any ordinary bright emitter.
For Loud Speaker use we recommend the Cow?
W3-the valve with the green top. Price x8(6,
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A. C. Cover, Ltd., Highbury Grote, 114 Gilbert Ad. 44°9
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Blue Prints for Nothing-A Surprising Feat-Croyland Abbey Bells --Two Week s in a
Wireless Camp -Radio Geneve-Another Record for 2 N M.

Blue Prints for Nothing !
WHAT do you think of the four blue

prints that are given away with this
issue of POPULAR WIRELESS ? I

think you Will have to agree that they
 represent a good two-shillingsworth of
extra value, all for the usual threepence.

Whilst I am sure that you believe in the
old saying about the impropriety of critic-
ally examining the dental cavity of a
presentation gee -gee, yet you may have a'
hankering after. some other circuit which
is n9t amongst those given away this week.
If so, don't despair, but read on.

More to Follow:
NEXT week another batch is to be given

away. Another four of the best,
each complete in itself, theoretical,

pictorial, practical, sell -explanatory, non -
curling, flat -backed, large -size, bubkshee
blue prints-guaranteed and gratis 1

And, what's more, this is not the end-as
the boy said when his foot slipped and he
started to slide clown the roof !

A Surprising Feat.
MY recent references to working

with ordinary valves and very
little I.T. have brought to

light some curious instances. One
Warminster reader tells me that using
two Louden dull emitters he can tune
in DaventrY, Berlin, and Radio -Paris
with no H.T.' at all. This is easy
enough upon an orthodox Unidyne
H.T.-less receiver, but it is certainly a
surprising feat upon the ordinary
circuit, intended for
use with a high-
tension battery.

Romance of a Singer.
MISS MAVIS

BENNETT, the
popular so-

prano, who 'in so well
known to listeners,
was not always
famous. As a' atter
of fact, it's not ' so
very long ago since
she came to London
with only Rill in her
pocket, and for weeks

Where to Apply.

"
FOR those who are interested in that

kind of thing there, are other duties,
employing all means of signal com-

munication. Technical knowledge is not
essential on enlistment, so come along,
hams,' andlet me hear from you." The head-

quarters of the unit is at Putney Bridge,
where some jolly dances and socials are
held ; but all letters of inquiry should be
addressed to Lieut. W. H. Lloyd, 27, Copt -
hall Gardens, Twickenham, Middlesex.

NEXT WEEK !
Another 2/- Gift Next Week !

Four More Blue Prints given
away with every copy of " P. W.,"
on sale Next Thursday.

Order Your Copy Now and Don't
Miss this Magnificent Gift.

* .... -0- -4-4.*

she could not find an engagement. Then
her luck turned, for De Groot gave her a
chance at the Piccadilly Hotel, where she
scored an instantaneous success.

- Croyland Abbey Bells.

THE
famous old bells of Croyland Abbey

will be broadcast again upon Sunday
next, in response to many requests

by listeners. I am glad to hear that the
B.B.C. has decided to install permanent
lines to the famous abbey, so that in future
they will easily be able to broadcast the
bells whenever required.

Radio Society's New Head-
quarters.

THE Leyton Radio
Association h a s

taken up new head- The Broadcasting Ambassador.
quarters at 683, High TALKING about the Army reminds me
Road, Leytonstone, E.11. of the letter recently received by the
In futtir.i the society will B.B.C. from a German woman in the
be known as the Leyton Ruhr (who enclosed two beautifully worked
and Leytonstone Radio d'oyleys for a British artiste whom she had
Association, and all in heard by radio). Translated it reads : " On
the locality who are Sunday evening we were absolutely gripped
interested in wireless will by the beauty of the glorious concert. There
be welcomed as new mem- are indescribable fed* of the heart
bers. Inquiries should be which seem to throw a bridge from us to you.

Unconsciously one's
thoughts, hark back to
past years. However
was it possible that we
confronted each other as
'enemies? No more war.
Broadcasting will be
an ambassador between
the nations."

addressed to the secretary at the new
headquarters, as indicated above.

Two Weeks in a Wireless Camp.
LIEUT. W. H. LLOYD (5 T V) informs

me that he is trying to raise recruits
to complete the establishment of a

Royal Corps of Signals unit, Territorial
Army. Here is his letter :

" How many POPULAR WIRELESS readers
would like to enlist in the Royal Corp) of
Signals (T.A.) for wireless duties? Excellent
training is combined with our hobby, and
two weeks' camp on wireless is both in-
teresting and healthy. 40 and 120 watt
transmitters are ready to .operate, and the
more who come along to do it, the larger the
schemes we can arrange.

The new Bridgwater Beam Station. On the left are the five masts for receiving from Montreal. The other.
five masts (to the right) will support the aerial that listens for South Africa.

(Continued on nex .

Page.)
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NOTES AND NEWS.
(Continued frcm previous page.)

What's in a Name ?
WHAT is th3 Irish name for the new

Dublin station, 2 R N ? " asks, a
reader who apparently didn't quite

catch the announcement. I understand
that the really correct name is " Stasiun
Craoibhseaoileachain Ath Cliath." So now
you know !

. Coneerts from Finland.
HAVE you heard Finland ? A reader in

Helsingfors informs me that there
are two stations there, one of which

is experimental (wave -length 522 metres)
and carries out irregular transmissions. The
other works regularly from 5 till 7 p.in.,
G.M.T., upon 318 metres.

On Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Saturdays
. a programme is S.B. from both stations, and

also from a half -kilowatt station at Tam-
merfors. So far, I do not remember hearing
fronf any reader who has picked up any of
these stations.

6 T G
THE call sign 6 T G has been allotted

to R. Harris, Esq., The Rectory,
Long Crichel, Dorset. Transmissions

will be upon 23, 45, 150, 200, and 400
metres, and reports will be welcomed.

Big Ben in the Transvaal.
WRITING from Krugersdorp, Trans-

vaal, a " P.W." reader says : " Every
night after 10 o'clock (8 o'clock

n England), I am able to get from ten to
fifteen carrier waves from your English
stations. You are about 6,000 miles away,
but this does not prevent the reception.
Msisic and speech is heard, but I have not
been fortunate enough to catch any call
sign yet. I have heard Big Ben striking
12, and at the same time 2 struck here."
The circuit is a straight 4-valver, H.F.,
Det., and 2 L.F."

Killed by Wireless.
THERE was a sad fatality at the Horsea

Island wireless station (Portsmouth)
recently, when H. C. Taylor, aged 20;

was found dead beside his apparatus. Part
of his duty was to read the transmitting
voltage, and apparently he had been
electrocuted by a 20,000 -volt discharge.

Telephony Record to the Philippines.
ALTHOUGH the fact was rather lost

sight of in the rush of International
Radio Week tests, some very good

results were obtained about that time, quite
apart from B.B.C. stations. For instance,
on Sunday, January 24th, 2 0 D (Mr. E. J.
Simmonds, Gerrard's Cross) carried out
2 -way communication with a station in
Manila, Philippine Islands.

2 0-D Again !
THE British experimenter was in this

instance using telephony, and this was
clearly received by the U.S. warship

" Black Hawk," who replied with C.W., on
25 metres. 2 0 D was using a wave -length of
45 metres, and signals were steadily main-
tained for a long talk, between the hours of
6 and 7 p.m.

Mr. Simmonds tells me that conditions
seem to be good to the Cape now, and he
often has a few words with the South
Africans.

Radio -Geneve.
IN our issue of December 29th last it

was stated (under " Foreign Notes and
News ") that. Radio -Geneve was in

financial difficulties, and would relay -the
Zurich programmes in future. The Geneva
station director informs me that this is
inaccurate. Radio -Geneve has experienced
no such financial difficulty, and has not
the slightest intention of becoming a relay
station, neither for Zurich nor for any
other station. On the contrary, the present
regular programmes are to be extended and
improved shortly, and they will in future
-in elude theatre broadcasts and dance music.
D111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111ME

SHORT WAVES.
" We have five children and four pairs of

head -phones ; and we take terns too listen too =
= the wirrks."-A Child -listener, in a letter to =
= the B.B.C.

= 
" When there is a decrease in the Sunday FE

evening congregation and not a corresponding =
E. increase in the Sunday morning congregation, =
Ei then wireless is a great threatening danger. =
= It is impossible for anyone to worship listening
E in.' "-The Vicar of Spalding (Reported in the =
= " Yorkshire Observer ").

" Nor is it necessary to celebrate, every =
festival that arises or the birthdays of the more =
or less obscure deceased. Sometimes such =

= events provide a peg on which a really first-rate =
= entertainment may he hung. . . but a student =
= of the programme must feel that there are times =
E when there is a danger of reaching the standard E
= of the very inefficient army in which everybody
E was an officer."-A writer in The Times." =

* *

= Frantic Mistress : " Jane, Jane ! Come =
quickly and take the parrot away-the master's =

= just dropped his valve set"- News of the =
= World."
.1511111111(1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111117

Another Record for 2 N M.
j SEE that our old friend, 2 N M (Mr.I Gerald Marcuse, of Caterham), has been

at it again. To his long list of first -
across successes must be added the distinc-
tion of being the first experimenter to speak
with St. John's, Newfoundland. He got clear
speech across to 8 A R of St. John's at
6 p.m. one evening, and the latter replied in
Morse, both stations using a wave -length
of approximately 45 metres.

Captain Eckersley's Assistant.
AN interesting B.B.C. staff appointment

is that of Mr. N. Ashbridge, B.Sc.,
A.M.LC.E., to be assistant chief

engineer of the company. Mr. Ashbridge
was the man who took over the Writtle
station from Captain Eckersley when the
latter joined the B.B.C. in 1923.

Wonderful Crystal Results.
CRYSTAL -SETS don't generally beat the

results obtainable with a valve -set,
but an Anglesea reader tells me that

he has a crystal -set in use which will make
many a one -valve owner break the Tenth
Commandmment. He says : " I am on the
banks of the Menai Straits, with an aerial
40 ft. long and 60 ft. high. My nearest
station is Lives -pool (60 miles), and I use
Tungstalite (Blue Label), hut ,have had
good results with several other crystals."
His letter continues :

Foreign Stations Galore.
THE following are the stations I have

received : Aberdeen, Glasgow, New-
castle, Bournemouth, Manchester,

London, Liverpool, Dublin, and Daventry.
Also the following foreign stations : Hilver-
sum, Radio -Paris, Hamburg, and Petit
Parisien.

4t

" All the foregoing have been identified
for certain, but there, are also two weak
Germans, another Frenchman (thought to
be Radio -Toulouse), another upon about
260 metres which is no doubt Brussels,
and a Spanish station with lady announcer
which is almost certain to prove to be
San Sebastien."

Hamburg " On Tap."
THE amazing feature of this reception is

its reliability. " London," my inform-
ant says, " I can receive almost- any

time (215 miles). Strength varies, but it is
often louder than Daventry."
(85 miles) is " best of the lot, loud and
distinct speech," -whilst even Hamburg can
be picked up " almost any time, and at
times quite distinct speech." Moreover,
there is plenty of punch behind the signals,
as the following shows.;

An Old Friend.
ON New Year's Eve, five pairs of 'phones

were worked .sipon Daventry, and all
could hear distinctly." And a P.S.

addsi: " Number of 'phones up to five does
not seem to make any appreciable difference.
I have not tried more than five."

You will be wondering from whence the
sett itself came --well, it was taken straight
from the pages of " P.W." (where it
exclusively appeared), and it is called the
" P.W." Ultra Crystal Set.

Wireless Control.
MAJOR RAYMOND PHILLIPS-the

expert on Wireless Control-tells
me that he has been in communica-

tion with the Postmaster -General upon the
subject of a licence for wireless control
experiments. (I referred to one aspect of
the matter in these Notes recently.) He
has now been informed as follows : " The
Postmaster -General will raise no objection
to the installation and use of short- range
wireless apparatus for the purpose of ex-
periments in the control of machinery by
wireless, but the radiotelegraphic apparatus
must on no account be used for the purpose
of sending or receiving messages without a
specific licence."

New Prague Station.
THE new Prague station seems to be

coming over very well indeed, and I
have to thank a number of readers

who have notified me of the reception.
The gist of them all is contained in this
report from a New Seaham reader.
" Prague came in strong on L. S. (using
1-V-1) and he was also very clear. Besides
announcing in his own language he spoke
in French and English, -and states the
station will transmit from 7 till 9 p.m.
G.M.T., on 368 metres."

The International Tests.
THE opening stages of International

Radio Week were rather disappoint-
ing. Ten minutes after the American

stations started to send to Europe, they
were obliged to cease transmitting by an
S 0 S. The British stations, on the con-
trary, were uninterrupted, but reception
was poor, though Daventry, London, and
Bournemouth got over successfully. An
Ottawa amateur picked up Aberdeen and
Newcastle, but *no startling improvement
upon last year has been reported.

ARIEL
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An 'interview wiiithEicliisfoqnt
Mb off.

A recent portrait of Thomas Alva Edison.

IF
the question Who are the six most
important radio men in the world ? "
were put up to all the wireless " fans "

in England-and the many other countries
in which POPULAR WIRELESS circulates-
few lists would be turned in without the
name of Thomas Alva Edison pretty near
the top. Yet few people really 'know just
what Edison contributed to radio science.
Nevertheless, had it not been for one of
his early inventions, which dates back as
far as the year 1883, it is doubtful whether
we should have such perfect wireless com-
munication as we now have.

To whom do you give credit for the in-
vention of the valve ? " To Fleming," most
amateurs will reply. And they would be
perfectly justified.

Early Patents.
In 1904, on November 16th, to be exact,

Professor J. A. Fleming, of London, was
granted patent No. 24,850/04 (No. 803,684
in U.S.A.), for the use of the two -electrode
valve in connection with wireless. " If
two conductors are enclosed in a vessel in
which a good vacuum is made, one being
heated to a high temperature, the space
between the hot and cold conductors pos-
sesses a unilateral electric conductivity,"
his specification reads. Fleming's valve
was admittedly not much of a condUctor,
hut it was the forerunner of the present
valve which owes its perfection to De
Forest.

Now, back in 1883, Edison 'discovered
that if a plate be introduded into an in-
candescent lamp -bulb, and kept at a positive
potential with respect to the filament, a
current would flow between these two
electrodes. Edison took out U.S. patent
No. 307,031 on this invention, but his
discovery does not seem to have had much
practical application, and appears to have
been put aside -and temporarily forgotten.
In later years, however, it came to the fore,
and the Edison effect, as it was termed,
was used by Fleming when he deVeloped his
first Diode. If we trace radio history right
back then, we see that to Edison is due a
lot of the credit for the invention of the
valve.

For a long time I have been trying to find
out for " P.W.' readers just how the great
inventor spent his day, and so recently I
again called up his private laboratory at

Orange, New Jersey, and spoke to his
confidential assistant, Mr. Meadowcroft.

Although -it was a very busy time of the
year, Mr. Meadowcroft kindly arranged for
me to journey to Orange, the only stipulation
on his part being that I should come early
in the morning.- Edison, I found out,
hated to stay in bed, and was up at the
crack of dawn every morning, and to work.

A Boy Experimenter.
" When he was twelve years old he

rarely slept for more than five or six hours.
at night," Mr. Meadowcroft told me.

In those days Edison had obtained a job
as newspaper seller on a train. That was in
1859. Edison's family was by no means
poor, rather the contrary being the case ;
but he prevailed upon his mother to allow
him to undertake this work so that. he
would be able to have money to spend on
his experiments.

Even at that age he was extremely in-
terested in chemistry, and, in fact, actually
had a section in one of the vans of the train
rigged up as a sort of laboratory, in which

it:11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111*.:

THOMAS ALVA EDISON.
Thomas Alva Edison, one of the greatest
inventors the world has ever known, is un- E
doubtedly a Radio Pioneer whose early re- E
searches posterity will never forget. Every E

= amateur has heard of the " Edison Effect "-
a discovery which gave Fleming the clue to the
Two -Electrode Valve. Of Edison's other con- E
tributions to Radio, his early experiments with =

E. inductive systems for telegraphy and telephony, F-
E every reader has heard ; and of his dislike of E

being interviewed on Radio subjects, every E.--
= Editor is well aware !

But atter a year's patient endeavour, our
E New York Correspondent was granted a short E.

interview with the inventor of the gramophone, E
E. electric light, and -- but space will not
E permit a detailed list of Edison's many wonder-

ful inventions.
E The point is that, for the first time, a British

Radio journal, through the initiative of its New a -
F_ York Correspondent, Mr. L. W. Corbett, is able F.
 to publish a description of Edison's laboratory a"
E.-- as it is to -day, and a pen portrait of the greatest E
F.- inventor of the age.

And so "P.W." once more provides its -2
E readers with an exclusive feature of world-wide =

interest.-THE EDITOR. E.

5111111111111111111111111111111fflillinfill1111111111111111111111111111111g

he word while the train was running. It
was on'this train that Edison had his first
real drawback, for one day, as the train
was negotiating a particularly badly laid
piece of track, a stick of phosphorus was
shaken from its position in a jar on a shelf,
falling to the floor and bursting into
flames.

The Edison Laboratories.
While he was trying to put out the blaze,

the conductor, a fiery -headed Scotehman,
rushed in to see what was the matter. The
flames were soon put out, but that did not
cool the temper of the conductor, who, at
the next station, threw out all Edison's
apparatus and soundly boxed his ears.
It is through this slapping that the inventor
acquired his lifelong deafness.

When I arrived at Orange I was imme-
diately -shown into the waiting -room, and
soon Mr. Meadowcroft appeared, not,
however, before I had read the framed
inscription on the wall :

There Is No Expedient To Which a Man
Will Not

Resort to Avoid the Real Labour of
Thinking. Sir Joshua. Reyno'ds.

Some hours later, as I left the laboratories,
that quotation ran through my head, or
rather, this interpretation of it :

There is no expedient to which Edison
has not gone

To avoid for others the necessity for
thinking.

Mr. Meadowcroft led methrough a dark,
narrow passage and up a flight of stairs to
one of the laboratories, a long, well -lighted
room. Here were all manner of benches
and large .models of various contrivances,
too numerous for me to describe here even
if I remembered them all. One or two I
do remember, As I entered the laboratory
to my left was what to me looked some-
thing like a model-a very large model,
standing perhaps ten feet in height-of a
harvesting -machine. I haven't the slightest
idea whether it was a scale model of such
a machine or not. Anyhow, it demon-
strated to me how thoroughly Edison went
about anything he undertook.

" Mr. Edison always makes everything
in a large scale model first," said Mr.
Meadowcroft.

Scale Models of Inventions.
" Take, for example, that framework of

a house over there. Mr. Edison is ex-
perimenting on an idea he has for a concrete
house, which, if he is successful, is to be
his contribution to the working man. The
idea of the house is that the frame is erected
and then the concrete is poured in. It will
only take six hours to fill ! Next we came
to a large scale model of a quarry.

" This is a model of the cement quarry
that Mr. Edison has at New Village, N.J.,"
said Mr. Meadowcroft. " One inc on the
model is equivalent to ten feet. It is being
altered constantly, so that it is always
possible to tell at a glance just how the
q uarry is." Another example_of Edison's
thoroughness, I thought. After passing
through this room, we entered the phono-
graph laboratory. Here were gramophones
in all stages of construction, and records, too.

" Many of the gramophone motors are
run on a destructive test," said Mr. Meadow -
croft, and we know exactly what parts have
to be built to withstand the most wear.
Records, too, are tried until they wear .
out." Mr. Edison was, of course, the
inventor of the first talking -machine.

It is interesting to note at this time that
none of Edison's many inventions have been
made by chance. In almost every case they
have been thought out to the minutest
detail, and often many years of experiment
have been necessary. Whatever he has
tackled and solved has been the result of
hard, logical thinking. When he thinks he
is on the right track, time and money seem
to be no object. For example, when he
was experimenting -with the incandescent
electric lamp, he sent men as far as China
and Japan to search for bamboo, which
would be suitable to carbonise. Men were
sent to Cuba, Florida and South America,.

(Continued on next page.)
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AN INTERVIEW WITH

EDISON.
(Continued from previous page.)
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So eager was Edison to find the best

filament material, that he even borrowed
a sew hairs from the beard of Mr. Mackenzie,
one of his friends, who taught him tele-
graphy. The hairs, which were plucked.
from the bushy red beard, were quite as
successful as other carbonised materialS,
and the boys-Mr. Edison's assistants-had
a fine time, for they told Mr. Mackenzie that
the brightness of the lamps was due entirely
to the rich colour of the beard.

Primitive Aeronautics I

After passing through the phonograph
room we reached the music studio where all
the records are tested and where occasionally
auditions are given to singers. Mr. Edison
himself can often be seen personally
attending to the auditions and many of the
numbers recorded are chosen by himself, in
spite of his deafness. He ,has a wonderfully
acute inner ear and is able to detect many
of the imperfections imperceptible to the
ordinary car. In a room adjoining the
music room is stored all the music which has
been considered for reproduction; some
250,000 pieces in all. This is one of the
hugest private collections of music in the
world.

We passed through several large machine
shops, finally arriving in the large chemistry
laboratory which is separated from the main
building. Here Edison spends a great deal
of his time, for he has been deeply interested
in this branch of science since he was twelve,
ever since he persuaded one of the boys
employed by his family to swallow a
quantity of Seidlitz powders in the belief
that he would thus be enabled to fly.

This experiment resulted in an application
of the switch, but what did Edison care.
It was all in the name of Science I

Edison's First Patent.
There was not time for more than a

cursory glance around the chemistry labora-
tory, but a whole day there would not have
been too long to go into the numerous
experiments that were being conducted
under Edison's supervision. I don't think
that I am wrong in stating that half of his
time is spent in this laboratory alone. As
we left this laboratory, Mr. Meadoweroft
informed me that all the many laboratories
that I had passed through were devoted
solely to experimental work and that the
works were absolutely distinct. This came
as quite a surprise to me for the many
workshops, etc., that we had visited were,
in some cases, fully as large as those in
medium sized factories.

As we walked towards the library where
I was to meet Mr. Edison, I asked Mr.
Meadoweroft what was Edison's first patent.

" A vote recorder," was the reply.
" Application was signed during October,
186g, and Edison took the recorder to
Washington and exhibited it before a
committee. It was turned down as it was
too quick and perfect. The chairman of
the committee told him that one of the
greatest weapons in the hand of a minority
was filibustering on votes, and this new

device would prevent this," sails Mr.
Meadowcroft.

Mr. Meadoweroft told me that he had
written a book (which I have since had the
opportunity to read) detailing the life of
Edison. It is full of interesting stories and
many laughs. I can .thoroughly recommend
it to " P.W." readers. It is published in
England by Harper & Brothers.

Early Radio.
Mr. Meadowcroft relates in his book that

Edison once took up wireless and perfected
a system of train, telegraphy between
stations and trains while the latter were in
motion. This system was used for a
considerable period of time on the construc-
tion trains of the Lehigh Valley Railroad,
and is said to be the forerunner of modern
wireless telegraphy.

We now entered the library and Mr.
Meadowcroft introduced me to Mr. Edison.

" Another bloomin' Englishman," said he,
with a twinkle in his eye.

The joke was on Edison, however, for I
knew that a number of his closest associates,

Mr. Edison carrying out chemical experiments in his
laboratory.

including Mr. Meadowcroft, were from
England. Mr. Meadoweroft has been with
Edison for over forty years. The above
adjective, then, I naturally accepted as a
compliment.

Thomas Alva Edison is now an phl man
-in years-but what immediately struck
me when I shook hands with him was his
expression of alertness. His personality is
strong, and I should say that the years that
have passed have made no adverse encroach-
ments on his intellectual powers.

Communication With The Beyond.
Indeed, his conversation was amazingly

brisk and to the point. Edison does not
believe in wasting time. What he had to
say to. me he said rapidly, yet clearly. He
still works a more than full day and, like
our own great doyen of scientists, Sir Oliver
Lodge, is never so happy as when he is
really hard at work on some problem.

Let me Say at once that I could not
persuade Mr. Edison to discuss modern
wireless developments. The fact is, he is
not enamoured of radio, and I was careful
to keep away from the. subject.

" How are you progressing with your
experiments in communication with per-

sonalities who have passed from this
existence ? " I asked the great inventor.'

" I have not had much success yet," he
replied. " I have not been able to spare all
the time I would like on this subject."

Mr. Edison went to great pains to explain
that it was not necessarily his opinion that
our personalities do pass on to another
sphere. In fact, he said that it is more than
likely that personalities do not survive after
death. Edison has advanced a theory that
all living beings are built up of countless
entities and that these entities live for ever.
Upon death, the majority of these entities
go off and find new work to do. Possibly
the master entities, those existing in that
part of the brain known as the Broca, where
is the seat of our personality, keep together
after our death, and thus there is a chance
of the survival of our personalities.

A Rare Honour.
" Bearing this possibility in mind," said

Edison, " I have been thinking of a device
-an apparatus-which would be so delicate
that if it is at all possible for personalities
to exist in an after world, it will at least
give them a better chance of getting in
touch with us than by means of tilting
tables and Ouija hoards, etc."

Thus it is Edison's idea to put physical
research on a purely scientific basis, and he
is of opinion that this is the only possible
manner in which such communication, if at
all feasible, may be obtained.

After chatting with Mr. Edison for a few
more moments, I took my leave, having
previously promised not to overburden him
with questions.

" Mr. Edison was very worried over the
grossly exaggerated reports the Press gave
on the psychic researches he made," said
Mr. Meadoweroft. " Some papers even
went so far as 'to publish cartoons of the new
' spiritist ' telephoning directly, and appar-
ently_ without effort, to the after -world.
Nothing was farther from Mr. Edison's
conception.

" His idea was to devise a form of appara-
tus which could be used by trained'
investigators to give a more scientific aspect
to their work."

I then left, thanking him for his kindness
in letting me take up so .much of his time
for the benefit of POPULAR WERELESS
readers:

Thus ends my account of my visit to
Edison. It has taken me over a year to
achieve this, for Edison refuses to be
interviewed. No interview with Edison
has appeared in a British periodical for
several years-to my knowledge, at any
rate-and it was only by great good fortune
that I eventually persuaded him to see
me, and then on the stipulation that I
did not discuss Radio.

But a few facts about the great men of
the world are always interesting, and I hope
" P.W." readers have read this article with
interest.
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The Set Described, Designed and Constructed by
the " P.W. Technical Staff.

The Diagrams for this article will be found on the Blue Print
given away with this issue.

DESPITE the introduction of all sorts .of
" stunt " and other circuits, the
" straight " 1 -valve with reaction, to

this very day, still more than holds its own.
The reasons for this are not far to seek.
It is efficient., easily constructed, and, what
is more important, easily handled.

Extraordinary feats of DX have been
accomplished with simple 1 -valve sets

The finished receiver ready for use.

exactly of the nature of the one to be
described in this article. Of course, such
ranges of reception cannot be duplicated by
all possessors of 1-valvers, because much
depends upon local conditions, aerial and
earth efficiency, individual operating skill,
and, perhaps, individual powers of patience
-the last factor being more a personal
virtue than a recognised degree of skill !

However, let us briefly tabulate those
things that, under average conditions, this
little 1 -valve set ought to do. First of all,
it requires a fairly good aerial and earth-
outdoors for preference, as a very good
indoor aerial is never equal to a moderately
bad outdoor one. It will not operate on a
frame aerial satisfactorily.

What the Set Will Do.
It is purely a receiver for use with

'phones ; even when employed very close
to a broadcasting station it will not provide
sufficient volume for comfortable loud-
speaker work.

Clear, loud 'phone signals should, how-
ever, be obtainable up to a hundred miles
or more from a broadcasting station.
Two or three stations should be available

on such a set in almost any part of the
country.

As the " P.W." method of providing
series or parallel aerial tuning is intro-
duced, the receiver will cover any range of
wave -lengths (according to the coils used,
of which more anon), and is therefore
suitable for the reception of both relay and
main stations, and, of course, 5 X X. The
set is as selective as a 1 -valve broadcast
receiver should be ; greater selectivity can
be obtained, but only at the expense of ease
of manipulation or by sacrificing side -band
qualities. At the same time, it is a set
that many experimenters go back to for
standard working after having passed
through the stunt " circuit phase.

The Components Used.
The constructor who has previously con-

fined his wireless activities to crystal work,
hut wishes to " reach out," cannot do better
than make the -" Detector Valve with
Reaction " his first valve set. If even-
tually he becomes more ambitious, . and
desires to operate a lou&speaker, he will
find it very easy to construct a suitable

amplifier which will couple up to it
readily and use the same batteries. One
such amplifier is described in this very issue
of " P.W."

H.F. amplifiers for increasing range of
reception are not so easy to add to a set,
but thousands of. keen amateurs get along
quite nicely without ever finding a need of
H.F. amplification.

The blue print concerning this set gives
further details about it, and, with the further
assistance of the photographs, constructors
should meet with no difficulties.

The particular components used in the
original model included the following : A

Note the nerible connections to the coil holds=.

Polar Junior 2-wa'y coil holder .(R.C.C.),
Peto-Scott -0005 mfd. variable condenser,
a Precision rheostat, and a Dubilier grid
leak and condenser. Other makes can be

A view of the wiring beneath the panel.

used, but it must be ascertained that they
will fit in-positions of panel -drilling holes
can be altered, but the panel itself shotdtl
not be larger than the one specified or the
receiver will lose its neat compactness and
tend towards unwieldiness.

Drilling the Panel.
The " P.W." blue prints give panel -

wiring lay -outs in which the component
positions are but approximate. A diagram
in which actual measurements are given is
provided, and this must, of course, be used
in conjunction with the specified com-
ponents. If, as stated above, alternative
components are employed, it may be
necessary to rearrange the lay -out slightly.
In none of our blue print receivers do we
bind constructors down to definitely speci-
fied makes of components. Ample clear-
ance is allowed.

Panel -drilling is the first task subsequent
to the assembly of all the necessary com-
ponents and materials. This is quite a
simple task, as ebonite is an easy material
to work. Care must be taken, and the metal-
working drills handled fairly gently, for it
tends to brittleness and chips if handled
carelessly. It is hoped that constructors
are keeping note of the information given
in our new weekly feature, " For the Con-
structor," as it will prove invaluable luring
the construction of sets. Note particularly
the drilling guide given a week or two ago.

(Continued on next page.)
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/A DETECTOR VALVE SET.
(Continued froin previous page.)

After the drilling comes the mounting of
the components, and then finally the wiring.
This last can be carried out with that
admirable material " Clazite " or round or
square section tinned copper wire.

Soldering throughout is advisable if an
efficient, permanent job -of -work is to be
made of the set. The soldering must itself
be carried out efficiently, for imperfectly
soldered joints can be worse than no
soldering at all. Clean wire, clean contact,
hot, clean iron and a good flux are the main
factors that require consideration.

The Coils to Use.
The wiring to the moving coil holder may

in some makes-in most; in fact-necessi-
tate the employment of two short pieces of

D 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111M1111111111111111O1111E

POINT-TO-POINT CONNECTIONS.

Aerial parallel terminal to fixed plates
E of variable condenser, socket of fixed

coil holder, and one side of grid leak and
condenser.

Aerial series terminal to moving plates of E
F2 variable condenser, earth terminal to
:4. plug of fixed coil holder and L.T. negative. E

L.T. negative is also connected to H.T.
E negative, and to one side of the rheostat, E
E the other side of which is connected to one
_E. filament socket of the valve holder.

The other filament socket is taken to
L.T. positive.

E Other side of grid leak and condenser to
 grid socket of valve holder, plate socket of LE-
E valve holder to socket of moving coil -E

holder.
Plug of moving coil holder to bottom g

'phone terminal, other 'phone terminal E
to H.T. positive.

A .002 fixed condenser is connected E-.
= across the 'phone terminals.
;TinuM1111111111111111111111111111111111001MMUMn011111110A.

flexible wire, as shown doubly dotted in the
wiring diagram.

Having completed the wiring, the receiver
n. be cleaned up and transfers affixed to the

'he panel in accordance with the

"n* al case can
he used. 'lie 's 4 in.
suitable cabinets can be
made, but the simple box type is vs.
to.make and does not necessitate the use oc
any great carpentry skill. Any sort of
wood can be used, according to the personal
taste of individual constructors.

Notes regarding the accessories to use
with this set, and how the series parallel
aerial terminals are employed, appear on the
blue print. It should be noted that the
coils are used as follows : The 75 -in. aerial
and 50 for reaction for main stations with
series tuning, and the 200 in. aerial and 150
in reaction for 5 X X with parallel tuning.

Either series or parallel tuning can be
used for any or all of the stations, but
different sizes of coils are required. Large
coilS are necessary in the case of series
tuning-for instance, a 75 -turn coil is, as
mentioned above; required in the aerial for
main stations when the aerial variable
condenser is arranged to give series tuning,
but, in the parallel position, a 35 -turn coil
will, cover most of the main stations.

rfhis, of course, does not refer to the

reaction coil, which
seldom requires
changing when an
alteration from series
to parallel or vice
versa is made.

It will probably be
found that reaction is
more easily obtainable
when on " series,"
and that a slightly
smaller reaction coil
can be used. Also it
is generally the case
that tuning is slightly
sharper, and signals
louder on at least the
main station wave-
length band.

On 5 X X's range
little advantage ap-
pears to obtain in the
use of series tuning,
and as this would
necessitate a 300 -turn
coil, it is economical
to employ parallel
tuning for that pur-
pose.

The dimensions of
the aerial and earth
systems affect tuning,
and as these vary in
individual cases, hard and fast rules for coil
sizes cannot be given.

It may be found that, in the case of
relay stations on low wave -lengths, a
50 -turn aerial coil and series tuning is
needed, but having a 75 and a 50 on
hand, the 75 can be  used for reaction in
such cases. Therefore ;the four sizes
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mentioned on the blue print should
cover all the constructors' general re-
quirements.

Constructors are advised to scan the other
constructional articles in this issue, as we
have endeavoured to avoid duplication of
more general remarks concerning the
accessories.

*

THE DETECTOR VALVE. i
FROM A CORRESPONDENT.* ....... *

THE detector valve of the set acts in a
different way from any of the other
valves, whether H.F. or L.F. ampli-

fiers. The detector has associated with it
the grid leak, which, although one of the
smallest components in the circuit, is

of the most important. It acts as a
detector valve, and main-

tains its g- -nes voltage with
respect to the other r. circuit.

The grid leak consists of a ''nce
element, of a value between 500,000 (mins
(half a megohm) and five million ohms
(five megohms). An average value for the
grid leak for all-round purposes is 2 megohms.

Variable Grid Leaks.
The actual value of the grid leak, how-

ever, depends upon the type of valve, and
upon whether distant or near reception is
being dealt with. It is generally better to
use a variable grid leak, so that the best
value can be found by adjustment whilst
the set is actually in operation, for the
influence of the value of the grid leak is
most important-far more important than
many amateurs are inclined to think.

If the grid leak were not connected to
the grid, the !Wes would rapidly store up
electric cha4_ voltage rose so

high that it would become paralysed or
choked, and the detector valve would
cease to function. The grid leak prevents
this storing up of static charge, and so keeps
the valve in operation.

Accidental Leaks.
Sometimes you may find that the set

seems to work better without a grid leak
than with one. If this is so, it means that
the necessary leak is being provided in some
other way. For example, sometimes the
grid condenser may be leaky, owing to
insufficient insulation of the plates from
One another, and so it acts not only as
condenser but also as a grid leak. if a
grid leak proper be superimposed upon it,
the total amount of the leak is too great,
that is to say, the net resultant resistance is
too low, and the set thus works better when
the proper leak is removed.

Again, sometimes the valve holder may
be of bad insulating material, and so a leak
may occur there, which acts in the same
way as a regular grid leak.

But it is better to avoid these accidental
leaks altogether, as you know much better
what you are doing if your have all the
leakage effect concentrated in the grid leak
proper.
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The Set designed, described and constructed by the " P.W." Technical Staff.
The diagrams, etc., for this Set will be found on the Blue Print given away

with this issue.

FOR those who do not wish to be confined
to the reception of their local. station,
but want to be able to pick and

choose their programmes as far as possible,
there can be no more suitable set than the
one described in this article. Suitable,
that is, from the point of view of results
compared with ease of control and economy
of upkeep.

The receiver employs two valves, one
used as an H.F. amplifier in order to enable
weak signals to be picked up, and the other
to detect or rectify those  amplified signals
and, further, to provide a little more
amplification by means of reaction. Two
tuning controls only are necessary, con-
sisting of variable condensers, while reaction
is obtained in the usual manner by variably
coupling a coil in the plate circuit of the
detector valve to the anode coil of the
H.F. valve.

A photograph of the complete set, showing the con-
venient lay -out of the controls.

When correctly wired up, and with
suitable valves under moderate conditions,
this set will give extremely satisfactory
results, and it is difficult to give any definite
range which it will cover.

Under favourable conditions it is quite
capable of picking up American broad-

casting, while the reception of most of the
British, including 5 X X, and many Con-
tinental stations should not prove a difficult
matter. Its wave -length range is practically
unlimited, because plug-in coils are used
and these can be changed, when desired,
to suit the requirements of the listener.

Signal Strength and Selectivity,
As the set stands it will, of course, be

suitable only for use with telephones, the
receiver having been designed with a
view to enabling DX results to be obtained
rather than to limit it to local reception and
more signal strength. It is an easy matter,
however, to add either one or two L.F.
valves for loud -speaker reception. If, how-
ever, the amplifier's H.T. -is connected to
its L,T. - internally, this connection should
be broken before using the amplifier. If
still further selectivity or range is required,
it will not be a difficult matter to adapt
an H.F. amplifier to suit this set.

As regards selectivity the set can be
thoroughly recommended, and, under aver-
age conditions, will enable the local station
to be cut out and most of the other B.B.C.'
stations received without much trouble.
It will depend, of course, upon the proximity
to the local station, the skill of the operator,
and the difference in wave -length between
that of the local and the required station
as to how completely the former can be
eliminated ; but, under test, it has been
found possible completely to get rid of 2 L 0
at a distance of less than 12 miles, and to
pick up Bournemouth, over 100 miles
away, at good strength.

Components Used,
The construction of the set is extremely

simple, and if the blue print provided is
carefully followed and good components
are used, there is no reason why success
should not be attained the first time the
set is tried out.

For the guidance of those who wish to
follow the panel dtilling diageasp..kbsolutely,
we may state that the followinOlimponents
were used in the set whose piotographs

appear here : Lotus 2 -way coil holder,
with long handle ; Lamplough low -loss
.0005 variable condenser ; Bowyer -Lowe
"Popular" .0003 variable condenser; Lissen-
stat Major rheostats

'
Yesly combined grid

leak and condenser ; Security valve holders,
and Peto-Scott plug-in single coil holder.

The grid condenser can be of the flat
type if desired, though the one shown
here is cylindrical. There - arc no difli
culties likely to crop up in the mounting
or wiring of the set, though the latter
should be followed as closely as possible
from the photographs and blue print so as
to ensure that it is well spaced, an im-
portant point when dealing with this type
of receiver. A final check of the wiring is
given in the form of the point-to-point
connections.

Outdoor Aerial Advised.
When the set has been built, and the

panel and wiring cleaned up to ensure that
no traces of flux or loose beads of solder
remain, the set can be connected up and
tested. It will be seen that the usual
series -parallel three -terminal method has
been employed for the aerial condenser
tuning, and the connections for this are
given on the blue print.

As good an aerial and earth as possible
should be used for this set, though

This view of the reverse of panel should be used iq ,
conjunction with the blue print when wiring up the set. -

an indoor aerial can be employed with a
subsequent reduction in the range of
reception. The use of a frame aerial is
not advisable, for this kind of aerial
necessarily decreases the range by about
80 per cent, so that, apart from the local
station and perhaps one other, probably
very little will be picked up.

Concerning the Valves.
The photographs show Atlas coils and

6 -volt valves, though this does not mean
that other types of coils or valves cannot
be used. Almost any type of plug-in coil
will be found suitable, providing it is
efficient, but in the choice of valves the
constructor will have to be a little more
careful. In. the first place, the first valve,
which has.to amplify at H.F., must be one
designed for that purpose, while the second
valve, which has to do the detecting, can be
either a general purpose valve or one
specially recommended by the makers for
rectification purposes. The L.T. battery
must he suitable for the type of valve em-
ployed and vice versa, while an H.T.
battery having a voltage up to about 60 or

(Continued on next page.)
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(Continued from page.) 1f*

72 volts should be available (60 volts is a
good average value to use for the first test).

It is advisable for accumulators to be used
for the L.T. battery whatever type of valve
is employed, and, as the former are pro-
vided in three different voltages, namely
2, 4, and 6, it may be useful if we give a list
of some of the suitable valves for those
various voltages.

Suitable Makes of Valves.
Taking the H.F. valve first, either of the

following can be used with success :
2 -volt type : Cossor W.2, Ediswan

A.R.D.E. red line, Mullard D.3 (H.F.).
4 -volt type : Mullard 1).06, Ediswan

.A.R.06 red line, Marconi D.E.3 (H.F.).
(These require 3 volts though, of course, a
4 -volt accumulator must be used. Their
filament consumption is *06 amp.). All
these are dull emitters. The following
take the full 4 volts, and are not dull
emitters : Cossor P.2, Mullard red ring, and
any other general purpose 4 -volt valve.

6 -volt type : The above bright emitters

POINT-TO-POINT CONNECTIONS. .2

Aerial parallel terminal to fixed plates E
of .0005 variable condenser, socket of

E aerial coil holder and grid socket of first
2- valve holder.

Aerial series terminal to moving plates E
 of .0005 variable condenser, earth terminal a

to plug of aerial coil holder, and L.T. -E.=
E positive, which is also connected to H.T.

negative, and to one side of each rheostat. E
 The other side of each rheostat is con-
E nectul to one filament socket of its
a" corresponding valve holder.

The remaining filament sockets are E -
 connected together and to L.T. negative.

Plate socket of the first valve holder is g
E connected to fixed plates of the .0003
E. variable condenser, socket of anode coil E

holder and one side of grid condenser.
E Moving plates of .0003 variable con- E
-2 denser joined to plug of anode coil holder
 and to H.T. positive. Other side of grid :7:

condenser to grid of second valve and to E.-
E one side of grid leak, the other side of E
E which joins L.T. positive. Plate socket of
a- second valve holder to plug of reaction
 coil holder, socket of same being taken to
E the bottom 'phone terminal. Other 'phone E

terminal is connected to H.T. positive. E
A .002 fixed condenser is connected .2

FE. across the 'phone terminals.

and any of the 6 -volt power valves, such
as the B.4, P.V.5 D.E., etc. These power
valves are usually sold for L.F. amplifica-
tion, but are quite suitable for H.F. work,
if required, and give excellent results.

Handling the Set.
For the detector stage any general pur-

pose type of valve of suitable voltage can
be used, the special white ring valves sold
by the Mullard Co., or any of the 6 -volt
power valves such as the B.4,
P.V.5 D.E., etc.

Tuning is carried out by means of the
two variable condensers, which should be
operated simultaneously, while the reaction
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coil should be gradually brought up towards
the anode coil until the set is just off the
oscillation point.

The Necessary Coils.
It is now in its most sensitive condition,

and careful tuning of the two condensers,
with occasional adjustment of the reaction
coil, should enable the listener to pick up
one station after another.

Practice will he necessary before the
handling of the set becomes simple, but it
will not be long before some really good.
DX results are obtained. The coil chart at
the end of articlelon the Reflex receiver
in this issue will thold good as regards
aerial and anode coils for the H.F. and Det.
receiver, while the reaction coil can be
either the same size as the anode or one
size smaller-whichever gives best results.

FOREIGN RADIO NEWS.
FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENTS

A French Broadcasting Combine.
THOSE French broadcasting stations that

are not state-owned have, under the
leadership of Senator Dupuy, the

chairman of the Petit Parisien, formed a
combine under the name of FOderation
Francaise des Postes Prives d'Emissions
Radiophoniques.

The stations in this new organisation are
Radio -Paris, Radio -Toulouse, Radio -Lyons,
Radio-Agen, Radio-Mont-de-Marsan, Radio-
Normandie, Radio -Montpellier, Radio -
Anjou, Radio -Bretagne, and Petit Parisien.

These stations have been drawn together
by the tendency shown in many instances
recently, especially in the broadcasting of a
French statesman's speech at Geneva which
excited universal curiosity, to starve them
out to the4;enefit of the state stations, whose
methods arZ in general inferior to those of
the private stations.

The first motion passed by the council of
the new federation states its belief that,
though by the inventive genius of her
scientists, France should take a leading place
in radio matters, the state of affairs in
France so far as radio is concerned is very
backward, and the country has remained
stationary whereas several other nations
have made very notable advances.

The association is for mutual support and
defence, and to apply, when necessary,
pressure on the authorities in the interests
of radio " fans."

Swedish Station Starts Work.
It is announced that the radio station at

Landsort, on the east coast of Sweden,
call number S A 0, has started work. Its task
is 'to broadcast scientific observations,
and its messages are heard distinctly over
a radius of 100 miles.

(Continued on page 1328.)
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OURSELVES-AND THE n 40*W

THE TABLE -TALKER
The new goose -neck design is
the result of research in radio
acoustics, whi.M definitely es-
tablishes its value in relation to
the diaphragm fitted. Patent
material used in the construction
of the horn eliminates metallic
harshness. Volume and sensitivity
controlled with small lever located
at the rear of the base. Elegantly
shaped, tasteful neutral brown
finish, felt -padded base. Height
t8 ins., bell ro ins. 17/6

THE BR A N DOLA
Specially built to bring greater
volume with minimum current
input and exceptional clarity
over the full frequency range. A
large diaphragm gives new
rounded fulness to the low
registers and new clarified light-
ness to the high. Reproduction
controlled by a thumb screw on
the base. Polished walnut plinth
with electroplated fittings.
Height z6 ins., bell 12 ins.

90/-

I

ELECTRICAL IMPULSE

`. MMU,'W \

ik

his secrets are ours
Think of it ! Seventeen years' patient study of the vagaries Of our jolly
impulsive friend, the electrical impulse. And our laboratory experts have
come through with intellects unscathed. Nay ! Not only unscathed, but
brightly furbished. They were able to establish friendly contact with the
electrical impulse ; he helped them with their plans for building radio sound
reproducing instruments and encouraged their scientific research. Now,

this electrical impulse uses his electrical energy to bring the radio as far as
your receiver. To get him to talk easily and naturally is an operation we
have perfected with his own help and advice. Seventeen years' study of

the best way to capture and transform this spirit of radio sound has
helped us to build the best radio speakers of the age ; his secrets are ours.
Get a Brandes and you will know that the properties of radio sound
are harnessed as effectually as you can possibly desire.

Any good dealer stocks Brandes
THE AUDIO TRANSFORMER
Ratio r to 5. The main objects
in view are high amplification of
applied voltage, together with
a straight line amplification -
frequency curve. That is to
say, for a given input voltage, the
amplification is constant over a
wide band of frequencies, thus
eliminating resonance. Mechanic-
ally protected and shielded so
that the transformers may be
placed close together without
interaction.

MATCHED TONE HEADPHONES
The whole secret of Matched
Tone is that one receiver refuses
to have any quarrel with its
twin. Ably schooled in these
generous sentiments by our
specially erected Matched Tone
apparatus, their synchronised
effort discovers greater sensi-
tivity and volume and truer tone.
There is no possibility of the
sound from one earpiece being
half a tone lower than its mate.

20/-
Brandes, Limited, 296 Regent St., London, W.r, Works-Slough, Burks.

EXPERTS IN RADIO ACOUSTICS SINCE
Servic

1908
Advertising

29i 2,2.3
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"RENOWN"
HIGH EFFICIENCY

POWER
TRANSFORMERS
FOR ALL BATTERY
CHARGING PURPOSES

Made in all Step -Down Ratios

From 30/.' Each
STATE - MAINS VOLTS
OUTPUT VOLTS REQUIRED
OUTPUT AMPERES REQUIRED

We Repair
any make of
1 nte ry alv e
Transformer
5/- post free.

: Trade :

Enquiries
Invited

INSTAL
"RENOWN
L.F. INTERVALVE
TRANSFORMERS
For the Finest
Reproduction with
Greater Volume

ALL RATIOS

8/4 POST
EE

TURN
IRON CORE
INDUCTANCE

CHOKES
8/4 POST FREE

79

TRANSFORMER REPAIR Co., Hay St., PORTSMOUTH

DANCING LESSONS
in the NEWEST Steps

for 6d. only!
The newest steps in the
French Tango, the Fox
Trot the Charleston, and
Waltz are all shown in the
clearest possible manner by
actual photographs in the
BEST WAY DANCING
BOOK-now on sale, 6d.
A clever chart showing
how to dance the four
steps of the tango is also

GIVEN FREE !

Buy this splendid book
TO -DAY. Ask for

"PST VAY

DANCING 19°2161
D. Of all Newsagents and Poclesellers, or 7d., Post Free (Miami),

from Best Way, 291a, Oxford Street, London, W.I.
rasocs.-

Phone :
museum, 2703.

THE LATEST ACHIEVEMENT
Complete
Amplifier

Price

3 to 10 told AMPLIFICATION WITHOUT
VALVES from any Crystal or Valve Set at small

cost, by the NEW

MACNETIC MICROPHONE BAR

SEPARATE PARTS
ALSO SUPPLIED.

NEW WILSON ELECTRICAL
MANUFACTURING COMPANY, LTD.,
18. Fitzroy Street, Euston Road, London, W.1

(Prov. Patent No. 0574,25)
LOUD -SPEAKER RESULTS from
CRYSTAL RECEPTION of average

strength.
Not a Microphone Button, Entirely free from
distortion and microphonic noises. No valves.
No accumulators. No H.T. batteries. No fragile
parts. Nothing to get out of order. A child can
operate it. 3 -volt Dry Battery only required in

addition to Amplifier.
Full particulars 1,11. stamp.

Order direct front Sole manufacturers :

A WORD TO ADVERTISERS
FOUR MORE BLUE PRINTS
Secure your space NOW for our

3rd GREAT GIFT NUMBER

February 20
NO INCREASE IN RATE.
GREAT INCREASE IN SALES.

........,......
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VALVES
BRIGHT EMITTERS

4/6
Filament Volts 4.5 to 5.

Filament Amps.
Anode Volts .. .. 40 to 80.

Made in two types.
F I (Plain Louden) for Detection and

L.F. Amplification

F2 (Blue Louder)' or H.F. Amplification.

DULL EMITTERS8/. and 9/.
(4 -VOLT.) (6 -VOLT.)

Filament Amps.
Anode Volts ... 40 to 80.

Each made In two types
FER I for Detection andl...F. Amplification,

FER 2 for H.F. Amplifiaation.
N.B.-These valves consume only one.

seventh of the current taken by ordinary
bright emitters. They will work straight
off a 4-v. or 6-v. accumulator without
.alterations to filament resistances or set.When ordering please state clearlythe type and voltage required.

All Fellows apparatus can be inspected and purchased at 20,
Store Street, Tottenham Court Road, II'.C., 34, Bridlesmith Gatc,
Nottingham, and Dominions House, Queen Street, Cardiff,

HOW'S,4 THIS ?
Messrs. Fellow_ Magneto Co., Ltd.
Dear Sirs,

Some time ago, availing myself of your offer in the Wheless Papers, I purchased two
Dull Emitters, and have since rejoiced, es my charging bills are cut down to about 2d. a
week. and my set has much clearer reception than hitherto-in fsct, I am very proud
of my Louden D.Els.

Yours faithfully,
N. R. (Redhill).

What Is your weekly accumulator bill ? Why make frequent journeys to the charging
station and pay heavy charging bills? Louden Dull Emitters reduce these charges and
these journeys to ONE- SEVENTH over ordinary bright emitters. There is no
finer dull emitter on the market and THEY ONLY COST EIGHT OR NINE
SHILLINGS. Fill in this coupon noiv !

WRITE FOR 40 pp. ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, FREE.

To THE FELLOWS MAGNETO CO., LTD.
CUMBERLAND AVENUE, PARK ROYAL. WILLESDEN, N.W.10

Name

Address

Herewith Remittance Value
Please forward me Louden V alve(s) Type
on conditiQns as per your advertisement.
Please write clearly in Block Letters, enclose postage (4d. for each valve+,

and register Cash or Treasury Notes.
P.W. 6/2/26. E.P.S.74.

521/1)0120
osiisikvv
COLLEGE

D

THE

GLORY

CORNER
This

is the
Glory Corner

at the Bennett
College. We give it that

name because it contains in
bundles about One Hundredweight

of letters which we have received ironi
Grateful and Successful Students. We keep

all these thousands of unsolicited testimonials
as a fountain of inspiration and because we are really

proud of them. Having helped thousands of others to achieve
success and advancement, it may be possible that we can help YOU.

I am assisted by a large and expert staff and the advice we give is sound:
If we cannot help you we will say so ; if we can we will tell you how.

We have FREE booklets setting out the possibilities in connection with cacti
of the subjects shown in the lists; send for the one in which you are interested,
or ask for MY PRIVATE ADVICE, which also is free. You incur no obligation.

Have You ANY Ambition?
We guarantee tuition until successful. Most moderate charges, payable
monthly. All text books free. No extra fees.
EXPERT TUTORS FOR EVERY DEPARTMENT
COMMERCIAL
Accountancy
Advert. Writing
Salesmanship
Army Certfct. Courses
Auctioncering and

Estate Agency
Auditing
Banking
Book-keeping
Commercial Arithmetic
Commercial Law
Company Law
Costing
Economics
English and French
Executorship Law
Foreign Exchange
Modern Business

Methods
Secretaryship
Workshop Organisation
TECHNICAL
Applied Meehan' cs
Architectural Drawing ')
Building Construction
Clerk of Works' Duties .)
Boiler Engineering
Boiler Making
Chemistry

)burs 6ineerCill.

TECHNICAL (contd.)
Civil Engineering
Concrete and Steel
Draughtsmanship
Electricity
Engineering
Foundry Work
Internal Combustion

Engines
Marine Engineering
Mathematics
Matriculation
Metallurgy
Mining
Mine Surveying
Motor Engineering
Naval Architecture
Pattern Making
Quantity Surveying
Sanitation
Shipbuilding
Structural Engineering
Surveying and Levelling
Telegraphy and

Telephony
Town Planning
Wireless Telegraphy
Works Managers'

Course

...........
ENGINEERING DICTIONARY. Part One
Free. To extend the 'name of The Bennett ..-"
College we are publishing an Illustrated...'.
Encyclopedic Dictionary of Engineer...,.
iag, Civil, Motor, Elect., Mcch.,.....**
etc. You may have Part 1
FREE. Send for Part 1
to -day: Yea are wider
no obligation. ......

WE
TEACH

BY POST.

Note Address
The Bennett College,
Dent. 106. Sheffield

Dept. 106.

SAVE 25%
Get your COIL PLUGS for
5/6 per doz. (4/6 gross lots).
Made of best tested materials through-
out, these plugs offer the advantages of
nickel -plated side plate contacts, having
patent lip. Send 6d. to cover postage

upon sample dozen orders.

CECIL RIDLEY
35 & 37 DUNDAS MEWS
MIDDLESBROUGH

'Phone: 1366
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;THAT television, the dream of all radio
J- experimenters and inventors, is prac-

tically an accomplished fact, and will
probably be such a fact before the end of
1926, is the startling statement that the
famous French radio engineer, Edouard
,Belin, made to me the other day, when I
interviewed him specially for POPULAR
WIRELESS. M. Belin has been making
exhaustive studies of this subject for the
last year, and has just given a demon-
stration at the Sorbonne (writes Mr. Delano).

" The apparatus which I demonstrated,
Monsieur," he pointed out, " is merely one
used in a study of such work. I cannot,
with this machine, transmit pictures,
or scenes from a distance ; but I have ac-
tually in existence such an apparatus,
which lacks only at the moment a proper
method of amplification to make it capable
of transmitting pictures or images over long
distances by wireless. This amplification
difficulty will be overcome in a short
time I hope. I cannot say just when
-perhaps it is only a matter of weeks.
But when I have met that, I will start
tests which I believe will prove of the
greatest interest to the world."

System of Mirrors Used.
M. Belin pointed out the apparatus he

had used at the Sorbonne in his demon-
strations, calling attention to the fact
that the entire machine had been built
merely for the purpose of studying tele-
vision, and not  with any idea that this
was to be the final solution. The theory
he already had worked out-" but," he
shrugged, you know what it is, the dif-
ference between a theory and a finished
commercial article."

The apparatus he has on exhibition
is interesting in the extreme. Mounted
on a wooden table, with a driving motor
coupled to a vertical shaft below, it consists
of a regular slide projection machine,
with carbon arcs ; a peculiar revolving
drum with a series of flat mirrors, which
is at an angle with and before the lens
of the projector, and other mirrors, etc.

" We place a picture slide in the pro-
jector, which, of course, casts light and
shadow as usual. The mirror drum is made
to revolve at a very high speed, taking
the reflection of this picture upon it and
throwing it in a series of vibrations (due
to the flatness of the mirrors) over to a
mirror placed behind this slotted screen.
The drum is not only revolving at high
speed, but, by a special worm gearing,
is made to swing back and forth laterally
at a speed commensurate with that at
which it turns;

Clear " Reception " Obtained.
"The picture image being cast back upon

the small mirror behind the slotted screen,"
indicated the French inventor, ".is reduced
to a spot of light ; and as the drum mirrors
take only a part at a time, you get only
parts of the photo reflected in this small
mirror at,once. Now the light beam passes
through the large lens at the side of the
mirror drum, thus concentrating it into a
regular spot. It is reflected from this lens
back against the reverse side of the drum,
by the second small stationary mirror which
you see here. And the revolving and swing-
ing drum takes this little spot and throws
it in a series of vibrations against the semi-
transparent screen which you see to the
extreme left."

I A

PROGRESS WITH
TELEVISION.

THE BAIRD and BELIN
CLAIMS.

By F. M. DELANO.
(Our Paris Correspondent)

and
IL D. ROGERS.

(Assistant Technical Editor).

As the lights are turned on, a small
spot the size of a pea appears on the glass
screen. The machinery is set in motion,
and the spot becomes rather a streak of
light, swinging up and down and back
and forth. As the apparatus attains full
speed, this light spot produces a square
of light upon the screen, somewhat vibra-
tory, but nevertheless clear.

" Obviously," points out M. Belin,
" when you place a photo -slide between
your light source and the first mirror,
you get a series of modulations of the pure

Mr. I. L. Baird carrying out tests in his laboratory.

light according to the shadows cast. And
these are carried through until they appear
as the same picture in the final reflection
-as you can see."

He pushed the lantern slide into place,
and immediately the light square took on
the aspect of the photo-a prominent
French senator with full beard.

" Now, in place of the first small re-
fleeting mirror," remarked M. Belin, " a
photo -electric cell (potassium, of course,
for selenium would not be fast enough)
would react to those light modifications.
Or I may place it elsewhere-I am not
ready to give the details of the smaller
apparatus yet. Perhaps I will fail, after
all, and have to wait still other weary years
before I have achieved my dream. But,
as it stands now, Monsieur-I am impatient-
ly waiting for the weeks to pass when I
may know whether I have or have not
solved the television problem."

Another enthusiast who is on the track
of television is Mr. J. L Baird, who has
been working for more than three years on
the problem, and whom I saw recently in
his two -room laboratory in Frith Street,
Soho (writes Mr. K. D. Rogers).

The rooms were literally smothered with

apparatus, mainly H.T. batteries, valves
and amplifiers ; while in the transmitting -
room a huge 5 or 6 ft. disc with 30 lenses
arranged round its circumference, arrested
the. attention of the observer.

I will not go into the details of the means
lay which Mr. Baird hopes to accomplish
television, as they were discussed in the
article published in " P.W." of May 23rd,
1925, and have not been altered by any
great extent since then.

Mr. Baird explained that his main
trouble was financial, and he had so far
had to use crude uncorrected lenses which
caused a considerable amount of aberration.

An Interesting Demonstration,
" Let me show you how it works," went

on the inventor. He moved about a dozen
switches, and four or five knobs, and then
the great disc began to revolve. Faster
and faster it went, until a constant speed
of between 200 and 300 revolutions per
minute was reached.

" I'll put ' Jimmy' up in place," said
Mr. Baird, and he placed the well-worn
head of a ventriloquist doll in position
in front of the transmitter.

We adjourned to the next room, where
he opened a receiving set-about the size

of a large suit -case,
but made of wood-
and began to twiddle
a few little knobs. A
small motor started
up, driving a disc
similar t©, but smaller,
than the one in the
transmitting -room.

A lamp flickered
away merrily among
the works of the
set, and Mr. Baird
explained that this
flicker denoted that
the two discs were not
yet in resonance.

The lamp will go
out when the trans-
mitter and receiver are
in step," he added.

Eventually the flickering slowed down,
and the lamp went out. I was invited to
look in the camera obscura-like attach-
ment on the side of the case.

" Jimmy " Vanishes.
There, sure enough, was Jimmy, flicker-

ings:saway at me and moving his eyes and
mouth in realistic fashion. Then, all of a
sudden, he began to look a little off colour,
and' the horizontal lines in the picture
tilted upwards, eventually becoming vertical
-Jiinmy bad disappeared.

" It's gone out of adjustment," said the
inventor. " I shall have to re -synchronise it."

This was done, and Jimmy reappeared
as before. It was undoubtedly a step for-
ward from the results achieved last year,
but whether the final solution will come
by this method is still a matter of specula-
tion. We shall, I fear, have to wait for
some time yet before seeing by wireless, or
even land -line, is finally accomplished.

- Mr. Baird is making :a plucky effort to
solve an extremely difficult problem, and
whether his method is the one tnally
adopted or not he deserves the highest
commendation for his ingenuity, and I,
personally, would like to wish him the best
of luck.
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Conducted by our Staff Consultant, J. H. T. ROBERTS, D.Sc., F.Inst.P.
TfIE question of the binder or varnish

to be used on a coil is one upon which
there have always been considerable

differences of. opinion. It has generally
been the aim of the constructor to make
up his coils in such a way as to be self-
supporting without the aid of any varnish
or binder, and various- types of coils have
appeared on the market which are made on
this principle.

The objections which are usually urged
against the varnish are that it introduces
losses in connection with the coil, and
furthermore, that it frequently absorbs
moisture. There is little doubt that an
unsuitable binder may cause considerable
trouble in this way, and it is therefore
interesting to note the results of some
extensive tests which have been carried ,

out by the laboratory department of the
" Radio World " (New York) on the relative
advantages and disadvantages of different
kinds of varnishes.

The substances considered were collodion,
sodium silicate, and collodion -amyl -acetate
solution ; the last -Mentioned solution is
compounded from I. ounce of collodion and,

ounce of amyl -acetate. In the tests
a wave -metre was used and an oscillating.
circuit, set to certain wave -lengths. The
test circuit was tuned to resonance with the
oscillator until the current on a special
galvanometer showed a maximum deflectit n.

In this general way the effective resistance
of the circuit for the given frequency was
obtained, and different coils were intro-
duced, identical as far as possible in their
inductance value and general design, differ-
ing only in the nature of the binder which
was used in their construction. Hourly tests 
were made to show the change in the effect
as the binder dried out.

The Result of Tests.
The results were as follows : The co:1

coated with sodium had the highest lassss,
the losses being 33 per cent greater at
200 metres than with the coil which was
untreated. At 550 metres the sodium -
silicate -treated coil had losses which were
25 per cent greater than those with the
untreated coil. The collodion -coated coil
did not introduce losses so great as those
with the silicate -coated coil. Calling the
coils No. 1, 2, 3 and 4, number one being the
untreated coil, number two sodium silicate,
number three collodion and number four
collodion -amyl -acetate, the coil resistances
in ohms at the various wave -lengths were
found to be as follows :
Wave -lengths No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 No. 4
200 metres 14.7 20.0 17.0 15.3
250 ,, . 101 14-0 11.0 10.3
300 s 7.8 10.7 8.3 7.9
350 s, .. 7.0 8.3 7.5 7.0
400 Sf . . 6.1 7.5 6.6 6.1
450 ,, 5.6 7.0 6.2 5.6
500 .. 5.2 6.5 5.7 5.2
550 e. 5-0 6.25 5.2 5.0

From this it appears that the sodium
silicate as a binder is unsuitable. Further.
more, the selection of the binder appears to
have a great influence on the selectivity
and the volume obtainable with the coil, and
from the results obtained it seems that the
collodion -amyl -acetate solution is the most
advantageous to use.

Furthermore, it has the additional
advantage that it renders the coil practically
moisture -proof.

The Edison Accumulator.
I notice that the alkaline type of high-

tension accumulator is now finding its way
on to the market, more particularly in the
United States. This type of cell is claimed
to have a great advantage over the lead
type in that it has a longer life, is cheaper
and more efficient, does not suffer from

from the low-tension leads. It is a great
nuisance continually having to retrace
the wires. This, however, is very readily
overcome by the simple expedient
'of taking two nieces of cardboard, or
preferably of celluloid or such -like
material, and making in each a number
of holes through which the different wires
are passed.

Each of these two pieces of celluloid acts
as a label, and one piece is slipped over the
wires at the end close to the batteries, an
identification mark being made against each
of the holes through which the wires are
passed, whilst the other is slipped up towards
the ends of the wires which go to the
terminals of the set, the second label being
marked to register with the first one. In
this way the two ends of any of the wires
are very easily identified.

I notice that in " Radio " (Berlin) a little
device of this kind is advertised for sale.

Some Aerial Experiments.
Some interesting information on different

types of aerial are given in " Radio "
(South Africa) by a correspondent who has
made a number of experiments on aerials
of various dimensions and consisting of
various types of wire. He challenges the
theory that the horizontal length should
never be more than half the vertical height,
the belief not being borne out in practice,

according to his ex-
periments. A 150 -foot

The amplifiers and relay line controls at the Durban

sulphation of the plates or corrosion of the
terminals, is not liable to buckling of the
plates, and suffers no injury from standing
idle or from short-circuiting or overcharging.
This type of battery is undoubtedly one
which will be likely to meet with consider-
able approval, although, like many other
things, it has been slow in gaining recogni-
tion with the British public.

Tracing Battery Leads.
Every valve user bows the little incon-

veniences of tracing out the various high-
tension leads to the different valves, and
distinguishing these from one another and

Broadcasting Station.

aerial, he states, is no
better than a 100 -foot
for B.C.L. work. The
conclusion reached as
a result of the experi-
ment referred to is
that for maximum
efficiency one should
keep to the natural
wave -length of the
aerial, except in cases
where allowance has
to be made for screen-
ing.

Amongst the differ-
ent types of wire
which were tried were
the following : 7/22,
both enamelled and
hare, 42 S.W.G., and
15/32 enamelled. The
42 S.W.G. was by far
the best, but soon
lost against the 15/32,
owing to corrosion.

A Dial Tip.

Many amateurs ex-
perience difficulty
owing to the rotor
of a variable con-

denser being so loose that it will not stay
in any given position, the slightest jar caus-
ing it to rotate slightly, which, in the case of a
very selective set, maybe the cause of losing
a station altogether. This difficulty may
readily be overcome by the simple expedient
of introducing, between the back of the dial
and the surface of the panel, a disc either of
felt or thin sheet cork. This little trick not
only ensures the rotor remaining. in a fixed
position when set, but also gives a smooth-
ness to the operation of the condenser which
is very desirable. Of the two, probably the
felt is preferable, as it has more resiliency
than the cork and is not liable to squeak.
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SO many people have written to me
asking my opinion of various receiving
circuits that I feel that if I devote

this article to a brief discussion of a few
popular circuits, it may be of interest to
at least some of my readers.

Perhaps the most popular of all valve
circuits for the purpose of general reception
is the one given in Fig. 1, consisting, as
will be seen, of an ordinary detector valve
with reaction on the aerial followed by an
ordinary L.F. amplifier. This is an all-round
circuit of the greatest utility, both for the

PA, 0

* -4.-4--4--4-4.-------*
An Exclusive Article by the famous
British Experimenter and Owner

of 2 0 D,
tE. J. SIMMONDS, M.I.R.E., F.R.S A. t
**--4.--.-.--.- 011 01 ........ *

It is of the utmost importance that a
reliable and well -designed L.F. transformer
should be used with an impedance suitable
for the particular valve with which it is to

be employed. For
instance, with this

0*
lir

-0*
Lr

DET: LF. F/!

reception on the ulth 'H.F., for broad-
casting, and the picking up of signals on
the longer ranges.

Useful Broadcast Receiver,
Carefully handled, it is capable of working

a loud speaker with a fair volume up to a
distance of twelve miles or so from a main
broadcasting station, while its headphone
range under favourable conditions . is
remarkable. Many are the times when
DX telephony reception, from America
has been carried out successfully using this
circuit, while in the early days of short-
wave reception it was the, Most popular
circuit known.

From a quality point of view it is better
to abolish the grid leak and condenser
method of rectification, and to use the first
valve as a rectifier on the anode bend
principle, a suitable valve in this ease being
a D.E.5B or D.E.5 for broadcast reception,
or a D.E.Q. for the ultra H.F.

11.12:0)REACrION
CONDENSER

1112d
Lr

TIVO VALVE RZrE/YEW IY/171CAPACUY REAC77CW.

type of circuit I am
using as a detector a
D.E.5 with 60 volts
H.T., coupled by
means of a 6 to 1

ratio Marconi Ideal
transformer to an
L.F. amplifier, con-
sisting of an L.S.5
valve with 120 on
the plate and -8 volts
grid bias. This com-
bination gives really
excellent results,

though any other makes of valves and
transformer could be used, provided they

' are suited to each Other:' It is a question of
the valve and the transformer to be used
in any particular set
that matters, not
merely any valve and
any transformer, how-
ever good each .may
be. In this respect, I
think it is a great pity
thatall makers of L.F.
transformers do not
issue curves showing
the amplification for
the range of Musical
frequencies, at the
same time giving. the
makes of the valves and the types used
when the curves were obtained.

Capacity Reaction.
In the receiver just discussed it will be

noted that magnetic reaction was employed,
but in Fig. 2 we have another form of re-
action which is not so generally used, but
which, nevertheless, is quite efficient. In
this circuit an H.F. valve is employed,
followed by a detector, reaction being car-
ried out between the plate and grid of
the first valve by means of a small variable
condenser. I have found this circuit
excellent for the reception of weak signals,
provided care is taken in the choice of the
H.F. valve. Reaction is quit& smooth,
but on the whole; for general purpose use

I am rather inclined to favour magnetic
reaction between the plate circuit of the
detector valve and the tuned anode of the
H.F. valve or the aerial, preferably the
former, because this tends to reduce the
radiation when the set is oscillating.

In the majority of cases, though capacity
reaction may be easy to handle, I think
that the magnetic type gives better control,
and, of course, on receivers where self -
oscillation is a fault, it can be reversed so
as to control the set-a very valuable
feature in some cases.

A DX Receiver.
The circuit shown in Fig. 2 is suitable for

all wave -lengths clown to about 100 metres,
below which, owing to the inter -electrode
capacities of the valves, the H.F. valve
gives practically no increase in signal
strength, while the additional tuned circuits
make handling very complicated and the
set inclined to be unstable. On broadcast
wave -lengths, however, espeCially where
magnetic reaction is employed, the circuit
can be very valuable; and is capable of
telephony reception over very long dis-
tances, the H.F. stage amplifying the
incoming weak signals, and so bringing
them up to an intensity suitable for
efficient detection, while the extra tuned
circuit incorporated in the anode of the
H.F. valve greatly increases the selectivity

of this set. This receiver, of course, will not
work a loud speaker, and is useful only for
'phone reception.

While discussing H.F. amplification, I
should like to include the circuit shown in
Fig. 3, where four stages of H.F. are
employed, followed by a detector valve.
Owing to the likelihood of instability the
resistance coupling has been employed,
thus making the H.F. stages aperiodic,
leaving only one tuning control.

For the reception of low wave -lengths this
circuit is not particularly efficient, its
greatest efficiency being obtained on wave-

' lengths above 1,500 metres, where it has
the great advantage that the amplification
is constant on all wave -lengths.

(Continued on next page.)
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SOME INTERESTING
CIRCUITS.

(Continued from previous pogOz.4.,,,,-*-------------------*
For general use on broadcast waves,

however, the circuit is rather an un-
economical one, because the full advantages
of the 4 H.F. valves are not obtained, and
the circuit is not particularly selective. , It
has been in use, however, for a considerable
time for the reception of long -wave tele-
graphic signals and for reception where
frame aerials have to be used. For the
reception of C.W. on long waves it is usually
an advantage to improve the selectivity
by the use of a separate heterodyne for pro-
ducing the local " beats," otherwise the
detuning necessary to give " beats " with
the incoming signals causes a serious loss of
signal strength.

Capacity reaction should be applied from
the last valve .(the detector), and by a
tapped switch should be available to any
of the foregoing grid circuits, this arrange-
ment giving a valuable control of reaction
both negative and positive.

In this particular it is of importance to
note that the potential signs at any moment
of adjacent stages of each valve are exactly
opposite. For instance, when the grid of
the first valve is positive the grid of the
second valve is negative, and so on, a point
which should be remembered when such a
receiver is to be constructed.

Resistance L.F. Amplifiers.
This receiver also has the disadvantage of

requiring a high plate voltage, 100 volts
at least being necessary, while, to obtain
really quiet operation, the anode resistances
should be wire wound. In my opinion it is
preferable to use the resistance in the last
anode circuit, and to place the 'phones in
shunt with, a condenser, to avoid the steady
plate current which might otherwise render
the 'phones less sensitive.

Valves of high amplification factors
should be employed, though good results
have been obtained with valves having
ordinary characteristics, but, in this event,
the amplification rapidly decreases as the -
wave -length decreases below 1,500 metres.

Resistance coupling may not be particu-
larly efficient when applied to H.F. circuits
with the reception of signals on wave-
lengths below 1,000 metres, but it is a
decided advantage when used on the
L.F. side of the set, especially where
telephony is to be received.

It is of its greatest value when even ampli-
fication of musical frequencies are concerned,
for it will give practically even amplification
throughout the whole scale. It certainly
has the disadvantage of not giving such a
high amplification per stage as the L.F.
iron -core method of coupling, but for purity
of results it is unsurpassed.

The circuit shown in Fig. 4 denotes a
detector valve followed by three resistance -
coupled L.F. amplifiers, and this circuit
can be recommended for the reception of
local broadcasting, and is capable of giving
good volume on a loud speaker with a high
degree of purity. Reaction has been
omitted, because this always tends to
decrease the purity of reception, owing to
its sharpening up the tuning, thereby
losing some of the side bands of the modu-
late{ carrier wave.

An improvement on the circuit shown
would be to omit the grid leak and con-
denser on the first valve, and to make that
rectify on its anode bend.

Avoiding Distortion.
With regard to the low order of ampli-

fication accompanying the use of resistance -
coupled amplifiers,
this may be im-
provedby using spec-
ial valves now avail-
able for such circuits.
These valves have a
high amplification
factor and high im-
pedance, and this
must increase the
magnification p e r
stage obtained from
the set. For quiet
reception it is el.lseh-
tial that the- resist-
ances should be wire
wound, i 1 e the

L.F. resistance -coupled amplifier will give
bad distortion. Grid current and over-
loading of the valves must be avoided.

In order to avoid setting up self -oscilla-
tion at audio frequencies, it is often an
advantage to use shock -absorbing valve
holders when dull emitter valves are being
used. For those who desire the finest of

grid leaks should be
of the fixed value type of good quality.
The last valve should have a separate
H.T. tapping provided, and it is of the
utmost importance that the correct values
of grid bias for .each valve should be .
arranged, for an incorrectly adjusted

reproduction, capable of withstanding really
critical musical examination, there is no
doubt that this type of circuit is -the only
really satisfactory method of amplifying
broadcast telephony and doing justice to
the transmissions from the B.B.C. stations.

*. UNTRUSTWORTHY -

ACCUMULATOR TESTS.

MOST listeners know that there are two
testing instruments in general use
for showing the condition of an

accumulator-the voltmeter and the hydro-
meter. It is not so well realised that either
of these instruments can give misleading
readings, but that such really is the case
a little consideration will show.

Taking the former case-that of the volt-
meter-first, it can easily be appreciated
that a single reading upon this instrument
may prove very misleading. All that the
voltmeter tells is the " pressure " between
the two sets of plates (negative and positive).
We know that for a fully -charged cell this
pressure should read about 2.6 directly the
cell is taken off charge, but after standing
awhile the voltage drops to about 2.1.

Misleading Readings.
It is possible for an old and unserviceable

accumulator to be overcharged for a time,
and after such treatment its voltage may
rise to 2.1, but as soon as current is taken
from such a battery, the voltage drops very
rapidly, and it would be quite unsuitable for
lighting valves, all of which require a steady
voltage.

If, therefore, an accumulator is to be
judged by voltage alone, it must be tested
when actually delivering current, preferably
to the valves which it will normally have
to supply. Only when the voltage of each
cell remains steadily at 2 volts (or there-
abouts) for several hours, is the voltage test
a reliable one.

After use for a week or so, the voltage
of the cell drops ; when it gets as low as

1.85 the battery needs re -charging, and
further use will tend to spoil it.

The hydrometersdoes not measure the
voltage at all, but depends for its usefulness
upon its measurement of the density, or
" strength " of the accumulator's acid.
This alters according to the condition of the
accumulator, in very much the same way
as the voltage does, and is, if anything, a
more reliable test than that of the voltage.

Density Tests.
When a cell which is in good condition

has been re -charged, the " density," or to
give it its right name, the specific gravity,
of the acid, is 1.2. When the battery has
been in use and is run-down (with its
voltage down to 1.85), the specific gravity
will be down to 1.17. The change in specific
gravity is a gradual one, keeping pace with
the condition of the accumulator.

From this it will be seen that the hydro-
meter test merely indicates how much
higher or lower than normal is the density
of the liquid in the cell. If a cell were in bad
condition it would be a simple matter to fake
its specific gravity by adding stronger
acid to the cell. Such a trick would easily
be detected in use, but it shows that neither
the hydrometer nor the voltmeter is
infallible, unless several tests are carried
out whilst the cell  is on load. The ideal
method of checking the condition of accumu-
lators is frequently to use both a volt-
meter and a hydrometer. This is the
method obtaining at most power stations,
and it is-or should be-the method by
which your own accumulator is tested.
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THE FIRST WIRELESS LOUD SPEAK ER WAS A rown ).41$ )... . ......

VOR the man of modest require-
": ments there is no finer Loud
Speaker than the new rrown H.3.
Embodying all the exclusive
Vrown features, it is responsible
for a volume com-
parable with many
Loud Speakers cost -

Retail Showrooms: 79 Mortimer
St..W. x. 15 Moorhelds, Liverpool;

67 High St., Southampton.

ing twice its price. While for
purity of tone it is fully up to the
recognised IBrown standard. The
mellowness and richness of music
reproduced on the H.3 is a

revelation to those
Type H.3.

Loud Featherweight
15 in. high Headphones
400o ohms 4000 ohms

S. G. Brown, Ltd., N. Acton,
London, W.3

who hear it for the
first time.

Depots (Wholesale only): 03 Bushy
Park, Bristol. Cross House,

Westgate Road, Newcastle

Gilbert Al. 4501
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CURRENT TOPICS.
t By the EDITOR.

+ The " N.A,R.M.A.T." Evidence-Some Sensible Recommendations-
+ The Radio Association's Evidence -Fantastic Suggestions.

TillE labours of the Broadcasting Inquiry
Committee appointed by the Prime
Minister are very nearly at an end.

The other day some interesting evidence
was given before the committee by Mr.
W. W. Burnham, managing director of
Messrs. Burndept, Ltd. Mr. Burnham
gave his evidence on behalf of the National
Association of Radio Manufacturers and
Traders, and he stated that the radio in-
dustry, which really came into its own in
this country about four years ago, had
grown to a very large extent, and to -day
it was estimated that something like 40,000
people were directly employed in it. The
turnover in wireless goods last year was
from 10 to 121 million pounds. Further-
more, Mr. Burnham pointed out that an-
cillary or subsidiary trades had been
greatly benefited, indirectly, by the pro-
gress and expansion of the wireless industry.

iroadcasting Zones.
Mr. Burnham made some other very inter-

esting statements in his evidence. He said
that his Association believed the present
system of low power main stations and
trifling low power relay stations, to be
absolutely wrong. Even with a very
expensive receiving set it was not possible
to get many 'alternative programmes with
any degree of satisfaction, or free from
interference, owing to the weak power
employed by the majority of the transmit-
ting stations.

Mr. Burnham said that the N.A.R.M.A.T.
considered the present arrangement of
British broadcasting financially extrava-
gant. For the services it gave it obviously
cost too much in plant, upkeep and per-
sonnel, and he advanced the suggestion, on
behalf of the Association, that competent
wireless engineers should divide the country
up into six or seven zones, so that in each
zone a high - power station, say, 25 kw.,
could be erected.

These stations, suitably linked to a
central studio with connections to local
studios, should be able to furnish suitable
alternative programmes, and the user of a
moderately priced receiving set would thus
in all probability be able to select the
programme of any of these stations at will.
He added that his Association also recom-
mended the erection of a super - power
transmitting apparatus for national and
long distance broadcasting, as the inter-
national aspects of broadcasting must be
regarded as very important.

:Fewer Stations.
Mr. Burnham's views are exceedingly

interesting. Readers will remember that
we have all along advocated the re -organisa-
tion of British broadcasting on similar lines
to those advocated by Mr. Burnham and
his Association. We would go further,
however, and suggest that even fewer
stations could be satisfactorily employed,
providing the power was linked in each
ease to, say, 50 kw.

Objections have been raised on the
ground that 50 kw. stations would have to
employ wave -lengths of between 1,000/2,000
metres if the stations' transmissions were
to prove efficacious. We do not consider
this an insuperable objection. That the
present system is expensive and that it
does require a large staff to maintain it is
an undisputed fact, but British broadcast-
ing must be simplified and everything
possible done to minimise the great long -
bear of interference.

The Board of Control.
Another interesting point in Mr. Burn -

ham's evidence was that a 98 per cent.
expression of opinion of the Association's
members was in favour of broadcasting
remaining in the hands of one independent
authority and not passing under Govern-
ment control.

It was considered that the capital needed
by that authority could be easily found by
the issue of guaranteed 75 per cent. deben-
tures or bonds, and the income for rendering
services obtained from licences, as at
present. The authority should have a
representative board of control, constituted
on broad lines, something like as follows :
British radio manufacturers, musical in-
terests, theatrical interests, news interests,
religious interests, educational interests,
Wireless League and Associations, and
Government representatives. So far, Mr.
Burnham's evidence has proved the most
practical and the most businesslike evidence
as yet offered to the Committee.

In striking contrast to Mr. Burnham's
evidence was the evidence given by the
representatives of the Radio Association.
The hon. secretary of the Radio Association
stated that insufficient knowledge was
responsible for the numerous complaints of
bad reception. Thousands of sets were out
of use simply through the lack of elemen-
tary knowledge. With this we completely
disagree, and we would like to know on
what evidence the honorary secretary of
the Radio Association bases this extrava-
gant assumption.

A further fantastic plan was put to the
Committee by the honorary secretary of the
Radio Association. He stated that the
country should be divided into districts, and
in each district one or two radio engineers
with a motor van should call on people who
desire elementary radio instruction I

The honorary secretary of the Radio
Association may not be aware of the fact
that over a million people in this country
purchase wireless journals for the purpose
of obtaining that instruction. People are
not in the habit of making appointments
for wandering gramophone experts or
wanderingl'electric light experts to give them
" instruction," and it is absurd to suppose
that wandering radio engineers, such as
the honorary secretary of the Radio
Association has in mind, would be able to do
much good.

Wireless clubs exist for the purpose of
those enthusiasts who "fish to get together
and discuss the intricacies of their hobby.
But the suggestion that public lectures and
classes should also be held in various
towns is, to our mind, quite unnecessary.

There exist in this country many thou-
sands of people with wireless sets who have
not the slightest inclination to probe into
the mysteries of their receivers. In cases
like this it is up to the radio manufacturers
to supply a straightforward and thoroughly
simple receiver which can be operated
with as little trouble as one operates a
gramophone. The ordinary listener who is
not interested in the technicalities of wire-
less will simply not be bothered by learning
wireless theory and technique generally ;
all he wants is some sort of a set which,
by pressing a button, will fill his room with
music.
Subsidised Radio Instructors ?

The gentleman who made this proposal
further suggests that an organisation of
listeners would be apPropriatZ and it was
considered by the Radio Association that a
good beginning could be made with an
expenditure of from £10,000 to £20,000 per
annum, the money to be found by devoting
to this purpose a share of the licence fees
which at present goes to the B.B.C. !

This suggestion shows a distressing lack
of knowledge of the present broadcasting
situation. We have already pointed out
that the B.13.C. are not drawing a penny
from any new licence money paid in by new
listeners, as their revenue is limited to
£500,000 per year. And, also, it would
be grossly unfair if licence money was
to be appropriated for the purpose of
instructing people who did not want to be
instructed, and, furthermore, for the
instruction of those
they did not study their subject, must be
spoon fed at the expense of the thousands
of amateurs in this country who, besides
paying their licence money, study wireless
technique.

In conclusion, it was suggested that
certain profits accruing from broadcasting
could be made to provide the means of
finding funds for a first-rate national
theatre and opera house. In other words,
evidence offered by the Radio Association
to the Broadcasting Committee contains a
suggestion that certain moneys obtained by
the B.B.C., in particular from the profits of
the " Radio Times," should be diverted into
a fund for the building of a national theatre
or opera house !

A Pinch of Salt.
This strikes us as being even more

fantastic and more calculated to arouse
disapproval than Mr. Churchill's " Raiding
the Road Fund " to meet Government ex-
penses, and we can Only express the hope
that the Broadcasting Committee will take
a very large pinch of salt with such " evi-
dence " offered by the Radio Association.

We have already expressed the view, in
recent issues of POPULAR WrnanEss, that
the Radio Association is taking itself far
too seriously. We do not consider that
its organisers have the experience or the
knowledge wherewith to presume to make
suggestions such as they have made to the
Broadcasting Committee of Inquiry, and
we sincerely trust that the fantastic nature
of these suggestions will be widely realised
by serious students of broadcasting in this
country.
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ritealon,

A.J.S. Loud Speakers
and Receivers may
be obtained by easy

payments from
H. TAYLOR & Co., Ltd.,
99-50, 52, 53, Sussex
Place, South Kensington,

S.W.7.
Write for particulars.

CHOKE UNITS
Comprising shrou d ed
choke, grid leaks, and
fixed condensers, for first

and second stage
20/ -

Choke only (shrouded)

15/ -
Ask for Publication

No. 115.

THERE is a world of difference between the varying
qu'ality of sounds which are emitted from
some Radio Receivers, and the re-creation of

the musical genius of great artists, as obtained when
using an A.J.S. choke coupled circuit in conjunction
with an A. J.S. Loud Speaker. The quality of radio
reproduction _depends almost entirely on the method
of intervalve coupling and the type of loud _speaker
used, and for this reason A.J.S. have devoted a great
amount of research to produce an ideal choke-one to
do credit to the fine qualities of their loud speakers.

A. J.S. Loud Speakers are not black, unless you
particularly desire them so. The 'most popular
models have metal flares, hand coloured and grained
in various shades of Oak, .,...,min,

Mahogany, Walnut and
Rosewood. They may also SPEAKERS.' LOUD

be obtained with Oak or Height 24 inches.

Mahogany flares, truly fine In Wood-
Mahogany-or Oak Flares

instruments. The Junior .£4 15 0
In Metal- `-.

model is not a " Baby," but Black Matt or Stove Finish

the " Big Brother " of the £4
Grained. various wood }-

Standard types. It is 19 finishes

inches high and produces £4 5 0
full round tones.

The A. J.S. Choke Unit is
a most important com-
ponent in a receiver, where
the constructor desires the
re-creation of speech and
music which is, absolutely
true to life.

JUNIOR LOUD
SPEAKERS.
In'metal, Height 19 -in.
Black Horn - £1 15 0
Grained wood finish

£1 17
Cabinet Model in
Mahogany £4 15 0
Pedestal Model in -
Mahogany or Rosewood

£22 10 0

Publication No. 11S desekibes all A.J.S. Loud Speakers.

A. J. STEVENS & CO. (1914), LTD.,
RADIO BRANCH, WOLVERHAMPTON
Telephone: 1748 (7 lines). Telegrams "Reception, Wolverhampton."

London Showrooms : 122/124, Charing Cross Road, W.C.2
Telephone : Regent 7161-2. Telegrams : " A jayessco, Wes:cent, London."

Glasgow Showrooms : 2 2 3, St. George's Road, Glasgow.
Telephone Douglas 3449. Telegrams: " Reception, Glasgow."

A J. STEVENS & CO. (1914), LTD.,
RADIO BRANCH, WOLVERHAMPTON.

Please send Publications Nos. 113 and iii, describing Loud
Speakers and Chokes respectively.

Name

Address

P.W. 6/2/26.

ISSUED BY THE PUBLICITY D..1'1., A.J.S.
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nsist on L.EW
Covered wire

THERE is over 40 years of
specialised knowledge be-

hind LEW Wire. Manufactured
for the electrical industries dur-
ing this period, LEW Wire of
quality has stood the test of
time. Constructors of wireless
sets who use products bearing
the LEW seal can be sure of
quality and satisfaction. Next
time you buy wire, insist upon
reels bearing the L E W seal.

Products guaranteed, by the LEWseal

COTTON COVERED WIRE
SILK` COVERED WIRE

ENAMELINSULATED WIRE

Dhe

LONDON ELECTRIC

WIRE C9 ai SMITHS T
(Makers of Electric II for over 40 years),

PLAYHOUSE YARD, GOLDEN LANE,
LONDON, E.C.1.

Telegrams: Electric. London. Telephone: Cie, kenwell 1388, 1389,1390, 1391.

1..MMEMIENEMORM, NIMMINOMM=Illei
Dll

Can You Beat this
for Value in Loud -speaker Sets ?

FOR £7-10-0 you can become
the possessor of the finest
2 -valve loud -speaker receiver

on the market-the Ericsson Family
Loud -speaker Receiver.

Gives pure loud -speaker reproduction
of amazing volume and tone 25-30
miles from any main B,B.C. station
and 150 miles from 5 X X.

Contained in a beautifully fitted
polished oak case, with lift -up lid,
all coils and valves enclosed against
dust or damage, nickel -plated fittings,
and switch for changing from phones
to loud -speaker. All terminals at back
out of way. Hooked up to a Senior
Super -Tone Loud -speaker (63/-) or
a junior (32/6) you get radio
at its best. Write to -day for Lists.

Write for illustrated literature
treating on other sets, crystal
and valve, loud -speakers,
headphones, components, etc.

The BRITISH L.M. ERICSSON Mfg. Co., Ltd.,
67-73, KINGSWAY, LONDON, W.C. 2,

AGENTS EVERYWHERE.

4111:FAMILY
LOUD SPEAKER

RECEIVER SEA r
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The completed instrument has a neat straightforward appearance.

THERE is no doubt that strong interfer-
ence from a local station-either
broadcasting or spark-can be com-

pletely eliminated if a suitable circuit is
employed. The most successful method,
may be termed " the H.F. drain."

Practical experience points to the fact
that loose -couplers are not satisfactory in
assisting in the elimination of very loud
fignals. Indeed, it can be truthfully said

that, unless in the hands of an expert, they
give nothing but disappointment.

The writer has had considerable experi-
ence in eliminating interference, both at the
Admiralty and at his private research station
in Sheffield. Regarding the latter, models of
a successful " trap " circuit have been sup-
plied to the War Office for eliminating
extremely loud signals.

It will be of interest to the reader to learn
that the fir st attempts were made necessary
on account of the writer's experimental
signals on short waves causing slight inter-
ference to neighbours who wished to listen
to broadcasting. It was then decided to
discover a real method of completely
cutting out these interfering signals at the
receiving end, and the Complete Eliminator
described here is a modified and improved

THE
COMPLETE ELIMINATOR.

An H F." Drainage System.
By LAURENCE MANNING, A.M.I.R.E.

This practical article should be welcomed by many of the
thousands of " P.W " readers who are troubled by

" interference."

-4.-4. -0- -0-1----*
model, which -will undoubtedly
give every satisfietiom

In practice the following
operation can, be carried out
by the wave -trap

An instrument that
:: will help the ::

amateur to reduce
" jamming." ::

earth should be joined to terminal marked E.
On the other side, for all interference except
that on waves longer than the desired wave,
the terminal mdrked GI should be con-
nected to the aerial terminal on the existing

The wiring, as this photograph shows, is by,no means intricate.

(1) Cut out local station.
(2) Cut out Daventry and receive Radio -

Paris.
,(3) Cut out or reduce 300 -metre ship

jamming.
(4) Cut out or reduce 600 -metre ship

jamming by connecting up as in Fig. 4.

The Components Required.
1 panel 6 x 10 in. approximately.
1 small switch arm.
3 contact studs.
2 contact stops.
1 Seamark Connode.
2 coil plugs with pin.
1 35 Reactone coil. For cutting out short

waves.
1 50 Reactone coil.
1 Dubilier .0003 fixed condenser.
2 lengths of 16 gauge square tinned copper

wire. '

6 large telephone terminals.
If it is desired to cut out long waves

(Daventry) 2 Reactone 150 coils will be
required.

Consulting the wiring diagram, the aerial
should be joined to terminal marked A. The

tuning arrangements, while the terminal
Makkcd L.T. should be joined to the existing
earth terminal on the set.

(Continued on next page.)
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COMPLETE ELIMINATOR -

(Continued from previous page.)

THE

If it is desired to cut out interference
other than described in (1), (2) and (3),
terminals E and El should be short-circuited,
earth joined to E, aerial to AE, while G2
should be connected to the aerial terminal
on the existing tuning arrangements instead
of G2.

The complete circuit is shown in Fig. 1.
The arrangement when the switch is at
a, b and c respectively is shown in Figs. 2, 2
and 4.

The Various Circuits.
From Fig. 2 it will be seen that when the

switch is at a (see Fig. 1) the wave -trap -is
out of circuit, and the aerial and earth

_Switch at IC '

(E& E I Shorted)

62

become connected straight
through to the existing tuning
arrangements.

When the switch is at b (see
Fig. 2), the arrangement be-
comes a series drain circuit,
which is extremely efficient.
Using this arrangement, it is
possible to cut out a relay
station completely from a few
hundred yards distance, while
a main station can be elimina-
ted sufficiently well to permit
the reception of stations on
adjacent waves.

With the b arrangement,
provided suitable coils are
used (see list of components)
it is possible to eliminate
Daventry and receive wave-
lengths slightly longer, as in
the case of the Paris station.

The arrangement with the
switch at c, E and El shorted,
and the terminal G2 connec-
ted to the aerial terminal on
the existing tuning arrange-
ments is particularly useful in
cutting out interference from
ships at sea transmitting on
600 metres. It may also be
used, provided suitable coils
are used (see list of compo-
nents) for cutting out Daven-
try, and receiving wave -lengths
which are shorter.

Experiments may be made
with the switch at c and the
terminal G1 to the existing
aerial terminal. With this ar-
rangement, m any unusual
phenomena are observed, and
it is possible to perform ex-
tremely difficult tuning feats in a simple
manner.

The eliminator should be connected
up, as previously instructed, bearing in
mind the type of interference experienced.

The switch should be placed at a, and
the interfering station tuned in to maximum
strength, on the set itself, without touching
the eliminator. Then the switch should be
moved to b, and the adjustment of coils and
condenser in the eliminator should be made
;until the interfering signal is reduced to a
minimum, or completely cut out. Leave
the eliminator for the time, and return to
the tuning arrangements in the set proper
and tune in the desired station. The inter-
fering station will not be heard so long as
the adjustment of the eliminator remains,
unaltered.

Increasing Signal Strength.
By attaching the eliminator to any set,

apart from cutting out interference, it is
possible to materially strengthen signals.
This should be done in the following manner.
Switch at a, tone in the desired station on
existing tuning arrangements. Move switch
to b, leaving tuning arrangements on, set
and manipulate eliminator coils and con-
denser until signals are increased.

There are, of course, forms of interference
with which it is impossible satisfactorily to
deal, however good the eliminating system
employed happens to be. In this category
is heterodyning, whether caused by oscillat-
ing listeners or interfering C.W. or broad-
casting stations.

Heterodyning is, in effect, a modulation
of the actual carrier wave of a broadcasting
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station, and noises caused by such can
hardly be eliminated without eliminating
the heterodyned broadcasting station. How-
ever, the "Complete Eliminator." will be
found to be capable of satisfactorily dealing
with most kinds of interference.
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WHAT is the real
reason why the
4 -electrode

valve has not become
really popular in
England ?

I put it down chiefly
to this fact : It was
brought forward for
the purpose of pro-
ducing effects which
the 3 -electrode valve
would not give, but at
that time very rapid
advances were being
made in 3 -electrode
valve construction, re-
sulting in valves which
were every bit equal
for most purposes to
the 4 -electrode tubes then being produced,
and easier to construct and use.

Whether it is now possible to still further
improve the 4 -electrode tube, using all the
tricks employed with the 3 -electrode one, I
am not quite sure, but extensive experi-
mental work is in hand in this direction.

The method of using the 4 -electrode
valve to give a low resistance in the plate

*-4-0

CASCADE HIGH - FREQUENCY
AMPLIFICATION.

Y

WITH FOUR ELECTRODE . VALVES.
Another Use for Unidyne Tubes.

/
By CAPTAIN H. J. ROUND.

(Chief Research Engineer, Marconi's 'Fireless Telegraph Co., Ltd.)

This article has been specially written for " P.W." readers by the Chief
Research Engineer of the Marconi Co. Captain Round explains various
useful methods whereby Unidyne constructors can utilise their four -electrode
valves in interesting experiments.-THE EDITOR.

Otto, BY S.D.
BY /j/L

5ER,N° A 56o

circuit has been so much written about,
particularly in " P.W.," that I propose to
draw attention to a different property of the
valve, which property must be taken into
account in the construction, when manu-
facturers really settle down to provide
valves. Unfortunately, I am forced to write
about a method of receiving for W'hich only
one make of valve is suitable, and that is an
expensive and heavy current -consuming
tube.

(Captain Round is not, of course, referring
to a Unidyne valve, but to the Marconi
F.E. type.-ED.)
Inter -electrode Capacity.

If we take a 3 -electrode valve and couple
two tuned circuits together, as in Fig. 1,
putting, say, a rectifier on the second coil
and an aerial on the first coil, it is well
known that owing to the capacity between
the grid and plate of the valve, the circuit
is liable to self -oscillate, and if we take a

circuit such as Fig. 2 the tendency to
oscillate is so great that without taking
further precautions the circuit cannot be
used.

To magnify our weak signals before
rectification is our strong desire-the
desire has resulted in various inventions,
such as resistance damped inter -valve trans-
formers, neutrodyne, and other anti -reac-
tion arrangements, all of which have their
particular merits or demerits. If we could
reduce this capacity between -plate and grid
of each valve to a much smaller value, we
should be able to use the circuit of Fig. 2,
even, perhaps, adding another circuit,
without running into. oscillation trouble.

Using the Second Grid.
It is an old German suggestion, I believe,

to use the second grid of a 4 -electrode valve
as 'an electrical shield between the active
grid and the plate. It is very difficult to
make sure theoretically how much shielding
can be produced in this way, because the
shield is not naturally perfect,- due to the
holes in it, and also the constants of the
valve are considerably altered by the intro -

days. If the second
grid were earthed
there would be very
fair screening between
the first grid and the
plate, and there is, due
to the construction,
very little remaining
capacity in leads.

A short investigation
with one circuit
showed that I would
get the best magnifica-
tion per stage with a
more or less conven-
tional arrangement
where the second grid
was brought to the
H.T. positive terminal.

You must note that
although with regard to D.C. potentials,
H.T. + is not earth, it is effectively earth
for A.C. potentials.

Further Shielding Arranged.
If one takes any of the standard 4 -elec-

trode tubes it will be seen why they are not
much use for this shielding process. It is

IniZiTTa Wairri.m
1511105W-121111WATIVIMI

because the k ailing out wires from the inner
grid and plate are close to one another, and
it is not much use shielding between grid
and plate if you put incapacity elsewhere.

The idea of removing all serious induction
between the circuits was carded out in the
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duction of such a shield. So I determined
to try out what one could get by experi-
mental trial. I succeeded in finding one
valve which was moderately suitable for

use with the scheme,
the Marconi F.E1,
but as this tube is realty
only privately made for
use on certain ship ap-
paratus no attempt has
been made to put it on
the market at a reason-
able price for broad-
casting purposes. Also.
in addition, the filament
consumption is 11
amperes, a young
power tube in these

8
s.)
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building up of an amplifier. Actually it was
only built on a wooden plank about 3 ft.
long and 8 in. wide. A thin sheet of copper
covered this over. First I arranged three
H.F.'s, a rectifier and one note man., and
later four H.F.'s, one rectifier and two note
maga. Each coil was simply two standard
plug-in coils arranged astatically to prevent
magnetic reaction and connected in series,
and 'between each dual coil a vertical sheet
of copper effected 'sufficient electrical
shielding.

Wherever possible the copper sheathing
was used on the return path to earth, and
across H.T. and the grid bias battery were
Mansbridge condensers to prevent any
chance of coupling by the resistance of the

(Continued on next page.")
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* 4.----410.4.-0---40-40-410-4.--4.-0-4.-1-4.-4. * First of all, I ea-
CASCADE braced every conden-

H.F. AMPLIFICATION.
_ t

(Continued from previous page.)

batteries. Three valves H.F. with reaction
gave a very respectable magnification and
excellent selectivity, and were not at all
difficult to handle, shoWing no tendency to
self -oscillate, but batteries for filaments were
a nuisance as four valves. consumed ' 6
amperes at 4 volts, and sometimes nearer
8 volts, owing to the voltage drop in the
battery.

'

However, I was out to prove a principle,
and consumption of current did not matter
very much.

The diagram, Fig. 4, shows hoW the
three H.F.- and detector set was connected
except for such minor details as filament
rheostats, batteries and blocking con-
densers. L4 was coupled to a reaction coil
by means of a two -coil holder. L1, L2, L3,
L4 each consisted of two L 50 coils con-
nected so that their outside field was a

minimum. Fig. 3 shows how to connect
these astatically ; about 1 in. between ends
of coils is O.K.

By the way, some coils on the market are'
very bad, but as it is, of course, impossible
to say here which are bad, I will mention
that of those I have measured, Burndept's
are O.K., and as good as any, particularly
in the lower L values, such as 25 - 100.

The shielding pieces, Si, S2, 83, were
pieces of copper about 8 in. high .and the
width of the board --the plate clip was
brought as near to this shielding strip and
the- plate connection run through into the
next compartment with as short a lead as
possible.

Excellent Results Obtained.
The variable condensers required were of

the 4/6 variety, and gave quite good results
(I was not after appearances).

K1, K8, Ka, K4 were -0003 mfd. mica
condensers. These must be non=leaky,
because otherwise positive potential gets on
to the inner grid of the next valve.

R1, R2, R3, were '5 megohm leaks and R4
was a 1 megohm leak, the last valve being
a rectifier.

Instead of a last F.E.1 I also used with
almost as good effect a D.E.V. for the rec-
tifier, the shielding not being so necessary in
this last circuit. Reaction was rather good
and smooth, but not of much use as one, got
almost everything without it.

ser in wave -lengths,
otherwise I found I

`got lost ; but once
calibrated (it takei
about half an hour
to do) everything was
easy. The sensitive-
ne,ss was sufficient on
a small aerial with one
note mag. to get
Birmingham and
'Bournemouth in day-
light nearly loud-
speaker strength, and
of course everybody
romped in at night
if conditions were favourable.

Tuning -was Very good. Bournemouth
separated out from London at 4 miles, and
Glasgow and all waves above, I was able to
receive at Marconi House on an aerial under
the main aerial, when Marconi House was
transmitting, a feat I have not succeeded in
equalling with any other set.

The practical necessity of working to
commercial valves in design decided me to

lay aside this method for the time being,
but I hope to revive it again some day in
some form or other:

It is worth while considering the effect
on the valve constants of this introduction
of a second grid at positive potential, but
beyond stating that in general it increases
the magnification and the resistance of
the valve, I will not go into it further,
.otherwise attention may be drawn away
from the chief point which I have tried
to bring forward.

A Practical Circuit.
I very much doubt if many will have the

necessary patience to build up such a set,
but I might make the suggestion that for
those with sets with one H.F. (Fig. 5) who
find difficultY in putting another H.F. on
owing to oscillation, they might try one stage
of the above circuit in front of their present
arrangement. ' (Fig. 6 ).

I  have shown it added with a choke
feed so that the present set need not be
disturbed, but of course any modification
may be used.

(SS indicates, a screen which is earthed
close up to the valve pip.)

A roe Int photograph of one of the four earth lead-in arrangements in use at the Itillmorton (Rugby) station.
-t
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THE HAPPY FAMILY
_amighir

4Iiimenow

M" - There is a decided affinity, a
quite definite link between each
Ediswan Receiving Valve and
Ediswan Power Valve. The

Receiving Valves are supplied
either H.F. or L.F. and the
best Power Valve to use is

shown in the table opposite.

T62-96..

. . . . _ .

they always get on well together. It's

like that in every large family. Always

two that will work-or play-better with
one another than with anybody else.

Every Ediswan valve has its family affinity.

It gives good service The Valves to Use.

in any conditions .
the best service when
it is employed with
its " twin. -

Receiving.

A.R. - -
A.R.D.E. -
A.R. '06 -

Accumulator or
Battery Volts. Power.

1391

6
2

3

P.V.5
P. V.6
P.V.8

With there groups and Ediswan H.T. and L.T
Accumulators the ideal is attained.

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO.. LTD.,
123 - 5, Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C.4.

,
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Edisw.7n Valves
are entirely
British Made.
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TAnother "Lotus"
Triumph!

THE delicacy of your Valve filaments are
subject to microphonic elements from

I
numerous sources. The LOTUS Buoyancy

I Valve Holder has been specially designed and
constructed to counteract and dissipate these
disturbances, and will, by its original and
unique spring construction absorb any shock,
protect your valves and eliminate all micro -
phonic noises.

d
.AIMP.
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V'..e.,
.x.
C. 0,

. t'e'rq
,

.1,
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TOP VIEW.

Valve sockets and springs are locked together
by a mechanical process, making a definite and
permanent connection. Bakelite mouldings,
nickel silver springs and phosphor bronze valve
sockets. Nickel plated.

_.--

.
.
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r. -2,-----

Ilk'I
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, lot.°7\
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I 00' _

.__/...
UNDERSIDE SHOWING SPRINGS.

The LOTUS
Buoyancy

VALVE HOLDER
Anti-Microphonic
Designed bu

71
and made the manufacturers of the

LOTUS VERNIER COIL HOLDER and
11 obtainable from all reliable Radio Dealers.

ill; Garnett, Whiteley & Co., Ltd.,
ii "LOTUS Works, Broadgreen Rd., LIVERPOOL
II

ADJUSTABLE
CONE BEARINGS
OF HARDENED

ST EU-

PIGTAIL CONNECTION

,70///////,,y.,.

The

"COSMOS"
SLOW MOTION
CONDENSER

with its ratio of 10 to 1 makes it
possible to dispense entirely with the
customary vernier and its attendant
losses. Particular stations can be
logged. Backlash is avoided not
temporarily but permanently and
movement is smooth, permitting fine
adjustment. This model can also be
arranged for remote control, as shown
in the illustration below. Also supplied
without slow motion feature when the
condenser is one -hole fixed. Both
models are constructed to eliminate
hand capacity, for low loss, and to give
a compensated square law effect. Cone

bearings of hardened steel ensure
constant calibration and a pigtail

connection gives permanent
positive contact.

Metro -Vick Supplies Ltd.
4, Central Buildings, S.W. i

Prices
Ord:nary. Slow Motion.

'00025 told. 15.05 rad. '00025 rofd. '0005
15/- 17/6 19/- 21/6
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The Set Designed, Described and Constructed by the " P.W." Technical Staff. The
diagram for this set will be found on the Blue Print Sheet given away with this issue.

IF you already possess a crystal receiver,
but have determined to make a start
upon the construction of a valve set,

you will be well adViied to consider the
claims of the 1 -valve L.F. amplifier. Not
only is it one of the handiest and most useful
little pieces of apparatus it is possible to
possess, but it is easily made, trouble -free,
and not at all; expensive. PerhaPs its
adVantages will be most easily realised if
we consider the uses of such an instrument.

AS is now generally well-known, a wireless
valve can act either as a detector or as an
amplifier. Acting. in the latter capacity it
can amplify the wireless currents either
before they are detected --in which case it

The arrangement of the terminals is shown by
this view of the complete amp!itler.

is called an H.F. (highlrequericy) amplifier
-or after they have been detected, in which
case it is styled an' L.F. (low -frequency)
amplifier. The latter is the type with which
we are dealing.

It is immaterial whether the receiver to
which the L.F. amplifier is to be connected
is a valve or a crystal set. In either case,
its telephone terminals should be connected
by short wires or strips to the " input "
terminals of the L.F. amplifier. :Opposite to
the ainplifier's " input " terminals there is
a pair marked "output," and to these the
'phones, (or loud speaker) should be con-
nected.

The remaining eight terminals are
marked for battery connections, and they

are " common " ter-
minals that is to
say, like terminals arc
joined to like, the
right hand H.T. + is_

- connected to the left-
hand H.T. +, etc.

When the amplifier
is added to a crystal
set, the four left-hand
battery terminals are
not used, but the bat-
teries are connected
to their -respective
right-hand terminals.

When the amplifier
is added to a valve
set,'the batteries must
"be connected carefully,
Or the L.T. battery may be
shorted, so -this point is dis-
cussed at length On the next
page.

What it will do.
The results obtainable

with this instrument will,
of course, depend to a great
degree upon the strength of
the signals put into the
" input " terminals. If these
are weak telephone signals,
the effect of the amplifier
will be to strengthen them
greatly, allowing, say, half
a dozen pairs of telephones
to be worked at lull
strength.

If, however, the telephone
signals are already at full
strength, then the amplifier
will enable a loud speaker to
be used. No hard-and-fast
rule can be laid down, but a
good test to determine
whether. 'phone signals are
strong enough to work a
loud speaker after a 1 -valve
amplifier has been added, is
the following:

Place the 'phones on the
table, or in the position that
the loud speaker will occupy.
Keep the room quiet and
notice whether, during a
talk, the voice in the 'phones
can be heard all over the
room. If so, the effect of
the amplifier will be to make
the loud speaker give dis-
tinct signals, audible through

the ordinary movements of a living -room
If, however, even when the room is quiet;
the present 'phone -signals can only be heard
by wearing the telephones, the signal
styeNth is insufficient to work a loud
SpAtifer with a 1 -valve amplifier.

It is often asked whether a 1 -valve L.F.
amplifier will bring in more stations, or will
only increase the strength of those signals
which can already be tuned -in upon the
detector (whether the latter is valve or
crystal).

It is true that occasionally another station
-which was formerly inaudible can be
picked up with the L.F. amplifier, but,
generally speaking, the addition does not
bring in other stations, but merely increases

(Continued on next page.)

Layout, spacing, and wiring wi I be drat from tbii illustration, showing the
back -or -panel connections.

4 "

Rheostat

Input'

_49+

L

2v4"
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a

14" .
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H.T.

N Output

Front of Rind showthg Drilthg Layout
SER-1,9k
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*4-4.-4.--0 4-4-  -04-41.--- * wide in diameter to just allow the drill

BRIGHT OR DULL EMITTERS? also illustrated. This is similar in con -
Another form of the drill support is

to slip easily through it.

struction, but it is provided with an inter -
A SUPPORT FOR SMALL DRILLS. changeable and double -lug bracket, which

permits the use of a number of bushings,
FROM A CORRESPONDENT.

T" question of bright or dull valves
keeps on cropping up in the mind
of those who contemplate installing

a valve receiver. And with the question
comes the other query which is  almost
inseparable from it-are dull emitters as
efficient as the bright ones ?

The answer to the latter can only be
found by trial, but as so many listeners
have found it by that means, there is no
need for everyone to follow the same route-
it is too expensive. ,Instead, let them take the
results obtained from exhaustive tests as

A well -made 5 -valve set belonging to Mr. Westrop,
1, Fernhill Avenue, Weymouth.

" good enough," and be assured that dull
emitters are every whit as good as-if not
better-than their brighter brothers.

The first question can now be tackled,
and this can be answered very easily.
Bright valves take more current-filament
-for their operatkon and so require a
larger L.T. battery than the D.E.'s. On the
other hand, they are cheaper to buy than
the dull valves and last nearly as long.
Balance the two statements together and
you have the answer.

If charging an accumulator is an easy
matter then bright valves will be cheaper,
but if charging is difficult then the listener
will be well advised to use dull emitters-
they will pay in the long run.

Above all, remember that the choice is
mainly one of accumulator size and charging
troubles, it has nothing to do with the,H.T.
voltage' design of the set, or efficiency.
Cost of upkeen for dull emitters is less-
according to tie valve used-than that for

bright emitters, but initial 'cost is slightly
greater. Consider these two and the choice
is easy.

WHEN working good -quality ebonite
panels it is often exceedingly diffi-
cult indeed to use j in. to it -in.

drills, and to get sufficient pressure on them
without bending or breaking them at the
same time.

The use of the following device, however,
overcomes this trouble to a very great
extent, and the experimenter who constructs
for himself such a tool, will find it of the
greatest assistance to him in his con-
structional work.

The Drill Support.
As will be seen from the illustration,

this drill support consists of a small iron or
brass casting which is clamped or bolted
securely to the work bench, and through the
top of which is bored a small hole, sufficiently

*
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each one specially suitable for use with any
particular size of drill.

Such articles can easily be made from
heavy brass or iron sheet, or from other
metals. Their use will enable the drill to
be gently supported, and the requisite
pressure given to it, and, what is more,
there will be very little fear of the point
of the drill slipping, and of thus detracting
from the appearance of the panel.

e ONE -VALVE L.F.

1

AMPLIFIER.
(Conti nued from previous page.)

the strength of signals from those stations
which previously could be tuned in.

The set. can be used with either a bright
or. dull -emitter valve, and,' of course, the
batteries necessary will depend upon the
specifications of the valve maker.

The actual components used in the set
shown in the photographs need but little
comment, as they are all of standard design
and makes, and are probably already well
known to readers. The panel, terminals
and wire, etc., were obtained froth Messrs.
Peto-Seott, and the cabinet from the Caxton
Wood Turnery Co. (Market Harborough).

The fixed condenser across the " output "
terminals is a Dubilier, and the filament
resistance a " Precision." The transformer,
which should be of the " first stage " type,
when the amplifier is to be added direct to
the crystal or valve- detector, is an " R.I."

The construction of the amplifier is
simplicity itself. The panel is first marked
out in accordance with the drilling diagram,
which appears on the previous page.

Connecting up the Amplifier.
All valve legs are spaced to standard

measurements, and a template showing the
correct positions for the holes was pub-
lished in P.W." No. 190, page 1180. After
drilling, the terminals and valve sockets
are mounted, and their ends touched up
with a file, ready for soldering.

It will be seen from the' photograph that
there is no need to mount the .002 fixed
condenser directly to the panel, as it can
be firmly supported by its own joints.

There is no need to detail the wiring, as
this is made perfectly clear by the Blue

Print. The wire used was square section
tinned copper wire of No. 18 gauge, but
any similar thick copper wire will do instead.

Either bright or dull -emitter valves are
suitable, and of course, the values of H.T.
and L.T. batteries will depend upon the
valve chosen.

:1111111111111111111111ifillfflifill111111111111111111111111111111111111111111*

E POINT-TO-POINT CONNECTIONS.
The two input terminals are connected

to the terminals marked I.P. and O.P.
of the L.F. transformer. I.S. transformer
terminal is taken to the grid socket of the E
valve holder, O.S. terminal being joined E.

E to the L.T. negative rheostat lead, which is
= also connected to the corresponding L.T.-
E terminal on the opposite side of the panel. =

The other side of the rheostat is joined 5.
E., to one filament socket of the valve holder,
 the other filament socket being joined to
a the lead connecting the two L.T. positive
 terminals together.

Plate socket of the valve holder to
bottom output (phone) terminal, the other
output terminal connects the two H.T. 77.== positive terminals together.

The H.T. negative terminals are (if
= necessary) connected to the adjoining

L.T. negative terminals.
Es' A .002 fixed condenser is eon:IP-fed
E across the output terminals.
nifiniuMMUMMIMIIMMUMMMIMMUMIMMIMMMHZ

When adding this amplifier to a valve
set, the internal connections of the latter
should be examined. If its. H.T. negative
is connected to its L.T. negative, all the
corresponding terminals on both sets may
be joined together.

If, however, the valve -set's H.T. nega-
tive is connected .to its. L.T. positive, the
H.T. negative terminals of the amplifier
must not be connected (internally) to the
L.T. negative. (In such a case these H.T.
negative terminals are uniaecessary and
should be isolated, or alternatively, no ex-
ternal connection should be made to either
of the amplifiers' H.T. negative terminals,)
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an qoup
criticise lair1139

WHEN the artist is perhaps hundreds of miles
away, putting his whole soul into his effort,
before an unresponsive microphone, are you

sure you can fully appreciate his performance, and
weigh it up fairly?
Are you sure that your set is not letting you down?
Transformers play a very important part in wireless
reproduction. They have a very responsible job.
Over half a million listeners have given this job to
the R.I. Transformer. They are in a position to
criticise fairly. Word for word, note for note, they
receive the broadcast as the artist would have them
receive it. Not the slightest inflection is lost, not
the faintest intonation is marred.
Because of this the R.I. Transformer satisfies both
listener and broadcaster.
Will you let it satisfy you ?

Price 25/-
11-i'ite for the R.I. Blue and Gold Catalogue.

wb THE MARK OF BETTER RADIO
Advt. R.I. Ltd., 13, Hyde St., New Oxford St., r ()nylon, W.C.I.
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(except Weco, Low -Capacity, and 4 -Electrode Types.
minimum D.E. current 0'15 amps. when repaired
ALL TYPES OF BRIGHT & DULL EMITTERS.
HALF THE PUBLISHED LIST PRICE OF THE
VALVE WHEN NEW MINIMUM 5/ -

Valves repaired by a patent process incor.
rorating best material and skilled workmanship
TRANSMITTING VALVES REPAIRED
Up to 3 valves. Cheapest method is by letter
post. Remittance should be enclosed with valves.

METAL COOLING.
Heat gets a cold reception if you use the Climax
Metal ,Qooleci Ri2postat. All metal except for the
Bakelit6 knob and terminal bar.
Metal cooling lb an exclusive Climax patent.
Used on thousands of sets for 2-3 years with

Pat. No. complete satisfaction.
220124/23. First cost is last cost with a Climax Rheostat.

CLIMAX METAL -COOLED RHEOSTATS.
30 ohms for all D.E. or bright valves, 4/- each
0 ohms, heavy duty pattern
for one to three bright valves,
3 each.
CLIMAX Potentiometers 300 ohms.
same patentedeonstruction 5/ each

CLIMAX RADIO ELECTRIC LTD.,
Q a 11Works,Putney,London, S.W.15

'Telephone: Putney 2599-
All Canamunications to above address

'Sty/ X.:,///

FOR SILENCE & SATISFACTION.
CLIMAX ANTI-MICROPHONIC

VALVE SOCKETS.

Cuts out all microphonic disturbances.
Floats your valves on hour glass springs,
absorbing'all jolts and jars. Perfects your
reception and protects your valve filaments, thus
greatly lengthening their life. Climax Anti-
Microphonic Valve Sockets avoid the high di-
electric losses of the built-up valve holder.

CLIMAX Anti - microphonic
Valve Sockets (four) complete
with nuts and washers.

Price per box 2!-
Proy. Pat. Not. 17339/25 A 17310/21

Showrooms :
257, HIGH HOLBORN. W.C. 1.
Telephone - - llol horn 2538.

Get the gen
If you have a

your orde

uine CLIMAX.
ny difficulty send
r direct to us.

As used in " P.W." Complete Eliminator --

THE SEAMARK CONNODE
1 9 '6

EACH

REGD.
A new, simple, and compact
Tuning Device --comprising Con..
denser and Coil Holder -which is
revolutionising Set construction.

I 1 - SOLENT FIXED CONDENSER. I

1 3 & A high-class production at an
1 1 6 economical price.

If
-

If unable to obtain, please write for name of nearest dealer
to the Patentees :

C. E. NEEDHAM & BRO. LTD 14, MILK ST.,
SHEFFIELD.

EMITTERS

of f P1jtb°:Tv'7ricVALCO LTD -7°L Zid.5Y:Lionr
- (contractbrs to H In Government.)

STOP !
The Hall Mark of " Quality " Ebonite

is

Guaranteed
Free from
Surface
Leakage.

It is
Ebonite

not a
substitute.

Registered Trade Mark.
Do not be put off with intitation-loqk for the Brand.

THE BRITISH EBONITE Co. Ltd., Hanwell, LONDON,W.7,

LATEST TYPE 2-VALVE

WIRELESS RECEIVER
WONDERFUL BARGAIN. ONLY THE BEST COMPONENTS USED.

Guaranteed ideal Loud Speaker recep-
tion from Low and High -Power Stations.

PRICE £4 -4 -0
(including Marconi Royalty)

or 21/- deposit and 6 monthly payments
of 12/- only.

Send for full particulars or call.

THE SERVICE CO., LIMITED,
273-274, High Holborn, London, W.C.I.

ALL communications re-
specting advertising

must be made to the
SOLE

ADVERTISEMENT
AGENTS-

JOHN H. LILE
LTD.

4, Ludgate Circus
London, E.C.4.

'Phone No.:
CITY 7261

*/,,,;. 44, '4'

"POPULAR WIRELESS" ADVERTISEMENT RATES
WHOLE PAGE MO: 0 :0 I QUARTER PAGE £10:0: 0
HALF PAGE E20 : 0: 0 I EIGHTH PAGE 5:0:0

Narrow Column Advts. (3 cols. to page) per inch 30: -
Minimum Space accepted - half inch 15/ -

SPECIAL POSITIONS BY
ARRANGEMENT. NO SERIES
DISCOUNTS. ALL ADVER-
TISEMENT COPY SUBJECT
TO EDITORIAL APPROVAL.

Cover pages close for press
11 days prior to day of issue.
Inside pages close for press
9 days prior to day of issue.

COPY AND BLOCKS MUST BE IN HAND AT
LEAST 3 DAYS EARLIER TO ENSURE PROOFS.

ALL communications re-
specting advertising

must be made to the
SOLE

ADVERTISEMENT
AGENTS-

JOHN H. LILE
LTD.

4, Ludgate Circus
London, E C.4.

'Phone No.:
CITY 7261
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The Set designed, described and construct
diagram for this set will be found on the

PROBABLY no other 1 -valve receiver
has enjoyed such popularity as has
that in which the valve is made to

amplify at both high and low frequency
while a crystal is used for rectification.
Commonly known as a 1 -valve and crystal
reflex receiver, this type of set is easy
to build and presents no serious difficulties
in operation.

For the information of intending con-
structors it would perhaps be of advantage

The complete receiver has a neat and business..
like appearance.

if the capabilities of the receiver were
discussed before details of construction, etc.,
are given.

In the first place, it must be remembered.
that the 'best of any receiver can only be
obtained by careful handling after a little
practice has made the operator familiar
with the tuning and adjustments of the
set.

Results Possible.
This type of set should, on a fairly

good aerial and earth system, bring
in several of the B.B.C. stations and
probably some Continental ones as well.
It is adaptable by means of plug-in coils
to any wave -length above about 100 metres
so that Daventry, Radiola, Eiffel Tower
can be picked up as well as many other
stations working on various wave -lengths.
With regard to the wave -length range, the
list of coil sizes given at the end of the
article may be, of assistance.

It will have been seen that a considerable
range of reception may be expected, pro-
vided headphones are employed, but the
usefulness of the reflex receiver does not

ed by the " P.W." Technical Staff. The
Blue Print given away with this issue.

end there. If the set is used within 10
miles from a main B.B.C. station, 4 miles
from a relay station, or 50 or so from 5 X X,
the set will operate a loud speaker.

The distances given are only approximate
and probably will be- exceeded in a great
many cases, but they give some idea of
the capabilities of the set.

These results are, of course, dependent
upon the use of a moderately efficient out-
door aerial and earth system, and will be
greatly reduced if an indoor aerial is em-
ployed, while in the case of a frame aerial
they will be reduced by about 80 per cent,
at least. The circuit is not really suitable
for use with this latter type of aerial, so
that we do not advise constructors to
attempt it. An indoor aerial stretched
across the room would be far more efficient.

Further Amplification.
Owing to the flat tuning caused by the

use of a crystal detector, the 1 -valve
reflex receiver is not very selective as a
rule, in. fact, the tuning is inclined to err on
the " flat " side. Constructors should not,
therefore, expect to be able to cut out the
local station at about
5 miles and receive
another only 10-20
metres wave - length
apart without inter-
ference from the
local transmission.
The set is designed
more from the point
of view of signal
strength than'of sheer
selectivity, and for

 the latter a tuned
stage of high - fre-
quency amplification
is usually preferable.

This latter could
be added to the re-
flex receiver, but it
would be a difficult
matter, and would
endanger the stability
of the receiver-in
short, it is not re-
commended. L.F.
amplification can be
added without diffi-
culty if still greater
signal strength:is de-
sired, coupling of the
amplifier being
carried out in the
usual way.

Fbr the -construction Of the receiver
shown in the photographs, the components
mentioned below were used, though other
components of good make can be used if
desired. ' The blue print gives the lay -out
and circuit diagrams, together with the
wiring diagram showing the required
connections underneath the panel.

Lotus 2 -way coil holder, Lamplugh -0005
variable condenser, Peter -Scott -0003 variable
condenser, Ripault L.F. transformer, Lis-
senstat Major rheostat, Wates " K " tubular
-0003 and -002 fixed Condensers, Watmel
-001 fixed condenser, Burndept crystal
detector.

Constructional Details.
The panel drilling dimensions are given in

the diagram reproduced on the next page,
the measurements referring to the particular
types of components mentioned. Other
components can be used if desired, provided
they are of reliable manufacture, though
the panel diagram will have to be modified
sOmewhat in order to suit the different
components.

Wiring should be carried out with stout
wire, either 16 or 18 gauge square tinned
copper.? 0E46 gauge Glazite, all connections
being- firmly made and, if possible, soldered.

A word of warning concerning the crystal
detector should be given here. It will be
noticed that in the particular type and
make mentioned above, the two supports
-acting also as contacts are enamelled, and
when the set was first tried no results were
obtained. Tests revealed the fact that the
enamel on the detector supports was also
covering the contact areas (for crystal cup
and socket connections) and thus' insulating
the crystal and cat's -whisker from the
circuit. After carefully sandpapering the
points of -contact, the detector was tried
again and everything was found to be in
order. After the wiring has been completed
the set should have its transfers affixed,
and can be tested out: Coils should be
chosen as required from the list given

(Continued ore next page.)

This under -panel photoirapli gives a clear idea of the lay -out of
components and the wiring.

'"
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ONE VALVE REFLEX
CRYSTAL DETECTOR.

(Continued from previous page.)
*

below, and a valve suitable ftr general
purpose or L.F. work should be used.
About 60 volts H.T. should be available
unless the valve chosen is a power valve,
when about 100 can be used. On actual
test the set was found to give very satis-
factory results both with regard to range
and signal strength, and a B.4 valve was
used with every success. This type of
valve can be thoroughly recommended for
use in this receiver, and it will give every
satisfaction.

Suitable Coils to Use.
If other valves are chosen they can be of

either bright or dull emitter type as long
as the L.T. battery is suitable for use with
the particular type of valve chosen.

If on test it is found that on increasing
the coupling between the two coils the
signals are weakened (the set should be
tested on local broadcasting first), in spite
of careful tuning of the two variable con-
densers and adjustment of the crystal
detector, it is a sign that the anode (or
reaction) coil needs reversing, and the leads
to it should be changed over.
:iiiiiit9119a1iintinimi1111119199199111191999ififfim111HIHL-

POINT-TO-POINT CONNECTIONS.
Aerial parallel terminal to fixed plates E

= of .0005 variable condenser, plug of fixed
 coil holder and grid socket of valve holder. E

Aerial series terminal to moving plates of E
rt: .0005 variable condenser, earth terminal E
Ts to socket of fixed coil holder, Q.S. of L.F.

transformer and one side of 0003 fixed = 
condenser.

Other side of .0003 fixed condenser
and I.S. of L.F. transformer to L.T. E
negative, which is also connected to one T --

E side of the rheostat. Other side of rheostat E
to one filament socket of valve holder,

.7.1, other filament socket to L.T. positive,
 which is joined to H.T. negative.

Plate socket of valve holder to one side
-=-= of crystal detector, fixed plates of QM
E variable condenser, and to socket of
= moving coil holder.

Other side of crystal detector to I.P.
E of L.F. transformer, O.P. of which is

taken to plug of moving coil holder,
E moving plates of .0003 variable condenser, E
E and to one 'phone terminal. The other

'phone terminal is joined to H.T. positive.
= A -002 fixed condenser is connected

across the 'phone terminals, and a '001
E across the I.P. and O.P. terminals of the E

L.F. transformer.

:5111111111111111111111111iimmnimmumm111111111111nuniiiin

The three - terminal system of series -
parallel tuning has been- employed, and
details of the connections for this are given
in the accompanying blue print (No. 7).
Series should always be tried when, using
the set on wave -lengths below 450 metres,
it being remembered that for this method of
tuning the aerial coil ,must be one size
larger than if parallel tuning is utilised.
The list of coils will make this clear.

Home-made spiderweb coils can be used
if desired, the winding being carried out on
cardboard formers of 1 in. centre, and
having 11 slots. The wire used should be
of t14 gauge for coils up" to 75 turns, and
26 r 28 for larger coils.

/0'

ir

/0"

A.(s)

I4

E

-+ - -
cadg/c/ei

_ - 4-

Gryskil De/eciori

Variable
I Condensers
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S"

Tonto! Rine' showing Dre//ts3Layout
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11;

34'

avor.7e-r
(Alto OY-

seR  M° 8P/4A

In the case of the latter (above 100 turns)
the wire can be wound in duplex fashion=
that is, missing -one slot every time. By
this means the required number of turns.
can be obtained in less, depth of winding
and the overall size of the coil is kept
moderately small.

If bought coils are used, these can be of
any good make, such as Igranic, Lissen,
Tangent, Burndept, Atlas, etc., the latter
type having been used when the, original
receiver was tested. The main point to
bear in mind is that the coils should have
as low a self capacity as possible, or a
scrim s less of efficiency may -result.

`V AVE
LENGTH

AERIAL COIL ANODE
Cost

Metres
250-300 35-50 (S) 25 (P) 35-50
300-4C0 50 (8) 35 (P) 50
360-500 75 (S) 50 (P) 75
420-600 100 (S) 75 (P) 100
600-1000 100 (P) 150

1000-1700 150 (P) 200
1400-2000 200 (P) 250
1800-2800 250 (P1 300

S denotes " Series " tuning.
P denotes " Parallel" tuning.

CASING FOR
BASKET COILS.

OWING to their" narrow and flimsy
structure, basket coils are sometimes
difficult to mount. However, anyone

who has a few old gramophone records,
including some of the cylindrical phono-
graph records, can make from them pro-
tective casings that will not impair the
efficiency of the coils, but will keep them.
dry and dustproof.

Procure a coil plug provided with a
strip of material fastened to it, intended to
be -used for binding on honeycomb coils.
From a cylindrical record cut a ring the
same width as the roil plug, and from the
centres of two run records cut plates of

similar diameter to the ring. The coil, of
course, should fit comfortably inside the
ring.

Complete Protection Provided.
Fix the ring by means of the strip of

material to the coil plug, and make two
holes in the ring exactly aove the two con-
necting screws in the plug. Connect the
ooil to the screws by bringing the wires
through the holes, then, before fixing the
side plates, test the coil on the set.

Assuminff6 that it is O.K., the plates may
then be fitted. They can be stuck on with
Seccotine or Chatterton's compound," laced"
on with twine through a series of holes in
ring and plates, or bound on with passe-
partout binding. For making holes in the
composition used for gramophone records
use a hot nail or steel knitting needle.

Over the holes in the centre of the 091;es
gum an ivorine label, and mark on it the
number of turns on the coil.
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30 MILLION
DUBILIER

Condensers
Are nowin use

Type 610 Mica Condenser
for general use in receiv.
ing circuits. Capacities
0 0001-0015µF.

F r07;7310

These stupendous figures seem at first sight
almost incredible. Yet they are correct, for
Dubilier products are known and used all
over the world.
The World's leading set manufacturers have
standardised on Dubilier condenser equip-
ment; the World's most important transmitting
stations are equipped with banks of Dubilier
Condensers, and every important Government
department in the principal countries of the
World makes use of Dubilier products for
radio purposes.
The Dubilier Condenser Co. (1925) Ltd. manu-
facture Fixed Mica Condensers, Variable Air
Condensers, Anode Resistances, Grid Leaks,
the Dubrescon Valve Protector, the Ducon
Aerial Adaptor, the Minicap Switch and the
Mansbridge Variometer.
The Company are also sole concessionaires
for the products of the Mansbridge Conden-
ser Co. Ltd.

Specify Dubilier

I I CISTE RED TRADE MARK

DUBMIER
CONDENSER CO (1925) LTD

T he Dubrescon
Permaileilt Valve
Protector - 61-

ADVERT. OF THE DUBILIER CONDENSER CO.(1925) LTD., DUCON WORKS, VICTOR' ROAD, NORTH AC EON, W.3. TELEPHONE; CHISWICK 2541.21.
B.P.S. 172

MM.

WINO
111/.
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They cost
less now !

Watmel-the better fixed condensers are now sold at
reduced prices, made possible by the great demand.
Wherever a fixed condenser is needed you should
specify Watmel and make sure of trouble -free results.
Mica sheets securely clamped between the' plates
render it impossible for the capacity to vary. No
wax whatsoever is used in their construction. One
hole fixing is provided, and remember that every
Watmel is guaranteed to be correct within 5% of

its marked capacity.
NOTE THE NEW PRICES:

'00005 to '002 ..
reduced from 216.

mo25 to oo6
reduced from 3/6.

(Size moh is the ideal condenser
with choke & resistance coupling.)

2/-

2/6

Combined grid leak and
condenser .. .. 2/6

reduced from 3/-.
Combined variable Grid

Leak and Condenser,
New Model .. 3/6

Other Watmel products worth buying :
Grid Leak (Black Knob) 5 to 5 megobms
Anode Resistance (Red Knob) 50,00o to Ioo,000 ohms

THE

2/6
3/6

WIRELESS CO. LTD.,
352a, Goswell Rd., London. E.C.1.

Telephone 7990 Clerkenivell.
Lan:ashiic and Cheshire Representative r. 7. 13, Levee, 23,

Hartley Street, Levenshulme, Manchester,

A Marconi Royalty of
12'6 per valve -holder
must be remitted when
set of parts are pur-
chased with the Panel.

6'3 buys all the parts6 for this "P.W." Set
NO need to spend a lot of money on

a ready -built receiver when you
can build the splendid 2 -Valve

Continental Set shown above for just
over O. Originally designed by the
" Popular Wireless " Technical Staff,
this is a wonderful Set for long-distance
reception. Now that good valves are
so reasonable in price no ono can say
that a Valve Receiver is costly to build
or expensive to run.

The splendid Set shown here is only
one of many described in the Pilot
Manual (post free 3d.). Send for your
copy to -day, and see what you save
when you build your own set.
PETO-SCOTT CO.; Ltd.,
77, CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1.
Also at 62, High Holborn, London,
W.C.1. WALTRAMSTOW-320, Wood St.
PLYMOLTII-4, Bank of England Place.
LIVERPOOL -4 Manchester Street.

The 1926
Unidyne (1 -Valve)
The 1926 Unidyne (I -valve)
described in Popular Wire-
less during October, 1925, is
another fine set. By making use
of a new type of valve having
an additional grid it completely
abolishes the High Tension
Battery. thereby effecting a
very material saving in run-
ning costs. Thus the possi-
bility of burning out valves
through wrong battery con-
nections is elimitatted. A little
over £3 brings the complete
set oosft

the
earotsn-ly

expenditure. 63/9
Y.S. 4508

t Really is
Such a thought is the common ex-
perience of many a listener when
he first uses the " Brownie Wire-
less." Never before has he heard
such clear -toned voluminous repro-
duction from a crystal receiver.
Results have conclusively proved
that in spite of its moderate price
the " Brownie Wireless "
has no peer in efficiency.
At a distance of 25-30
miles from the local sta-
tion (15 miles relay
stations) or 120
miles from 5 XX
you can't better
" Brownie." The
"Brownie Wireless"
Model No. 2
embodies all
the features
of the Stan-
dard " Brow-
nie " Receiv-
er. It is
capable of
resisting
extreme climatic
conditions The

Surprising !
outer casing is hydrau!ically
moulded under a pressure of 60
tons, forming a pleasing and
substantially designed piece of
apparatus. The receiver has a
natural wave -length up to 6(10
metres and a standard plug and
socket coil attachment is provided.

which, with the aid
of a special coil (price

29 extra)
makes the
set adapt-
able to 5XX.
Comp !etc,
including
the famous
D.L.5 Crys-
tal and Pall -
medium Cat -
whisker.

PR ICE

10,'6

"BROWNIE WIRELESS " MODEL No. 2

The Standard "Brownie." Just as good as ever 7/6
but now complete with ebonite base .. ..  /

5 XX Loading Coll for the Standard .. . . 2/ -

THE BROWNIE WIRELESS CO. (of Great Britain) LTD
(Incorporating the J. W. B. Wireless Co.),

310a -312a, Euston Road, London, N.W.1
'Phone: Museum 3747.

SAVE 50%
ci

-in place of COILS and HOLDERS!
PRICES

from

5/6
The " MELLOWTONE
Coupler is

into..y

compact and
finely finished-plugs
standard valve holder, takes

up small panel space and replaces coils
and holders. It is designed to avoid
distortion, giving excellent selectivity
and perfectly smooth reaction control.
Obtainable at all dealers. Write for

Plustraled List.

BRETTELL LANE WORKS

Radio-Ado.
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BROADCAST NOTES.
By 0. H. M.

Dance Music Transmissions-Another Wireless Society-Those
" Surplus " Funds-A Poor -Reception Area-A New Radio Revue.

* 1.--0-0-4-0-4.-11.-------41-.0-1-0.--0-0--41-0-1. 1-11.-0-4--4-41-11-0-4,-.1--4-4------ 01*

ACCORDING to present arrangements
the first broadcast in Britain of a,

fistic encounter will take place on
February 22nd, when it is proposed to put
on the air the final contest for the Lonsdale
belt. This contest will  be relayed from
the National Sporting Club. It is hoped
that Lord Lonsdale will do a special broad-
cast from the London Studio. As an enter-
tainment, the actual fight will not be of
much account, but listeners will be amused
by the ring -side patter.

In connection with this broadcast I
understand that the B.B.C. will give a
donation to Harry Preston's Boy's Club
at. Brighton. In a recent address to Boston
business men Mr. David Sarnoff, Vice -
President of the United States Radio
Corporation, made a feature of what he
termed the broadening effect of Radio on
pious old ladies, who until they heard a
boxing broadcast, had looked with great
disfavour on the noble art of self-defence.
One wonders if a similar result will be
produced on this side of the Atlantic !

Dance Music Transmissions.
I hear that the B.B.C. are considerably

. exercised over the problem of dance music,
quite apart from difficulties with outside
bands. Recently it was decided to extend
the Daventry service of dance music to
2 a.m. twice a week. This was regarded as
an experiment, it having been represented
that, particularly in country houses, there
was a demand for dance music after
midnight., Considerable expense and in-
creased pressure on staff were involved in
meeting this alleged demand.

After the new facilities had been in
existence some weeks, the B.B.C. asked
listeners to indicate whether they found
the new service of any use. There were
only ten replies and these not enthusiastic.
I advise those who wish the late dance
music to be kept on to lose no time in
expressing their views. In the absence of
any evidence to the contrary, the B.B.C.
would be justified in coming to the con-
clusion that they were wasting money by
these late transmissions.

But there seems much less doubt of the
reality of the demand for earlier dance
music. Starting on February 27th, 2 L 0
will put out Dance Music from 9 to 10, and
from 10.30 to naidnight once a month. On
the same evening 5 X X will run dance
music continuously from eight o'clock to
midnight, allowing only for a break of ten
minutes for the news.

Bransby Williams Again.
It was good news to hear that Bransby

Williams was likely to be available for
the special Dickens Birthday Programme
this week. Some high -brows find fault with
Mr. Williams' Dickens characterisation,
but the vast majority of listeners have
a grateful recollection of his appearances
before the microphone last autumn.

. Next to Sir Harry Lauder Mr. Bransby
Williams had probably the biggest radio
audiences of the past year.

Another Wireless Society.
So another Wireless society has come

into existence. This is the Wireless Associa-
tion, of which Lord Drogheda is chairman,
and Colonel Halsey, brother of Sir Lionel
Halsey, one of the moving spirits. They
aim at making the Wireless Association the
prototype of the Automobile Association.
They propose, among other things, to
_provide accumulator charging service, legal
service, insurance, and receiving -set hire
service.

Those '" Surplus " Funds.
Despite the oft -repeated desire of the

13.13.C. to come again to the rescue of the
N.0.0., there is as yet no move on the

A Poor -Reception Area.
The news that the B.B.C. is making

spacial arrangements for a great Welsh
programme from London on March 1st,
St. David's Day, will be welcome in the
Principality. Sir Walford Davies has the
London Programme in hand.

It is proposed that the special programme
from Cardiff that night shall be relayed
also from 5 X X. Other stations on, the
borders of Wales will signalise the occasion
appropriately. There is undoubtedly a
growing dissatisfaction in North Wales.
There is no chance for crystal users there.
The valve users complain that they cannot
get Cardiff and that they are forced to fall
back on Daventry and Manchester.

The problem in North Wales is com-
plicated by the difficult geography. The
B.B.C. are quite alive to the situation and
are sending engineers to test reception in
various centres with a view to an im-
mediate extension of facilities.
A New Radio Revue.

The new B.B.C. Revue will make its bow
on February 13th, apparently undeterred

by the ominous num-
ber. "Radio Radiance"

The aerial lead-in at the Rugby Station.

part of the Post Office to release the funds
required for this purpose. Meanwhile, the
position of the B.N.O.C. is rapidly reaching
a state of extreme acuteness.

There is indeed a danger of the whole
project going under. This would he a
catastrophe to British art. The obvious
remedy is for the Post Office to disgorge a
small part of the large sums of licence
money which they are withholding from
the B.B.C. The provision of first-class
artistes is an expensive business, and the
withholding of the licence " surplus " is a
serious matter.

has had a good run,
but it was right to
take it off.

There is a good deal
of secrecy about its
successor, but from
what I have heard in
confidence, I have no
hesitation in promis-
ing listeners a really
first-class show.

There will be more
variety and the pro-
duction will he better
adapted than its pre-
decessor to the special
requirements of the
medium.

The Committee. -

There is one thing
about the Broadcast-
ing Committee .which
nobody can deny.
There is hardly ever
a dull moment. - When-
ever the proceedings
threaten du 1ln e s
there is a flash of
humour from one or
other of the versatile
members of the Com-
mittee. The cross-
examination of wit-
nesses is conducted
with. spirit. Those
witnesses who show
signs of petulance with
the B.B.C. are apt to

be pulled up rather sharply if they cannot
justify their criticism to the hilt.

From the proceedings so far, there is no
doubt that B.B.C. stock is very high. But
there is still a good deal of evidence to
be taken and a fair proportion of it is
bound to be hostile to the present order
of things in Broadcasting. Already the
Committes has been able clearly to prove
the diversity of opinions and requirements
existing, and have rendered invaluable
service in that the problems of ideal con-
struction have at last been made more or
less clearly apparent.
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Traders and manufacturers are invited to submit wireless sets and component parts to the
".P.W." Technical Dept. for test. All tests are carried out with strict impartiality in the
" P.W." Test Room under the supervision of the Technical Editor, and the general reader
Is asked to note that this weekly article is also intended to provide a reliable and unbiased

guide as to what to buy and what to avoid. --EDITOR.

SOME very good plug-in coils were
recently sent us for test by Messrs. Radio
(Hove) Ltd., Westbourne Place, Hove,

Sussex. They are known as the "Lees,"
and retail at prices ranging from 4s. 2c1.

(35 turns) to 8s. 6d. (300 turns). Wound with.
stout gauge wire in a novel manner, they
have ample turn and layer spacing. On
test we found them to possess very low
self -capacities and H.F. resistances, with
the result that with them tuning was
sharp and high percentages of maximum
energy carried through. They coupled very
well, too, and functioned excellently in all
usual positions.

The " Lees " coils have a "standard "
appearance, arc neat and compact, rigidly
mounted on their holders, and are provided
with excellently fitting plugs and sockets.

The same firm also sent us one of tl air
Hovaphone " H.F. transformers, and one

of their " Horaphone " neutrodyne units.
Both transformers are similarly priced
(i.e. 6s. 6d.), similar in appearance, and cover
similar ranges of wave -lengths --in the case
of the first -named definitely stated as 300
to 600 metres, and indicated in the case of
the second -named by the words " Broadcast
Range."

Wound in sections, nicely finished and
operating well in their individual capacities,
both can be recommended to the attention
of our readers.

The G.E.C. people recently sent us
samples of the new Gecophone L.F. trans-
former for test. It has a rather novel
appearance, as it is provided with a metal
case of crystalline finish. Its shape, too, is
slightly out of the ordinary, but it is
decidedly distinctive and nothing if not
compact and convenient in form.

The terminals, which are marked both
in I.P.'s, O.P.'s, anodes and pluses, etc.,
etc., are situated near the base in order to
make them more convenient for wiring. Two
connecting points are also provided for
" earthing " the case should it be desired.

Two ratios are available, 2-1, which is
recommended for use after general purpose
valves, such as the D.E.R. and D.E.3, etc.,
and which is priced at 22s. fid. ; and 4-1,
which is recommended for employment
after such low impedance valves as the
D.E.4 or D.E.5. This model sells at 25s.
It will be seen, therefore, that in a two -valve
L.F. amplifier (transformer coupled) using,
say, a D.E.R. (two -volts dull emitter) in
the first stage and a small two -volt power
valve (dull emitter) in the second the 2-1
and the 4-1 ratio Gecophone L.F. trans-
formers should be employed in that order.

On test
these G.E.C.
product, -
gave verb
good result 
as a matter of
fact we tested
them in a
two -valve
amplifier ex-
actly as indi-
cated above.
Ampli fica-
t io n way
robust a n d
frequene,
distortion in-
appreciabh
tone being as
(Continued on
page 1318.)
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Radio Receivers

An artistic radio poster.

The Coil that has created a
WIRELESS SENSATION

-wavelength range 180 to 5,300 metres

--and NOT A TAPPED COIL!

=LONDON AND EXPORV AGENTS:-BARKER

Scrap those old
coils to -day !

sets of

Ask your retailer for
the BLUE SPOT MUL-

E TIDYNE COIL, in case
of difficulty in obtain-
ing, send direct to us.
Price 13/6

m POST FREE

EllillallIIRIMBIlliBM11111111111111111112nin

The BLUE SPOT MULTIDYNE COIL has
created a sensation among Radio Experts
wherever it has been introduced. It entirely
eliminates all other forms of aerial tuning-
it cuts out immediately the old "sets " of
plug-in coils for different wave -lengths.
The BLUE SPOT MULTIDYNE COIL
consists of eight absolutely distinct coils
inccrporated in the usual shape of a single
plug -in -coil.

Any one or more of these eight distinct coil,
can be brought into the circuit as desired by
means of a simple switch lever-and because
this is not a tapped coil there are no dead-
end effects, and tuning is singularly sharp
and clear. The BLUE SPOT MULTIDYNE
is an absolute revolution in plug-in coils ; is

can be used for any set or any circuit-
crystal or multi -valve, parallel, series or
loose -coupled tuning, or for reaction.

"Gaspar"
N

ALL -WAVE COIL
(3 Provisional Patents)

WE lie fo-clay to:-

LINDALL'S Ltd 68, LOMBARD ST.,
BIRMINGHAM

& CO. (SUPPLIES) LTD., 59-60, CHANCERY LANE LONDON, W.C.2.
:math
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SMOOT11- ONG
OUT SHOCKS

The purpose of the Mans -
bridge Condenser is to
smooth out the shocks in
your head -phone and loud
speaker reception.
Every H.T. battery causes
intermittent crackling noises
owing to partial polarisation
and other internal irregular-

ities which cannot be controlled. AMansbridge
Condenser across the H.T. terminals of your set,
however, at once eliminates these noises (which
sound very like atmospherics).
Mansbridge Condensers are made in capacities
from 0'2 to 2 microfarads, at prices from
2/6 to 5/-.
It is important to note that the only condensers
made by the Mansbridge Condenser Co., Ltd.,
carry the words " Mansbridge Condenser "
embossed on the case as illustrated above.
There are many imitations, but only those
bearing this characteristic are the genuine
-.;.:::.-,ducts of the Mansbridge Condenser Co.,
Ltd., and guaranteed and sold by the Dubilier
Condenser Co. (1925) Ltd.
Note that the screw terminals are now also
fitted with soldering tags.

NI.A.N1_1FAC -FUR.= BY 'TH

AMBRIDGE
 CONDENSER. CO.. LTD.

GUARANTEED & SOLD BY THE

UBILIE
CONDENSER CO.(1925)LTD.

ADVERT. OF THE DUEIL1ER CONDENSER CO. (1925) LTD., DUCON WORKS,
VICTORIA Re, NORTH ACTON, W.3 TELEPHONE: CalSWICK 2241-3-3

EX 4. 6

tAt4-4
-a a ,ize&fze

Vanxorula

_0
"To Neutron Ltd.-I think
the following is a record:
Saturday evening, Dec. 26th, 1925,
on a home-made Crystal Set, with -
single slider Tuner, and mounted on
wood, using an old Neutron Crystal,
I heard K G 0 Oakland, Calif. (2,000
watts, frequency 83o kilocycles) a
distance of 800 miles (as the crow
flies).-Yours truly, V. Jackson."
This is not a record-not even for Neutron.
But it is one more of hundreds of similar
letters received from literally every part
of the world.
And this letter is not published as a
suggestion that even Neutron Crystal will
guarantee to you exactly similar results;
so much depends upon your aerial, coils,
and conditions of reception.
But Neutron will get the best out of yo9r
set. It will be a revelation to you if you
will compare Neutron with other crystals.
Test it to -day.

L3 RC1
rpAoe MARK

The World's Greatest Radio Crystal

Synthetic, sensitive
all over, and right
through. - Concert
tested & guaranteed.

Wholesale enquiries to:
Neutron Distributors,

Sentinel House,
London W.C.r.

Sold by Radi© Dealers the World over
at 1/6. Manufactured by Neutron, Ltd.
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*

4 *
APPARATUS TESTED.

(Continued from page 1316.)

good as we have heard. Doubtless the high
standard which marked. the reproduction
was due in no small manner to the matching
of suitable valves with good transformers-
" team work " is as vital in a valve set as it
is in other spheres. -

We can thoroughly recommend these
Geeophone L.F. transformers  to those of
our readers who appreciate high-class com-
ponents designed not merely to function but
to operate with a high degree of efficiency.

* *

Messrs. V. R. Pleasance, 56, Forgate,
Sheffield, recently sent us one of their
Aermonic Anti -capacity valve holders. It is
so designed that while the 4 valve sockets
are quite rigid, they are fixed only on their
outer sides to the ebonite frame, the centre
of which is carved away to give an insulation
of air. Two types are available-one for.
baseboard and the other for back -of -panel
mounting-at a standard price of 2/6 each.

C

Messrs.. Tungstalite, Ltd., of Tungstalite
Crystal fame, have placed an automatic
crystal on the market. It is of very simple
design, consisting of one of their round
crystals mounted on a finely threaded rod.
To the latter a neat adjusting knob is fixed.
Against "the cylindrical crystal and in light
contact with it, is a fine metal ribbon
which is permanently fixed in position.
Thus by rotating the little knob the crystal
*evolves and at the same time travels

slowly up or clown in accordance with the
direction of the rotation of the knob.

Therefore the metal ribbon "cat's -whis-
ker" traverses practically the whole surfaceof
the crystal. Not that it has to do this during
every operation of adjustment-just a little
twist of the control knob either the one way
or the other is all that can ever be necessary.
As soon as we hooked up the Tungstalite
Automatic good signals were received, and
the detector gave every indication of excel-
lent stability combined with sensitivity.
Mechanical vibration does not seen to
worry it, and the enclosing transparent case
keeps the crystal and its contact quite free
from dust, etc. It is a neat and well finished
little component, and is by no means over-
priced at 3/9. Listeners and amateurs, too,
should find its sensitivity, reliability, and
simplicity factors well worth considering
when they contemplate their next purchase
in this direction.

Messrs. J. Morris & Co., of. Ravald St.,
Salford, have sent us some of their "Ravald"
tube wire for examination. It is made of
16 S.W.G. split copper tinned tubing and is
Sold in packets of six 2 ft. lengths at Is. 8d.
per packet. The idea
is, of course, quite a
good one, for such
tubing forms a very
excellent H.F. con-
ductor. It can be bent
quite easily, although
the use of round -nosed
pliers is advisable, and
soldered connections
can be made in the
usual way.

Messrs. Garnett, Whiteley & Co., Ltd.,
Broadgreen Road, Liverpool, recently sent
us samples of their new " Lotus " Buoyancy
Anti-microphonic valve -holder.

Made of bakelite with nickel -silver springs
and phosphor -bronze sockets they are very
attractive in appearance. The springing is
excellent and the sockets are sunk in order
to prevent " shorts " accidentally occurring.

The connections through to the soldering
points are positive, and no trouble could
ever be experienced from bad internal
contacts, as is possible with some types we
have examined. The four points are
marked " G," " F," etc., both on the base
and top of the holder.

This " Lotus " product is designed for
base -board mounting and at the price asked,
2s. 3d., can be thoroughly recommended.

The 6 -valve Igranic
super - het. a n d
10 -valve amplifier
which provides
the patients 01 the
London Hospital

ith broadcasting.

MAKE THE WORLD
YOUR NEIGHBOUR

LAST week your friend logged many
foreign stations. You probably man-
aged about two. Do not blame your

set for this, it is in all probability the fault
of your Headphones.
Standard Headphones respond to the weak-
est signals and are, in addition to being
super -sensitive, a pleasure to the wearer. The
new headbands caress the head, and the
receivers can be worn for many hours without
the slightest discomfort.

ORDER YOURS TO -DAY.

Standard Telephones and Cables Limited
Formerty Western Electric.

Connaught House, Aldwych, London, W.C.2 'Phone: Central 7345 ( ro lines).
Works : NORTH WOOLWICH, NEW SOUTHGATE and HENDON.

Briinchec : Glasgow, Leeds, Birmingham, Manchester, Newcastle, Cardi Cf, Southampton, Liverpool and Dublin.

PRICE
PER
PAR 20/.
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Build the wonderf, ,new
RAMON NEUTROD7NE

OON everyone will be build-
ing Neutrodynes. For long-

distance reception and perfect
stability there is nothing to equal
them. The new Radion Book
(post free 6d.) gives fullest con-
structional details of themagnifi-
cent 5 -Valve Neutrodyne illus-
trated above. Send for a copy
to -day, you'll find complete in-

Yanels

structions also given for building
three other unique and efficient
Receivers at low cost, a 1 -Valve
Set, a two- Valve Amplifier,
and a self-contained Loud
Speaker Set. If your Wireless
Dealer cannot supply you with
this Book, send 6d. to us and
we will post you a copy
immediately.

1 0
' American Hard Rubber Company (Britain) Ltd.

Head Offlee: 13a Fore Street, Depots: 520i,6 Wellington Street, Glasgow,

London, E.C. a Irish Agents : 8 Corporation
Birmingham.

.Beltas';

Dials

Gilbert Ad. 4508

LOOK TO THE AERIAL CONNECTION
You may have a tip-

P"--- t Irogiai*
set, yet if the lead-in
top aerial and a fim

41.IIN AllVjIIIIIIIIIIIV connection is faulty
the resuks will lae

... .,(4."(.
'CN..- .-(',

< ....CC

,.<",

....K ...,.<;,...1.

s... < --..,

EFFORT AND THE MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY.
SOLDER WITH FLUXITE FOR THE MINIMUM

`,p. Mi 11111
--

' 'e"lA
...1

poor. The best way
to attach the lead-in
to the aerial is to
twist the wires
thoroughly together
and solder with
FLUXITE.

i.:--- ..-

sir u
Ask your frown a nger or Hardware Dealer to show you the neat little

FLUXITE
It is perfectly simple to use, and
will last for years in constant use.
It contains a special " small space "
Soldering iron with non -heating
metal handle, a pocket Blow -lamp.
VLU XITF, solder, etc., and full in-
structions. Price 7/6. Write to us
should you be unable to obtain it.

FLUXITE
SIMPLIFIES SOLDERING
All Hardware and Ironmongery Stores sell
FLUXITE in tins, price 8c1.,1/4. & 2/8.

Buy a Tin To -day.
FLUXITE LTD. (Dept. 324,) West
Lane Works, Rotherhithe, S.E.16.

SOLDERING
SET

ANOTHER USE FOR TLUXITE.
Hardening Tools & Case Hardening.
ASK FOR LEAFLET on improved methods.

--9

FIXED CONDENSERS
GIVING FIXED RESULTS
The " Cosmos " Permacon is
an ideal fixed condenser, being
light in weight,' of guaranteed
accurate capacity, and having
the lowest possible losses.
The dielectric is mica and each con-
denser is tested. at goo. Volts during
inspection. Nickel plated cases give
them a particularly neat appearance.
oons mfd. 1/6
'0002
'0005
'0003
'001

'002
'005

(a ith clip for
grid leak)

1;6

a1/8

. 1.10
2 '8

or .. 39
"COSMOS" GRID LEAKS
are uniform and permanent.

a and 3 megohms, each 1/6
Ask for copy of the Cosmos

Components Brochure.
METRO-VICK SUPPLIES LTD.

Pil.)
4, Central EnthEngs, Westminster,

LONDON.
S. W.1 4
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All Editorial Communications to be addressed to The Editor, POPULAR
WIRELESS, The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.

Editor :
NORMAN EDWARDS, M.Inst.R.E., F.R.S.A.,

F.R.G.S.
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K. D. ROGERS. P. R. BIRD.

Scientific Adviser :
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Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F.Inst.P. ; J. F.
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F. M. DELANO, Paris ; Dr. ALFRED
GRADENWITZ, Berlin; L.. W. CORBETT,
Now York ; P. F. MARTIN, Italy ; W.

PEETERS, Holland.

The Editor will be pleased to consider articles and
photographs dealing with all subjects appertaining to
wireless work. The Editor cannot accept responsibility
for manuscripts and photos. Every care will be taken
to return MSS. not accepted for putlication. A
stamped and addressed envelope must be sent with
every article. All contributions to be addressed to
The Editor, The Flndway House, Farringdon Street,
London, E.C.4. Alt inquiries concerning advertising
rates. etc., to be addressed to the. Sole .4gents Messrs.
John R. Lily, Ltd., 4, Ludgate Circus. London,

The Editor desires to direct the attention of hie
readers to the fact that, as much of the information
given in the columns of this paper is of a technical
nature and concerns the most recent developments in
the Radio world, sense of the arrangements and
specialities &scribed may be the subject of Letters
Patent, and the amateur and trader would be well
advised to obtain permission of the patentees to use
the patents before doing so.

PATENT ADVICE FOR READERS.
The Editor will be very pleased to recommend

readers of POPULAR, WIRELESS who have any wireless
inventions to patent, or who desire advice on patent
questions, to our patent agent. Letters dealing with
patent questions, if sent to the Editor, will be forwarded
to our own patent advisers, where every facility and
help will be afforded to readers.

TECHNICAL QUERIES.
Letters should be addressed to :

Technical Query Dept.,
Popular Wireless,"

The Fleetway House,
Farringdon Street,

London, E.C.4.
They should be written on one side of the paper

only, and MUST be accompanied by a stamped
addressed envelope.

Queries should be asked in the form of the numbered
questions : (1), (2), (3), etc., but may be accompanied
by a short letter giving any necessary additional,
particulars as briefly as possible.

For every question asked a lee of 6d. should be
enclosed. A copy of the numbered questions should
be kept, so that the replies may be given under the
numbers. (It is not possible to reproduce the question
in the answer.)

IMPORTANT.-If a wiring diagram, panel lay -out
or list of point-to-point wiring is required, an additional
fee of 11- must be enclosed.

Wiring diagrams of commercial apparatus, such as
sets of any particular manufacture, etc., cannot be
supplied. (Such particulars can only be obtained
from the makers.)

Readers may submit their own diagrams, etc., for
correction or for criticism. The fee is 1/- per diagram,
and these should be large and as clear as possible.

No questions can be answered by 'phone.
Remittances should be in the form of Postal Orders.

(Quest on)%
*ridAn. weary/

AN EFFICIENT 3-VALVER.
" EFFICIENCY " (St. Albans).-What in

your opinion is the most reliable and efficient
3 -valve set for all-round reception ? I do no'.
wish this to be complicated, but desire effi-
ciency combined with ease of operation.

The most suitable combination of three valves for
the reception of stations on all standard wave
lengths, is one consisting of one H.F., a detector
and one L.F. A pictorial diagram of this circuit
is given below.

A series parallel aerial arrangement is allowed for,
and this allows for a wide range of wave -lengths to
be covered by one coil. For example, a 5Q -turn
honeycomb coil in conjunction with the 000:
variable condenser, can be made to tune betweet
190 to 000 metres with a standard P.M.D. aerial.
It also has several other advantages as compared with
switches, including that of cheapness. When receiving
on the shorter wave -lengths it is advisable to employ

(Continued on page 1322.)

RADIO
GOOD NEWS FOR CONSTRUCTORS

BIG REDUCTIONS !
IN THE PRICE OF

Edison Bell
FIXED CONDENSERS.

Reduced as from Jan. 1, 1926
Latest Price Lists from your dealer

or Manufacturer0.
TESTED 500 VOLTS

J. E. HOUGH Ltd., Edison Bell Works, London, S.E.15
and HUNTINGDON.

TESTED 500 VOLTS
PLAT TYPE

INSIST ON EDISON BELL CONDENSERS
THEY ARE BRITISH MADE AND GUARANTEED BY A NAME WITH 30 YEARS REPUTATION BEHINDIT
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Modernise your sets-
with Igranic-Pacent Jacks & Plugs

Three Spring Automatic Jack.
Generally used after last

valve for connecting
'phones or loud speaker.

As plug is withdrawn
the filament supply

is switched oft,
Price 216

Igranic-
Pacent
Autoplu g.
This plug is
entirely
shockproof.
Connecticns
made instant-
ly by means
of reliable
spring con-

' nectors. Shell of Bakelite. No screws
used in its assembly. Price 216
With gold plated metal parts.

Eranches
BIRMINGHAM

BRISTOL

CARDIFF

Switching in modern receivers
becomes simple and reliable
when Igranic-Pacent Jacks
and Plugs are fitted. Used for
inter -stage switching, the mere
slipping of the 'phone or loud-
speaker plug into a jack deter-
mines the number of valves in
use. Ten types of jacks are
available for all radio purposes.

R42lPa

Ask your dealer about Igranic-
Pacen t Radio Essentials -they are
standard equipment on 4o famous
American manufactured sets.

Write for List P. 35 which
describes the entire range.

GLASGOW

LEEDS

MANCHESTER

NEWCASTLE

149, QUEEN VICTORIA ST., Works: ELSTOW ROAD,
LONDON. BEDFORD.

Exclusive Manufacturing Licensees of PACENT Radio Essentials

i\AiAAAAALAAAAAAAAAAAAA'\/V,"./\/\/\/\/\/
.111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111i111111111111111111:111111111111111111111111111I111111111111!The latest

AMERICAN WONDER

A remarkable!
E SHORT-WAVE TUNER E

SPECIAL FEATURES. E.=

Wound on Quartzite
Formers. a

Spaced Flat Copper Rib- E
bon. a-

. Reactance wound on Low ZE

Loss Quartzite Rotor.
Two Hole Fixing to Panel. E.

= Wave Length 25 to TOO =
F=.- ----. -- Metres with '0005 Con- --E-

Er-
-:-- -- _-.._ --,,,!--------- , i denser in parallel: =----.7...----- ---- =111111111NR,-i l' -

ti , _

PRICE 36/- EACH. E-=

=
E Will suit Short -Wave Receiver Circuit recently introduced.
E_

WILL DAY LTD. (Dept. D)
The Real Radio Supply House,

Send 6d. to cover cost of Postage for our Latest
International Catalogue. (Mention this paper.)

19, LISLE STREET, W.C.2
'PHONE: 4577 Regent. TELEGRAMS: Titles, Westrand,

Fine Tuning
Assured by
FineMovement

This new Henderson " Crescent "
Coil Holder, recently put on the
market, is of exceptional efficiency
and possesses several entirely unique
features. Obtainable from all good
Dealers-or in case of difficulty by
writing direct to the manufacturers.

Proy.
Fat. Price

10/6
The NEW HENDERSON "CRESCENT" COIL HOLDER
The coil moves in same plane as spindle, saving panel and cabinet space.
Fine tuning guaranteed by micrometer adjustment at all angles, Rigidity
assured in any position and complete freedom from backlash or whip,

Manufacturers:-
W. J. HENDERSON & CO., Ltd.,
351, FULHAM ROAD, LONDON, S.W.' 0

'Phone: Kensington 8953.

I GREAT, SUCCESS

LOWFORMA
This set embodying a LOWFORMA erected by the Technical Staff of
the WIRELESS MAGAZINE and fully described in the February issue
(1926) has received the
K D K A (East Pitts-
burg) 62 metres trans-
mission at Loud Speaker
strength on a 21 ft,
indoor aerial in London.

The LOWFORMA is a
valuable unit which
can be utilized in the
erection of numerous
Crystal and Valve Sets
frequently securing
50 p.c. Better Results.

Prices :
3} inches

diameter by
5 inches
long 4/9

0 in. 5/.
7 inch

5/6
OF ALL DEALERS-in case of difficulty write the makers-

A. H. CLACKSON LTD., (DEPT. F.)
Head Offices : 119, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.G. 4.
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

(Continued from page 1320.)

the series tuning arrangement, in -which case the
aerial should be connected to aerial (S) terminal and
earth to E terminal.

This arrangement gives sharp tuning, and is of
,rent advantage when receiving broadcast trans -
;fissions. For -the longer wave -lengths, the Parallel
arrangement should be used. In this case the
serial is connected to A (P), and the A (S) and E

interfering with other sets- in the neighbourhood.
It is advisable to employ the smallest reaction
coil that will give reaction -effects, as it will be
found that a much smoother control over the -

oscillations produced is possible, and hence a resultant
increase in the ease of control.

The side of the reaction coil which is not connected
to the plate of the detector valve is taken to the
centre contact of an S.P.D.T. switch. This allows
for either two -or three -valves -to be employed. - The
circuit can then be used. as an H.F. and detector for
'phone signals or as a three valve for loud -speaker
results. If it Is desired, a power valve- can be used
in the last stage, in which case separate H.T. and
grid bias are advisable.

amas/ {,ot
rel.:11. 8384

Rctond/..0/dstraDe/,'.4.1f

ermity-ds are shorted by a bare wire or strip. The
filament rheostat of the first -valve is placed in the
positive lend to the accumulator, the detector valve
rheostat being connected in a similar way ; whereas
the L.F. valve rheostat is connected in the negative
lead to the accumulator.

Reaction is obtained by coupling the reaction coil
to the anode coll. This allows for reaction effects
to be obtained with the least possible chance of

OSCILLATION CONTROL.

.J. . L. (Bristol).-When listening in on
broadcasting wave lengths I have often heard
the carrier wave of a station, or of different
stations, but so far I have not been successful
in hearing speech. What is the reason ?

It. is possible that you are too far away from the
sending station to hear the speech, even although the
carrier wave is distinct. You may, however, be un-
successful on account of your set not having a very
well-defined 'oscillation point. The effect of this
would be that in the case of weak signals as soon as
you commenced to loosen the reaction coupling, you
lost the carrier wave. In order to hear very weak
telephony it is necessary that the valves should
be only just off the oscillation point.

If the reaction is arranged so that the slightest
movement passes the set into full oscillation you gull
be unable to make the necessary fine adjustment.
S11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111112-/

For the Constructor
Spider -web coil formers having a centre E

diameter of 1- inches can be made from this =
sketch.

The lines show how eleven segments
should be marked out, and how the slots are
cut down towards the centre. The dotted
lines show the arrangement for nine skits.

(Note:-The angles are the same for
Basket coils.)

NO. 4-TEMPLATE FOR SPIDER -WEB COILS.

d1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111IF-

The INVENTION
OF 1926

SPECIAL FEATURES :

(a) A special sensitive cylindrical
crystal, which PROPELS as
it ROTATES.

(k) Hairline metal ribbon, per-
manent automatic contact.

(c) Special non -actinic glass cover.
(d) All metal parts nickel plated.

IF you want your recep-
tion to be

1. CLEARER than it has
ever been before.

2. UNAFFECTED A N D
COMPLETELY
STABLE in the presence
of excessive vibration.

3. SELECTIVE to an excep-
tional degree.

4. AND ALL SECURED
AUTOMATICALLY,
no holes to drill, no
crystals or other com-
ponents to buy or replace.

Your wish will be more
than satisfied by

TUNGSTALITE
AUTOMATIC DETECTOR

3/9 from all
dealers,

or
direct from

TUNGSTALITE LTD.,
97, Farringdon Road, LONDON, E.C.1,

or
41, Call Lane, LEEDS.

Single, Double, and
Triple Types in stock.
All ranges. Twelve
months' guarantee
with every . instru-
ment. Order from
your dealer or direct
from BOW YER-
LOTV E CO., LTD.,
LETCHWORTH.

ISTILL SETTING
ITS OWN STANDARD

At its price, the Bowyer -Lowe
Standard Square Law Condenser
is still unequalled for precision.
Apart from the more expensive
Bowyer -Lowe " Four Square,"
it has the highest capacity ratio
of any Square Law Condenser.
It is no larger than ordinary
condensers; it yields results that
every amateur seeks. The

SIGNAL STRENGTH
WAVELENGTH RANGE
SELECTIVITY
of this condenser are so great
that every set in which it is in-
stalled becomes a better, more
efficient receiver. In many cases
it makes all the difference
between success and failure.
Ask your dealer for it. Test it,
use it regularly.

THE BOWYER - LOWE

STANDARD TYPE
SQUARE LAW

4CONMSER
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POSITIVE GRIP
PLUGS & SOCKETS

Pat. No. 20/25.

f ISENIN Positive Grip Plu;s are designed to
take the smallest flex up to 5 m/in cable

and single strand wires from 16 to 4o s.w.g., also
Electron Wire,
" A " illustrates insulated (Erinoid) sleeve,
cable with -ends bared and recessed cone.
" B " shows cone section in position. -Being
concaved, it allows smallest flex to fit up tight,
precluding any possibility of bared wire
breaking with continual use.
" C " Bared ends turned back ; cone fits into
concave recess in plug. Erinoid sleeve is then
slipped down and plug screwed into it. A
vice -like grip is made and an absolutely
positive connection,
" D " illustrates plus and socket complete with
indication disc and nuts. Sleeves and
indicators are made in red and black. Plugs
and sockets N. Plated. SPADE END,
POSITIVE GRIP, terminals suitable "for
accumulator leads, etc., also supplied.

MECHANICALLY PERFECTELECTRICALLY

RETAIL eA PLUG AND SOCKET OR
PR ICE LW. SPADE END TERMINAL

STOCKED BY ALL LEADING DEALERS.
Sole 1\lanufacturers and Patentees:

If your. Dealer
does not stock
giveushisname

and address.

The LISENIN WIRELESS CO.
la, Edgware Rand, Landon, W.2
PhO;te - Pad:, -

Sample doz.
assorted, sent
post free, Gs.

a,.,,,,,,,I An evcning w :

litmarkableYetvCiratit
Although hundreds of wireless enthusiasts have responded
to our advertisement which offered for sale the Ormsby
Long Range Selective Circuit, there are undoubtedly
many who are perhaps a little sceptical. To dispel all
doubts concerning the extraordinary performance of this
circuit, we give in illustrated form the results of an even-
ing's actual test on 4 valves, under normal conditions with

a 75 feet aerial 25 feet high,
eight miles from London.
This circuit is extremely selective
without loss of volume and for
Purity of tone it is irreproachable.
500 MILES ON LOUD SPEAKER,

This circuit will give loud speaker
results 500 miles assay and will

CUT OUT THE LOCAL STATION.
The Circuit Envelope contains 2 simple
wiring charts, layout and template for
baseboard and valves, and full instruc-
tions for building. Send Postal Order

' for 2:6.

, 4

Please state if for

address clearly.
write name and 2/63 or 4 valves, and *P1 tif441141:-!lit9.

M. ORMSBY cie; CO.
28, PAGE ST., WESTMINSTER
LONDON. Phone Victoria 1987.

t1111111111011111111111/11111M111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111;t:
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Get more out
of your Set

Fit a

LOTUS
Geared. Vernier

COIL HOLDER
Side Plates,
Coil Blocks
and Knob,
made in ,

v.
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Bakelite

Mouldings
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You haveexperiencedcill'd that annoying
and irritating fading away of volume
after tuning your coils. This is due
to the moving block falling. The
Lotus Moving Block CANNOT FALL.

The Vernier movement comprises
three sets of enclosed precision
machine -cut gears, and reduces
the speed of the moving coil
block by eight times.

Has the Largest Sale
of any type of Vernier

Coil Holder
There are Two Types of Lotus

Coil Holders :
For Outside Panel Mounting :
Two-way, 7 - ; Three-way, 1016
For Inside Baseboard Mounting

with 6 in. handle :
Two-way, 8/- ; Three-way. 12/6

From all first-class Radio Dealers

CARNETT, WHITELEY & Co., Ltd.,
BROADGREEN RD., LIVERPOOL
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owthat
con` inuel
vibration of
the filament®
USE the Clearer Tone Valve
Holder and float your valves-
secure from the ever-present,
tone - destroying vibrations
caused by street traffic, indoor
footsteps and the hUndred and
one other microphonic dis-
turbances. So thoroughly does
this new holder cushion the
valve that foreign noises are
completely dissipated.
The springs, though delicately
adjusted, are immensely strong
and the tightest valve can be
inserted without fear of
damaging them. Each spring
has one turn only. Bakelite.
construction of the body of the
holder ensures high insulation,
low capacity and sturdiness.

each 2/9
There are terminal
connections for the
experimenter and
soldering tags for the
permanent set.
The springs them-
selves form the valve2 pin sockets.

sot-/
solid metal piece from
tag to valve leg. No

each. flexible wire connec-
tions. The spring sup-
ports are not affected
by stiff bus -bar wiring.
For good reception
with Dull Emitter
Valves. Benjamin
Clearer Tone Anti-
Microphonic Valve
Holders are essential.

i
1

----------- `,
; Pending,Patents

earrrsH Bolit.fiN P4,4 OE

cLEARERToNE VALVE HOLDER
ANTI.MICRODNONIC)

From your Dealer or Direct from
THE BENJAMIN ELECTRIC Ltd..

Brentwood Works, Tariff Road,
Tottenham, N.I7,

The Benjamin Battery Switch rims
rerfect current control, 21- each.

Letters from readers discussing interesting and
topical wireless events or recording unusual experience
are always welcomed, but it spust be clearly understood
that the publication of such does in no way indicate
that we associate ourselves with the views expressed
by our correspondents, and we cannot accept any
responsibility for information given.-Editor.

UNIDYNE RESULTS.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Perhaps en account of my experiences
with a one -valve Unidyne may interest you. This
is my second set I. have made-my other being a
single -valve straight circffit-and 1 find it is superior
to the H.T. set as regards DX work. On my first
trial of the set I found I had connected the grids
the wrong way round. but on putting this right
the set functioned perfectly. 1 have had most of
the B.B.C. stations and three foreign  stations as
well, one of the latter coming in with wonderful
clarity and volume. A distinguishing feature about
this station is that a gong sounds once before each
item and twice after. Can anyone please tell me what
this station is Le Hoping this may be of interest to
you,

Yours faithfully,
L. Lusox.

41, Harrington Street,
Mansfield.

{The station is probably Hamburg.-Tech. Editor.)

THE SHANGHAI BROADCASTING STATION.
The Editor, Poe v1411 WIRELESS.

Dear Sir, -1 was extremely surprised to read in
POPULAR WIRELESS of the 23rd October. that a
Paris schoolboy had succeeded in receiving pro-
grammes broadcast from our local station on four
separate oceaSlons in the course of one month. I
think that you`will admit that this must be a record
feat, both as regard reception and, more especially.
as regards transmission when I tell you that the
power at the aerial input is only 100 watts (one
hundred watts) ; two C.V. 203 transmitting tubes of
50 watts each being connected in parallel in the
oscillator circuit, and two similar tubes for the
modulator. What makes this feat more remarkable
is the fact that owing to the great difference in time
between Shanghai and Paris, viz., 7 hours 56 minutes,
there must invariably he a belt of daylight somewhere
between these two points during the hours which
our station is working.

The call ietteis of the Shanghai station are K K C,
and the wavelength is 350 metres, and not 365 metres
as mentioned by you. The station is owned and
operated by Mr. Roy E. Delay, manager of  the
Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co., manufacturers
of telephone and radio apparatus, whose head office
is in Chicago, U.S.A.

One' of the main causes which contribute to the
efficiency of our little station is Mr. Delay's fetish of
" insulation: first, last, and all the time." The
aerial is of the live: wire .7 type, suspended between
two 'steel ttibular masts 95 feet high, and is insulated
at every point by heavy Pyrex glass insulators. The
counterpoise, which is insulated in the same manner,
is suspended about 10 ft. above the ground and runs
directly under the aerial.

It would be very interesting to know if any amateur
in Great Biltain has succeeded in duplicating the feat
of M. Gustave Durand, and in case any should care
to try, I am appending a time -table of our station.

LOCAL TIME. GREENWICH M. TIME.
9.45 a.m. to 10.30 a.m. .. 1.49 a.m.- 2.31 a.m.

News and market reports in English and Chinese.
12.30 p.m. to 1.30 p.m. .. 4.34, a.m.- 5.34 a.m.
Music and topical speeches in English and Chinese.
6 p.m. to 7 p.m. .. 10.04 a.m.-11.04 a.m.

News and music. English only.
8.30 p.m. to 9.15 p.m. .. 12.34 p.m.- 1.19 p.m.

Music and news. Chinese only.
9.30 p.m. to 11.00 p.m. .. 1.34 p.m.- 3.04 p.m.

Hotel Plaza orchestra ; jazz music, etc.
SUNDAYS.

11 a.m. to noon .. 3.04 a.m.- 4.01 a.m.
Church service. English only.

7.30 p.m. to 9 p.m. .. .. 11.34 a.m.- 1.04 p.m.
Japanese concert. Japanese only.

9.30 to 11 p.m./ Hotel Plaza orchestra.
Wishing your paper every; success, which it so

richly deserves.
Yours faithfully,

R. IL WILLIAMSON.
6, Quinsan Garden, Shanghai,

THE B.B.C. TALKS.
To the Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

I have read the letter of Mr. Rudland in the issue
of the 12th ult. I think it as well that " New States
man " and Mr. Rudland should know that I, and
heaps of other people, much appreciate the " potted
science and history " talks the B.B.C. give us.
I only wish there were more of them !

I, personally, put down. the 'phones when music
of " a light and tuneful character " comes through.
In spite of the feet that the greater part of the
B.B.C. programme dOes not suit me, I propose,
nevertheless, to continue paying my licence fee.

(Continued on page 13264

SCRAP YOUR H.T. BATTERY
If your Electric Supply
is by DIRECT CUR-
RENT obtain ELT
Current through the

"EKCO"
H.T. UNIT (TX: )
by just attaching adapter
to lamp -socket, reading -
lamp, or power -plug !

ENSURES PERFECT RECEPTION.
LASTS A LIFETIME.
RUNNING EXPENSES NEGLIGIBLE.
SAVES COST IN FEW MONTHS.

UNITS TO SUIT
ALL SETS from 29/6

SEND FOR PARTICULARS-FREE 1

E. K. COLE, (Dept. A), 505, London Road,
WESTCLIFF-ON-SEA.

111111111111111Mmaimimpr
HEADPHONES REPAIRED

Re -wound & re -magnetised 5/- per pair, Loud Speakers
repaired 5/-, Transformers re -wound 5/- each. All tuor/

guaranteed and tested before delivery.Write for Trade Prices. 'Plump: Clerk. 1795.MASON & CO., 44, East Road, City Road, N.1.

The FAMOUS
GENERAL

RADIOPHONES,

Latest Standard Model
General Radiophones

(made by the well-known
General Radio Co.,Ltd.),Super
Sensitive and Highly Efficient.

Receivers matched to tone. Magnets of
highly expensive Cobalt steel. Diaphragmstriple tested. Beautifully comfortable,
highly finished, weight 7 one. Fully

guaranteed. Sent on receipt of 6d. deposit. If satin
lied, send 2/6 on receipt and balance by instalments
of 3/. monthly until only 21/ -to paid. Price, fullcash with order (or within 7 days of receipt). El.

SIMPSON'S (BRIGHTON) LTD,
(Dept. 1623), 94. Queen's Road, Brighton, Sussex

vO

7" X 5", 1/-
7' x 6", 1 /3
10" x 8', 2/1
10'x9", 2/4
11' X 9', 2/7
12' x 10",3/-
14" x 12°,4/-

C!

DEPOSIT,

A/4°4s,

8 x 5", 1 /2
9' x 6", 1/7
11" x 8", 2/3
12" x 8", 2/6
12" x 9",2/10
14" x 10",3/5

6* thick:
Post Free:

Money back guarantee that each and al! Panels are
free from surface leakage, Merger test Infinity.
Callers. cut any size, & quote by Post, or Phone Clerk-
euwell 7853. Sample & prices, post free to the Trade.
CRO XSONIA CO., 10, South St., MOORGATE, E.C.:::":::::::::::::::::.
''''' pLEASE In sure to '''...1.
..!. mention POPULAR ;.3,.

::. WIRELESS when .:.
...... , _...communicating with "..".-
:":" - Advertisers :: :: :CI
.:: THANKS! .:.
::::. :::. ::: :. .:::. :. :. !...!. ::.
French Wireless Manufacturer wishes to get in touch
with amateurs at once, either sex, to act as agents in
London, Provinces, and Colonies, for the distribution of
his model. Owing to rate of exchange exceptional terms
arc offered. Write, enclosing International coupon for
reply, to Mr. Southard, Engineer, 9, Rue du
Cher, PARIS XX.

D
I MIL

.F.TRAN sFORAEKaALL RATIOS.
Maurice B °bin.

21Warwick Lane London.E.C.4
Phone cen. 4872 .
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WONDERFUL LOW LOSS STRAIGHT LINE
FREQUENCY CONDENSERS

THE CONDENSER OF THE FUTURE
Supreme SELECTIVITY.

Each station has a CLEAR
TUNING SPACE.

CROWDING entirely
ELIMINATED.

SIMPLIFIED tuning.

DISTINCT and DEFIN-
ITE Radio reception.

PRECISION workman-
ship.

Solid Brass vanes (a very
important factor).

Central position of rotor
INSURES MINIMUM
panel space.

ONE HOLE FIXING. EBONITE ENDS

Pigtail connection to rotor
gives silent working.

Special Spring top Bush
gives a firm but easy
movement.

LOW LOSS SKELETON
ENDS or Ebonite if pre-
ferred.

All HIGHEST possible
QUALITY.

Everyone AMAZED at the
beauty and finish of these
Condensers, and to com-
pete with the OUT OF
DATE AMERICAN
CONDENSERS now on
the market, we ask you to try
the BRITISH ARTICLE.

FOR A LIMITED PERIOD,
to introduce them to you, if you mention " Popular Wireless,- I offer them

AT PRACTICALLY COST PRICE
and guarantee them to be equal to many Condensers at treble the price.
Including knob & d:a! as sketch. PLEASE STATE Including knobs & dint as sketch.

LOW LOSS OR
EBONITE ENDS. .0003 . . . . 771 1 1

With geared dial, 12-t ratio. 6 each extra. 0005 . . . . /6
POST 6d. PER SET. POST 6d. PER SET.

'0003 . . 5 /1 1
1)005 .. 6/6

With vernier

K. RAYMOND
8to D9 AILYHours of Business 9 to 9 SATURDAY

(LISLE STREET) 1 1 to 1 SUNDAY

TWO SHOPS-so you will ALWAYS find ONE OPEN

27 & 28a LISLE STREET, LEICESTER SQUARE, W.C.2
Fhone: Opposite DALY'S GALLERY DOOR (BACK OF DALY'S THEATRE)

Cerraid 4637 BE SURE IT'S RAYMOND'S

UNSOLICITED
TESTIMONIAL

Cranbrook Road, Ilford.
ESSEX.

Messrs. Raymond,
I am writing to let you know

the wonderful change your
new type condenser has made
in my one valve Straight set.

On Sunday evening (with
2L0 (corking) I was successful
in receiving Radio Berne.
Dublin, Hamburg and New-
castle at excellent 'phone
strength. All these stations
had previously passed me by.

I can only say that if there
is a 100 per cent. condenser on
the market, yours is IT,

Harry R. Prockter.

TELEFUNKEN. - Adjustable ;
lighter than a feather, 15/11 pr.

ADJUSTABLE " KAY RAY."-
Limited number, fine value,
8/11 pr.

BROWN'S A2 type, 30/-: B.T.H.,
20/-; Western Electric, 20/-;
Sterling, 22/6; Do. Lilliput,
20/-; British Ericsson, 22/6;
Brandes, 20/ ; Brown's, 20/. pr.

N. and K. PATTERN.-High class,
splendid tone, 8/6.

SIEMENS EBONITE. - Cut to
size, squared edges: 3-16 in.
Id. sq. inch, 5 in. is 2,1. sq. inch.
Postage extra.

PHILLIPS
4 ELECTRODE

Can be used on ordinary cir-
cuit, 10,'- post free.

RECOGNISED WEST END DIS-
TRIBUTOR of the manufactures
of Edison Bell, Jackson's (T11)
Polar, Igraine, Peerless, Eureka,
Magnum, Burndept, Lotus, Du -
biller. Marconi, Dorwood, Ster-
ling, Success, B.T.II., McMichael,
Lissen, Woodhall, Utility, R.I.,
Bowyer -Lowe, Aumlion, Formo,
Brunet, Ormond, Yesly, Netvey,
P and Id, and everything that
is worth stocking. Every en-
deavour made to obtain goods
not listed.

VERNIER CONDENSERS. -3 -plate.
3/11 ; 5 -plate, 4/6; Michron,
2/6 ; Colvern, 2/6; Ormond,
2/6; Gambrell, 5/6.

STRADIA H.F. TRANSFORMERS.
-Barrel type, &B.C., 5X1 and
Neutrodyne, 6/8 each. Made by
Stirling's, Ltd.

LOTUS.-Geared 8-1 Co stands,
2 -way, 7/- (with exhandles,
8/-), 3 -way, 10/6.

DORWOOD FIXED.-.01 to .000,
3/- each; .0003 (with grid -leak

2/6.
COSMOS (MET. VICKERS)

VALVES.-A45, 7/6 ; GP. SP.
18, 12/6; Red or Green Spot.
DE. 11, 12/6.

ACCUMULATORS-Very special.
Best Make ; 2v. 90, 5/11 ; 2v.
60, 10/n ; 2v. 85, 13/11 ; also
4v. 40, 14/11 40. Ott, 17/11
4v. 80, 24/6. Post 1/- extra,

COIL STANDS. -2 -way Standard,
2/9; Cam. V., 4/6; Geared, 4/-,
4/6, 6/-; 3 -way Standard, 5/-;
Corn. 6/6 ; Geared, 7/6.

E.F. TRANSFORMERS.-Barrel
Type. Stradia, 6/6; Bowyer
Lowe, 7/- ; Magnum, 7/- ; Mc-
Michael, 10/-; Do., Supersonic
A7, 12/8 ; Energo Standard
B.B.C., 8/11 ; 5XX, 4/6.

L.F. TRANSFORMERS-Ferranti,
17/6; New Model, 25/-; Or-
mond, 14/11 ; Shrouded, 17/6 ;
Royal, 201- ; Powquip, 14/6 ;
Formo, 10/6 ; Croix, 9/- ; Wet.
Supra, 12/8 ; Lissen T1, 21/- ;
T2, 15/- T3, 12/6: Eureka
Concert Grand, 25/-; 2nd Stage,
21/-; Baby Grand, 15/-; Reflex,
15/- ; Success L.F., Black, 21/-.

I. B. JACKSON BROS.-Variable
Condensers, Sq. Law, .001, 9/6 ;
.0503, 8/-; .0003, 7/-; with
vernier, 4/- each extra. Geared
.0003, 15/- ; .0003, 13/- ; Low
Loss, 10/6 and 9/-.

MOUNTED COILS, BOSWELL-
25, 1/6; 35, 1/9; 50, 2/-; 75,
2,3 ; 100. 2/9; 150, 3/- ; 175,
3/6; 200, 8/9; 250, 5/3; 300, 6/-.

STAR. -25, 1/3; 33, 1/6;- 50
1/9 ; 75, 2/- ; 100, 2/8 ; 130,
2/6 ; 175, 2/9 ; 250, 8/- ; 340,
3/3.

IGRANIC.-Honeycomb, 23, 35,
4/3 30, 4/6; 75, 4/10 ; 100,
6/8 115, 7/- ; 200, 8/- ; 210,
8/6 300, 9/- ; 400, 10/ ; 500,
10/3 ;. 600, 11/- ; 750, 12/6 ;
1,230, 15/6; 1,300, 17/6.

LISSEN.-25, 33, 4/10 each ; 30,
5/- ; 60, 75, 5/4 each ; 100, 41/9
130, 7/- ; 200, 8/5 ; Lionel X
50, 6/-; 60, 6/4; 73, 6/5; 250,
9/9.

VAR. GRID LEAKS.-Lissen, 2/6
Watmel, 2/6: Bretwood, 3/-:
Anode Res., Lissen, 2/8; Wet-
mel, 3/6 ; Bretwood, 3/-,

VALVE HOLDERS.-Sterling, 4/3 :
Burndept, or Magnum, 5/-, 2/6 ;
Benjamin, 2/9 ; Apex. 1/6 ;
Aermonic, 1/6; Standard, 1/3;
Anti -cap shrouded, red for plate,

'1/3 ; or 3 for 3/- ; Ditto, nickel
legs, 1/3; 1/3;
1/6, 0.P., 1/9.

LOUD SPEAKERS.-Dinkie, 20/ -
Baby Sterling, 130/-

'

Floral,
55/- ; Amplion A.R. 111. 50/-,
114, 65/, A.R. 19, £58a. ; Radio -
lox Models, from £415a. ; Ultra.
27/6 Sparta, 50/, 95/-; Decu
Hornless, 50/-; 'A.V., 27.6.
Brown's, all models.

LISSEN PARTS.-Anode or Vari-
able Grid Leak, 2/6 each ; L.F.
or H.F. Choke,
D.P.D.T., 5 point Reversing, 4,' -
each; 2 -way series Par., 2/9
each ; Miner, 3/6 ; Major, 7/6 ;
Universal, 10/6. Potentiometer
or Wire Rheostat, 4/- each.
Neutrodyne Condenser, 4/6.
Coils 25, 35, 4/10 each ; 50, 5/- ;
Oft, 75, 5/4 each ; 100, 6/9 ; 150,
7/. ; 200, 9/5 ; Limen X 50, 6.,-;
6o, 6/4 ; 75, 6/5 ; 250, 9,1.
Toner, 22/8. Mark III, Var.,
17/6.

CHOKES.-Lissen B.F. or L.F.,
10/- ; R.I., 10/- ; Success, 10/,

MANSBR/DGE CONDENSERS
T.C.C.-2 mid., 4/8 ; 1 mid.,
3110 ; 25, 8/- ; 5, 8/4.

PIKED CONDENSERS.-Dubiller
.0001, 2, 3, 4, 5, each 2/6 ; .001,
2, 3, 4, 5, 6. each 8/- : Grid Leak,
2/6 ; Edison Bell, .001, .0001, 2,
S. 4, 1,1 /- ; .002, 3. 4, 5, 6, 1/6 :
.0003 and Grid Leak, 2/-. Post
2d. each. Therla guaranteed
capacity, 1/3 & 2/- each; Mc-
Michael, with clips, same price
as Dubilier.

VARIABLE CONDENSERS --Polar
Standard, 10/6 Junior, 5/8
each ; Igranie. 24/- ; .0001,214- ;
.0003, R.I., 24/- 21/-; Utility.
8/9, 10/8. With vernier, 2/6
each extra. Collineon's, 24/, 20/-.

CRYSTAL DETECTORS.-En-
closed. Burndept, 4/-; Kay
Ray Micrometer, 2/6; Perma-
nent R.I., 6/-; One -hole flainl.,
7/6, Kay Ray, 2/6 ; Liberty, 3/6.

HEADPHONES. - 9,000 ohms.
Ericsson E.V. Continental.
Lovely tones, exquisitely fin-
ished, 10,6 pr

DR. RESPE:ft.-Adjustable ; the
perfect 'phone, 12/11 Pr.

N. and K.-Absolutely genuine.
Standard Model, 12/11; Ross
Light weight, 13/6; Beth
stamped on outside of case:
N. and. K.

"BRUNET,"-The old original.
As good as ever; new design,
1216 pr.

PELICAN
UNIVERNIER

DIAL
12 to 1 Ratio .. 6/-

SPECIAL OFFERS!
VABIOMETERS. - Solid

Ebonite termer, Ball Rotor,
one -hole fixing, 300/600
metres, smooth rotation.
terminal connections,wound
green silk wire, 4/$. Post,
6d.

TAPPED VARIABLE
COUPLER. - 200/800
metres. Solid etsmite
former, wound best double
covered green silk wire,
tapped tens and units,
terminal connections, Ball
Rotor Reaction, one -hole
fixing, Knob & Dial. A
lovely instrument. 8/11,
post, 64. Also with INN
attachment, special reaction
for same, 12/11 poet free.

DUPLEX VARIOMEPER,
(series parallel). Best
ebonite former, wound
double green silk, grooved
stator, Ball rotor coupling.
1XX or B.B.C. by turning
small knob. A very Wh-
eless and efficient, article,
7/11, post 6d. Extension
handle to fit any knob,
nickel fittings, 1/-.

COMBINED LEAD-IN TUBE
and Lightning Switch, with
indication tablet" to earth,;
" to set," 12 in., 2/.

FINSTONE LOW LOSS COILS.
-3.7,1/6 ; 50, 1/9 ; 71, 2/-;
IN, 2/6; 130, 2/9 200.
3/8 ; 250, 3/9 ; 300, 4/,
Post 3d. each,

2 -WAY COIL HOLDERS.-
Ebonite base Mickel or
brass), extension handles,
very compact, 2/-.

PANEL COIL HOLDER.-To
mount coils at the back of
panel. Only knob and dial
seen above panel, holder
has reaction side movement.
Beautiful little article, 2/6,
post, 3d.

"NEWSY" 4 -POINT CON-
DENSER.-Zero LOAF). Low-
est Min. cap. 300 in. geared
control. Sq. law tuning.
.001, 20/- 0 .0005, 17/6
.0003, 15/,

NEWEY 2 -WAY VERNIER
COIL HOLDER. Fine ad-
justment Bakelite with
insulation. Heavy coils
will not drop. 6/6. Post at.

eLEARTRON VALVES
12/6

Fil. v. 3, anode 30-120
C -T.15 .. 12/6
Fil. V. 1.8, 0.13 :Infos.,
anode 30-120

KAY -RAY
VARIABLE

CONDENSERS
"DE LUXE" LOW LOSS
MODEL. SQUARE LAW

With Without
Vernier. Vernier.

001 8111 001 7/43
0005 7/11 .0005 5/11
0003 7/6 -0003 5'6
High-grade Ebonite ends, one. Send a Postcard for our
hole fixing, knob and dial. Folders & Bargain Lists

ORMOND.
Square Law Low Loss,
Ebonite or Skeleton ends.
.001 10/6..0005 9/6, .0003 9/-.
Above with vernier (1/6 each
less no vernier).

IGRANIC.
.0003 .. 21/- .0055 .. 24,4

POLAR STOCKIST.
Crystal 1/8
Detector 3/6
Bobbin Rheostats .. 5/6
Junior .0005 5/6
Junior .0003 .. 5/6
Coil Unit 7/6

3 -way CV 9/0
Neutrodyne Csondmser 5/6
RCC Unit .. 15/-

6E1'S OF PARTS.
Author's selection.

Less Box, Panel, Valves.
S.T. 100 .. 74/ -
Twin v. Loud Speaker 80/ -
One valve reflex .. 41/ -
Efficient 1 valve set ..

concert de Luxe .. 118/ -
Simplicity Three .. 62/-

P.91.4 M1ILLARD,
Loud Speaker valve.. 22/6
Vette obi valve allowed for.

0ALVES.-Bright, 8/- each ;
Milliard Red or Green Ring;
Alarcon( R. R5 11.T.11.
" R," Ediswan AR., Cowl.
P, P2, 14/. each ; Stallard
1/3, Cower Wi, W2, Edi-
swan ARDE, B.T.H., 113.
Marconi DER, 16/0 each
Bullard .06, DE3, Cossor
WRI, WR2, Ediswan
11.T.11, B. Marconi P1:3,
18/6 each ; Cossor W3,
Marconi DEA, 22/6 ; Mal-
lard DF, " AO," " Al,"
Ediswan PV1, 2, 5, 8,
B.LIT, B4, NO, Marconi
15E4, 5 15, etc.

PERHAM!.
25/-

L.P., A.E .4, .. 17/0

R.I.
L.F. Sealed Box 22/ -
Perm. Detector 6/ -
Do. 1 hole fixing 7/6
Tuner 19/8

ORMOND.
L.P. New Model .. 15/ -
Latest shrouded .. 17,'6
Rheostats 6 ohm .. 2/ -
New model 6 ohm .. 2/6
30 ohm with vernier PM
See variable condensers.

CROIX L.F.
5 to 1 or 3 to 1 in new

boxes ..  .. 7/0

RADIO MICRO.
.00 Special, 10/- post free,

GRAN -COILS. - Mannfac-
lured under patent Dickin-
son Electric No. 206233,
etc. Very fine mounted
plug4n, air -spaced coils.
Highly finished and admir-
able Instrument. No. 23,
1/6; No. 35, 1/6: No. 50,

; No. 75.1/11 ; No. 100,
2/3 ; No. 150, 2/6 ; No. 200,
2/11: No. 250, 8/3: No.
300, No. 400, 8/9.
Don't forget these e

mounted.

Lissen Loud Speaker
Unit, 13,6.

NEUTRON.-.06 valves.
I'll. v. 3-5-4v. An. 30-100
MB H.F. and Detector.
1.1s, Ann Wier. Post free.

QUOTATIONS
given for

LISTS OF PARTS
Please write plainly.

THIS COLUMN
IS FOR

CALLERS ONLY
Post Orders Elsewhere. Nett Prices.
CABINETS, AMERICAN TYPE,

leather cloth 12x808, 8/-, 160838, los,
1808x£1, 11/8, 200808, 12/6. All with
base board, open front, hinged lki. Open
boxes, imitation crocodile, 7x5x3l, 1/4,
80606, 1/6, 9x606, 1/11, 101806, 2/8.
Polished, 606 or 703, 3/3, 8x6, 3/6, 9a6.
3/9, 10x8, 4/6 upwards.

ACCUMULATORS, high glass, 2v. 40, 7/11 ;
60, 8/11 : 80, 10/11 ; 100, 14/6; 4v. 40,
13/11; 60, 17/6; 80. 23/6; 6v. 60, 26/6:'
80, 35/-. These are a very special line, all
guaranteed.

EBONITE, Siemens 3-16 Id. sq. In., /d. ler
I In. Cut while you wait. Grade B for
crystal sets. 006 or 703, 1/-; 836, 1/4:
906, 1/8 ; 1008, 2/9. 5Iany sizes stocked.,

TERMINALS, complete, . Brass Pillar, wo,
Phone, ld. Nickel. 3 for 4d. Studs, stop
pine, 2 a 14. Nickel 4 for 3d. Screwed
sp.ules or pins 2 for 11d. Nickel, 3d.
Tags, 6 a ld. Nickel, 4 a 14. Red or
black spades 3d, Pr. be, screwed Plug
and socket 3d, and titt, Wander plugs 24.,
21d.. lid. pr. Ormond screws and nuts,
2 a ld. Flush panel sockets and nuts
10d. doz., ld. each. All kinds of oddments
ou C01111terS. .11

SWITCH ARMS, large with 12 studs, 1018.
1/- ; Nickel, 44, extra; 8 twist drills,'

1/2. Copper Earth Tubes, 3/3. Aerial,
7/?2, 1/11 100 feet, extra heavy, 2/3.
Ina. Rubber Lead in 10 yds., 1/-, Extra
heavy, 2/8 dozen, 3d., 4d. yd. Twin
maroon flex 12 08..1/4. Red and black,
12 yds., 1/8 ; min. silk, 6 yds., Bd. Wonder
aerial, 110 feet, 3/, Phosphor Bronze,
49 strands, 1/8 100 feet. 0.V. indoor, 2/0.
Empire Tape, 12 yds. thil. 10 ft. cord.
connecting wire, 104. Glazite, 10 ft., 1/2.
Shows genuine sealed Hertzite, 84.

EBONITE COIL STANDS, 2 way, generous
size, 2/-, 2/8. ('am vernier or geared,.
2/11, 3/3, 3/6. Ebonite shaped Plugs,
extra quality 6d. or 2/9 for 6. With fibre
snip, 7d. Push or pull switches, 1/3.

D.C.C. wire, 1 lb., 20g. 08. ; 226.,108.; 24g.,
114.; 26g., 1/-; 25g., 1/2. Tin copper 10,
18, 20, 22g.,11d, 1 lb. reel. Square Busbar,'
tin copper, 16 or 18, 6d. 12 feet. Enck.eed
detectors small, 94.; large, 1/-, 1/2, 14,
1/8, tunas and nickeL Noted micrometer,

1/).
LEAD IN TUBES, gout quality, 64.. Sd.,

10d. or made to size. Panel switches,
nickel D.P.D.T., 10d., S.P.D.T., 9d, his..
hooks or eggs, 2 for lid. 0 in. panel
brackets, 111td.

H.T. BATI'ERMS, B.B.C., GO v., gat,
extra large, 8/11 ; 36v., 5/6, Crown, long
life 60 v., 6/11. Adico 6/11; Grid Bias,
1/9, 1/11, 2/3 190. Tapped 11 v.) Neutron
4.5 batteries, 411., 0 for 2/, Bull's eye
bulbs, 3d,

SPECIAL PRICES given over the counter
for sets of parts for various circuits, usabie
valves, bought or taken in exchange for
new ones. Any parts you have no use for
entertained in exchange or purhaised.
Goods may be brought without obligation
either side. If you purchase new British
valves I will buy a burnt out one for each
valve you take. Right reserved to cancel
this list without notice.

HEADPHONES, all 4,000 dome:
purchase 500 pairs N. and 56, pattern light-
weight, cost 8/6 pair. NOW clearing at
5/11 pair. Famous Ericsson EV Coot inenta
10/6 pair. 3 pairs, 30/-; Adjustable,
Beeped style, 8/6 pair. Standard N. and K.
pattern, Sal, Brunet, 11/1, Latest im-
proved models. 13/6, 14/11. Genuine
N. and K. stamped name on outside oases
12/11 ; Lightweights, new model, 13/6 ;
Genuine Telefuuken, sealed boxes, 1441 ;
IN. Reaper, genuine, 12/1.1 (mtustable),,
all 4,000 ohms.

FARA VALVES. PHILLIPS VALVES,
iv. Detector 2/9

4v. Amplifier r/10
06 (1.5-3v.) 7/11

Power D.E. 7/11

.06 imdto Mien, 9/-

" R " Bright 1/61

,

06 D.E. 9/9
Battery Boxer 63v,
take 14 batteries,
complete with. clips.

2/11

NO POST ORDERS ABOVE COL.
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LO

TO WIRELESS GOODS Mal -
FACTURERS AND MERCHANTS,

EXPERIMENTERS, - Etc.
By Order of the Liquidator. Without Reserve.

13, HIGH HOLBORN,'W;C.1
HENRY J. SHAW is instructed to -sell BY
AUCTION WITHOUT RESERVE, ON THURS-
DAY, FEBRUARY 18th, at 11-30 prob.:Pt:the
Complete Stock of a Wireless Goods Factor,
including 200 POLAR RADIOPHONE 7, 3 sa
2 -Valve Sets in Chippendale; Jacobean, and
Globe Wernicke Cabinets, Polar L.F. A H.F.
Amplifiers, 120 POLAR BLOK Crystal Sets,.
Combined Crystal and Valve Sees, and 1, 2.
3, 4, 5 -Valve Sets, -40 ELWELL Portable Sets,
ELWELL ARISTOPHONE I. 2, h 4 -Valve Sets,
ELWELL Loud Speakers, 500 POLAR CAM
VERNIER Coil Holders (3 and 2 -way), 3,000
POLAR UNIVERSAL 2 -way Coil Holders, 500
DUBILIER Fixed Condensers, 500 prs. POLAR
Headphones, 80 prs. Gambreco Headphones,
B.T.H. Headphones,- 100 IGRANIC TRANS-
FORMERS, 300 Holderstats, 150 Lissenstats,
400 POLAR Variable Condensers, 50 ELWELL.
VARIOMETERS, ELWELL Rectifying Units,
ELWELL H.F. Transferthers, ELWELL H.F. fi
LE. Timing Units, 22 MAGNAVOX Loud
Speakers, WESTERN Electric Loud Speakers,
POLAR BLOK Cabinets, fittings and parts,
POLAR BLOK large assortment of small
accessories, 4,000 Coils of Aerial, 200 Coils of
Flexible, Large Quantities of Lead-in 'and
Connecting. Flex and Insulated Wire, 300
New 2, 4 d 6 Volt Accumulators. On view day
previous and morning of sale. Catalogues
Cram the Atictioneer : 85, Newington Causeway,
S.E. 1. 'Phone : Hop 3862.

REPAIRS SETS PHONES
TRANSFORMERS

Officially Approved try Radio Association.
ALLWORKGUARANTEED-LOWESTRATES-2511OURSERVICS
JOHN W. MILLER, GS, Farringdon St., E.C.4.

'Phone: Central 1950.

EASY PAYMENTS.
LOUD SPEAKERS. Any mate. Your selection,
Amplion, Brown, Sparta, Sterling, etc. Quarter deposit.

Balance six monthly payments
Accumulators, Headphones and parts, similar terms.
Send a list of the parts you are requiring and we will
forward you a quotation on the hire purchase system.
H. W. HOLMES, 29, Foley Street, Great Portland
Street, W.I. Phone : Moseem 1414

"Leave the Catswhisker alone."
THE KLIP-ON

PERMANENT DETECTOR
LOUD-
LASTING

'''''' PRO. PA TENT
ift;

2/ 6
Can be pushed on your present detector, as
illustrated, in two seconds, and will ensure loud
reception without further trouble. It is unaffect-
ed by vibration of any sort. All metal parts. in-
cluding phosphor bronze springs, silver- 9/6
From all Dealers, or direct from plated. "
PARTRIDGES, Lt1, 140 Northwood St., Birmingham

CABINETS SOLID 1." OAK-
American style, with baseboards, Carr. Paid,
10x 8-10/6 12 x 10..11/6 14x 12..13/6
16x 8-13/6 20x 8-16/6 20x 12..17/6
CULBICO, 25. PAPER ST.. LONDON.' E.C.I.

WHEN replying to advertisements
please mention " Popular

Wireless and Wireless Review " to ensure
prompt attention. THANKS !

CORRESPONDENCE.
(Continued from page 1324 )

My great cause of complaint against the 11.B.C.
is that they have rendered it so difficult to receive
other stations, foreign or English, as I like to listen
to the talks from Eiffel Tower, Radie-Paris, etc.,
when " tuneful music " is being broadcast from
2 L 0. Yours faithfully,

OSBERT A: OXLEY.
33, Kenilworth Road, Ealing, W.5.

' OSCILLATING CRYSTAL EXPERIMENTS.
 -To the Editor, Prietiaaa WIRELESS.

Dear-Sir,-It may interest you to know that I
have constructed a wireless receiving set consisting
of one- -permanent crystal detector and fourteen
oscillating crystal amplifiers. The whole set is run off
the electric 'cells that actuate the front door bell,
anti the reception has been remarkable.

European stations can only be endured when the
loud speaker is tightly muffled in a blanket ; New
Zealand comes in so powerfully that a headphone
laid on the sound -box of the gramophone fills the
room.

-My most outstanding success, however, was
obtained when accidentally tuning in an afternoon
concert from Peru. The . windows were shattered,
and a large_ crowd assembled round the house,
wondering and &lighted at the volume of music that
was apparently coining from massed bands within.

I shall be delighted to supply you with any further
particulars. Yours truly, .

HENRY FERGUSSON.
42, Studley Road, Harrogate.

THE DX UNIDYNE 2-VALVER.
The Editor POPULAR WIRELESS

Dear Sir,-Having made this receiver, no doubt
you will be interested to hear about. my results.

Receiver was roughly assembled and put in for
test on the 8th inst., using U.C. 4 valves, and was
coupled to a 2 -stage L.F. (H.T.) amplifier, so that
results could be compared with those of my H.T.
DX receiver, (1 v 2). -

The following stations were received at good loud-
speaker strength : Cardiff, London, Union Radio -
Madrid, Manchester, Bournemouth, Dahlia,. Ham-
burg, and Toulouse. The strength of these stations
was equal to that of the 1 v2 H.T. receiver, but I
must emphasise that the signals were exceptionally
clear from the Unidyne, most notably the speech
from Hamburg. (This station's annOuneer is, in my
opinion, equal to H. W. Arlin, late of K D K A.)
So much for the " Local " stations.
- At 1.45 a.m. on the 9th inst., I gave the receiver a
trial on reception from U.S.A. W B Z was badly
heterodyned ; K D K A's carrier picked up very
clearly but nothing resolved ; W P G weak music
heard but fading bad.

Changing over to the H.T. 1 v 2, I found results
on W B Z the same; K D K A's carrier just audible,
and W P G's earlier audible, but nothing resolved.
These tests were carried out on 'phones and recep-
tion seas undoubtedly very bad; but it will be seen
that the abidyne was the better receiver.

At 3 pawon Sunday I picked up vety clear ton-
certinaantffi orchestral music from Radio -Berne, and
it wes quite audible from the loud speaker ; speech
in this cattle was also exceptionally clear, the an-
tiguncertients being given. by a lady.

Al regards control, reaction was found to be critical
though perfectly smooth in action. The grid coil
proved handy for final adjustments, and could be
well likened to a vernier reaction control. Slight
capacity effects were noticed on the condensers during
the U.S. trial, but no vernier attachments are fitted
to the condensers sired.

The lay -out of the receiver is -of my own design-similon-to the American style-valves platforms
or s es behind panel and coil holder on baseboard.

793
circuit is, of course, the same as given on page

793 of." P.W." No. 181.
It is'boped that a better report will be given

on DX reception when conditions improve. I
Shall rely on this receiver during the transatlantic
tests, as I Keel confident tkat if there is anything to
be, picked up from across the " Pond " this will be
the receiver to get it.

Yours very truly.
EDIVAP.11 TARPLEE.

Ivy Dene, 97, Seymour Road,
Gloucester.

THE "P.W." ULTRA CRYSTAL SET.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Am writing to thank you for printing
the " Main Station and 5 X X Ultra Crystal Set.
I have tested a large number of circuits, but have not
had one to give such good results, also easy change-
over from main stations to 5.X X.

I have received 2 L 0 (65 miles), 5 X X (80 miles),
also two French stations (call sigps I was not able to
hear) ; the first two stations on three pairs of 'phones
quite comfortably. Only alteration to circuit was
I used a 150 basket coil I had by be instead of two
75 -turn coils. In series.

Thanking you for all the valuable information I
have received from POPULAR WIRELESS.

Yours truly,
S. I. Dyne.

(A. Regular Reader singe No. 1).
Ark Farm, Whepstead,

Bury St. Edmuads.

Another 2/- Gift Next Week !
Four More- Blue Prints given

away with every copy of " P. W.,"
on sale Next Thursday.

Order Your Copy Now and Don't
Miss this Magnificent Gift.

SHORT-WAVE RECEPTION.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS,

Dear Sir, -1- should like to thank you for publish,
ing details of Mr. Simmond's short -wave -set.

The following results were obtained on' a act made
following 2 0 D's - instructions, and using home=
made variable condensers.

I logged tha first station on the 13th- December,
1925. and since then have logged 125 stations.

These include 52 British amateurs, the most
important' being 2 0 D; 2 N 31, 5 N J, G T B, and
2 W J. All were on telephony, except the first.

KDK A and W G Y on G3 and 41:9 metres reapers-.
tively were tuned in easily on the single valve, as well as
W I I.l, W Q 0, W I Z, LA X A and four others..

South African A 4 L and A 6 N. have also been
logged on the two valves.

The remainder of the stations received came from
nearly every country in Europe including Spain and
Italy, Norway and Sweden.

I congratulate yob for obtaining the exclusive
articles of such experienced amateurs as 2 0 D and
2 N 1)1, but could I make a suggestion which I think
would be welcomed by many experimenters ? Could
you not arrange to have a s;-ecial short-wave corner
every week, in which should be included news of the .

prowess of the more important short-wave amateurs
together with letters of readers' results and ex-
periences on their sets S Q It A's could also be
provided.

This is all very:useful for serious short-wave:
- experimenters.

Hoping the above will Interest you. I remain,
Yours faithfully, E. J. LEWIS.

37, Pat hfield Road, Streatham Common,
London, S.W.

THE ONE -VALVE UNIDYNE.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-It is with pleasure I write you this
letter on results obtained with the 1926 ene-vaiva
Unidyne, as described in POPULAR WIRELESS.

Using a P.M.G. single -wire outdoor aerial, I obtain:
2 L 0 on loud speaker, fair strength.
Bournemouth on 'phones, fair strength.
Newcastle on 'phones, fair strength.
Daventry on 'phones, loud. strength.
Birmingham on 'phones, fair strength.
Ilinlio-Tonlouse on 'phones, loud strewth.
Radio -Paris on 'phones, loud strength.

All these stations can be received after careful
tuning and patience.

Have any readers constructed the " Super " act.
which works a loud speaker without the need for
valves or batteries ?

Wishing POPULAR WIRELESS and Readers
happy and progressive new year.

Yours faithful'
Ii,Factory Square, H. A. BRACEY.

Streatham, S.W.16.

"P.W:" REFLEX SET.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir, -1 feel I must write and tell you what a
tine circuit the " P.W." Reflex is. I have made up
the one -valve reflex and added one stage cif LE.
The set has never given me any trouble, although
I find it necessary to keep the H.T. to the maximum
for the particular valve. My aerial, although outdoors,
is little better than an indoor one, being entirely
surrounded by houses twig as high as the aerial._
I am receiving 2 L 0 on the loud speaker with
excellent purity at a strength which is far too loud
for a medium -sired room. I can also receive all
B.B.C. stations on the 'phones, Bournemouth:
Madrid, and several other foreign stations at loud-
speaker strength. Dull or bright emitters work
equally well in the set, and I can recommend this
set even to the novice with every confidence.

Congratulations and best wishes for 1926.
Yours faithfully,

123, Alderney Street, B. NOME.
Pimlico, Loudon, S.W.I.

THE STRAIGHT THREE-VALVER.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-I have great pleasure in writing to tell
you what a success I have found a " Straight Three-
Valver, as designed by Mr. K. D. Rogers, in your
issue of " P.W." for Nov. 28th, 1925.

I have constructed other receivers from various
designs on sale, but up to the present have not
found one to beat the Three-valver.

I can get both Bournemouth and Daventry on the
small loud speaker quite easily, and of satisfactory
strength. Thanking you for such a splendid design.

Yours truly,
82. Kent Street, Northam, E. TRAVERS.

Southampton.

NEXT WEEK !
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'001 .. 17/6
'00075..16/3
'0005 ..15/ -

The

British and Forrean
Patents Pendina.

'0003 ..13/8
'00025..13/3
0002 13/-

'0001 ..12/9

J.B. Geared Low Loss Condenser
provides micrometer tuning.

FEATURES:
A SECOND Knob is

.r1 provided, by means of
which the most hair -breadth
adjustment may be obtained,
controlling a gear having a
ratio of 60-1. The gear in
no way interferes with the
free motion of the spindle to
provide for quick searching.

WHETHER you need a precision condenser
to search out distant stations, or a sharp

tossing instrument to give you maximum results
from local transmissions, you'll find the J.B.
Geared Low Loss Condenser a revelation in
real tuning efficiency.

Just as the engineer's micrometer makes it
possible to determine minute measurements, so
the J.B. Geared Low Loss Condenser makes it
possible to obtain the minute variations in
capacity so essential to efficient tuning.

OBTAINABLE from all DEALERS.

8. POLAND ST -OXFORD ST
LONDON - W I.

(First Km)

OS
Uefepfi oar:-

GERRARD 74 r4

CAXTON 4 -VALVE CABINET
Made for Editor of Wireless Magazine
for Set "As good as money can buy "
described in issue February, 1925.

Cash with Order. Fumed Oak £1 5 0

or Real Mahogany polished ... £1 14 0
With detachable recess fitted BIS? Board to mount 21 in. by 7 in. pan:I to slide out of Cabinet feint.

Extra 10/- with two beaded front doors totally enclosing fitted panel.

Cabinet overall length 22_, ins. Width 81 ins. Height 9 ins.

Polished with the new enamel that gives a glass
hard surface that cannot be soiled or scratched.
SENT FREE.-Catalogue of standard Wireless Cabinets in various
sizes and woods. Special Cabinets made to customer's orders.

PACKED AND DELIVERED r REF; IN U.K.

CAXTON WOOD TURNERY CO., Market Harborough

Where there's a child there should be cocoa
CHILDREN are brain -worker§ and manual workers too, and many overgrow their

strength at school and play. Now Cocoa is food, and gives the children extra
strength to keep pace with their growing bodies. It is the children's idea of a really
delicious drink for breakfast and supper.

"Keep fit
on cocoa" OURNVILLE

By test the best
See the name "OdbUry" on every piece of chocolate

BUY BRITISH GOODS -
A GOOD L.F. TRANSFORMER 7/6
at the competitive price of Postage 3d.

If your dealer cannot supply send direct to

The H. T. C. ELECTRICAL CO., LTD.,
Twelve months' guarantee-money back if
:: desired. Standard ratios 4-1. ::
Why buy a foreigner when 7
we make you this offer .

Guaranteed and made by

The H. T. C. ELECTRICAL CO., LTD.,
2, Boundaries Road, BALHAM, S.W.12

Telephone: Battersea 374.

GRR.L.,E CJPS
PREVENT ACID
PROM CEEEPINE

Tits kIVVEL
TERMINAL TAKE
I 510555 PLUG

L
PLATES
D

TIE] WIT1

2

TE
PER

330NIT
SIPARATORS
tR.VeNT
-ROTPINC.

SEL, 00005
paEresT LEAKS
1,T0E'ill CELL)

The New HANEL
Accumulator
Specially designed for Wireless.
(117ARANTEED TWELVE MONTHS! If
You live too far away to call and see the
Battery Ma 1 your Order to us for the
size you want. We will willingly return
your money f you are disappoi need.
Now fitted with NON - CORROSIVE
Wander -plug Terminal.

AMPS.
40 60 80 110

2 VOLT .. 916 11/9 14/13
4 VOLT .. 19,- 22/6 26/6
6 VOLT 22/6 27,9 53/6

Packing 1/- extra per battery.

H.T. BATTERIES '473 X24,:c1;
MAXEL ELECTRICAL 28. Clipstone Street, GreatCO, Portland Street, W.I.

Telephone MUSEUM 708.
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The BIM/ fl'A at 22/6 or A2 at 15/- are the
best for use with the P.W. Paper Diaphragm,
Loudspeaker. Frames, &c. Stamp for List.
GOODMANS, 68,Farrinadon Street, E.C.4.c.......................,

SPECIAL NOTE
R

1;

PERMANENT DETECTOR
The Otio,intil One -Hole Firing Detect°,
Stops Fiddling with GatsvvhiSkers.
Every  Liberty,. from
tested on actual all dealers
broadcasting and- or direct
is fit Ily guaran teed
Teatedand Snafu
mously recom
mended by the
Wireless Press PRICE

316
50% More Efficiency
50.; Lower Price

'The 10U ',DETECTOR

Re/use inferior imitations
Insist on seeing name LIBERTY "

2r-fs

Fixing In panel (1 -hole fixing) brackets

is entirely unaffected by vibration, send -
No hunting for that special spot lost. by

or to existing detector terminals by 2
pieces copper wire.

HE " Liberty" Detector gives more.
than a catswhisker gives Temporarily.

1.

the slightest vibration. The " Liberty

Bennett Street, London, W.4.
tive all over, and that loud spot cannot
he lost. RADI-ARC Electrical Co..

sensitive reception Permanently

.. - - s

"

* - --,,s-

1

THE 'PHONE -REPAIR SERVICE'Phones Rewound and Remagnetized... 4 i 6
'Phones Remagnetized and Readjusted ... ... 2/ -

Loud Speakers and Transformers Rewound.
Earcaps, Leads, Diaphragms. Postage extra

The H.R.P. Co., 46, St. Mary's Road, Leyton, E.10
.

City firm, one of whoseFINANCE. directors has some
commercial and technical experience of wire-
less, is open to consider financial co-operation
with manufacturers desiring to expand. Going
concern with proved record and prospects of
profitable expansion only can be considered.
Confidential outline of proposals in first instance
to Thomas Day, Pinner, Hall, London, E.C.

2 -VALVE AMPLIFIER, 35/..
halve Amplifier, 201-', 'both perfect as new;

Valves. 4/6 etch; smart Headphones, 8/6 pair;
new 4 -Volt Accumulator, celluloid close, 131; new
66 -Volt R.I. Battery,. guaranteed, ..7./-; -2-Valve

All -Station Set, .E4. Approval willingly.
P. TAYLOR, 57, Studley' Boa d ; Stockwell. LONDON.

Each
1/3, Postage 2d.

" The Universal"
Patent Expanding
Plug is a marvel of of

ciency and neatness. Ex-
panding Band quickly, and
firmly mounts any size coil.
Perfect Low -loss rever-
sible Plug and Socket.
Adds fine finish to all
Fome-ma de Coils.
Send to -day to
Goodman, Uttiey Ne/#
a Harris, Broad
Street Chambers,
Broad Street,

Sheffield.

" The Quick Fix "
for litarAer..Cods, with
detachable Pin , and
Knob; securely
mounts all size coils.
permitssfullest action
and quick adjust-.
men t . Low -loss -re
verstbl, Pitts aPti
SorL-ct . Sol d radtp ,

-

Trade
Enq-uiries
Solicited.

THE MIRACLE
RECEIVING 151E3,

is the world's greatest Wireless Bargain. Stations over
400 miles distant clearly heard on the Loud Speaker.
Easy Payments. List free.-WORLD'S WIRELESS

STORES. WALLINGTON..EBONITE
PANELS, RODS or TUBES, in all sizes. cut
while you wait. Any article in Ebonite can be
quoted for. Best quality. Lowest prices.

BURGE, WARREN & RIDGLEY, LTD.,
91;92, Great Saffron Hill, London, E.C.1

Makers of the B.IV .R. 2 -speed Vernier Coil Holder.
latest improvement. Illustrated List FREE. "

FOREIGN RADIO NEWS.
(Continued fruiri page 1288.)

New Wireless Control Invention.
A Dutch engineer, M. Willem Goethal,'

this week carried out some te4s in the
artillery polygone at Vincennes of his
invention for radio control of an automobile.

The tests were supervised by representa-
tives of a leading French engineering firm,
and took place under conditions which
ensured absolute bona .fides. They were,
however, only partially 'successful.

A 40 h.p. automobile, entirely empty, was
manoeuvred at will by the inventor by means
of his apparatus, which was installed on a
public seat, so long as it was within range

. of about 150 yards. Beyond that, the con-
trol gradually and quickly weakened, till at
a range of about 250 yards it completely
failed to act.

The inventor, who is confident that he will
be able to so increase the strength of his
apparatus, as to overcome this grave defect,
refused to give any indications as to the
nature of the device beyond saying that he
used what he called a chromium cell."

Soviet Short -Wave Experiments.
The Soviet radio laboratory at Nijni

NovgOrod.haSset up an experimental station
for short wave -length transmission.

Tests are at present being made with
controlled waves, and a new valve invented
by M. Bontch-Bruevitch, director of the
laboratory, is being tried out in this con-
nection. The prospects are that by this
means it will be possible to install very
powerful stations with an extensive range
and using short wave -lengths.

An Original Competition.
A humorous journal, the " Merle Blanc,"

has inaugurated an original contest, and
is offering a prize A' the man who can tell
the story containing the most convincing
and most. artistic 'lies: -

The prize-winning story, the work of
the unknown greatest liar in France, will,
it is understood, be broadcast by one of the
Paris radio stations.
. In order to add an element of sex competi-
tion, a special prize is offered for the best
lying story told by a woman.

Broadcasting Station for Antwerp.
The complaints heard for the past few

months in the Antwerp district that the
Brussels programmes of Radio Belgique
are very badly received, although the two
cities are so near each other, has now led to
a movement to set up a broadcasting station
in Antwerp, which will both relay the
Brussels programme and issue original
programmes of its own.

The new station will be under the joint
control of Radio -Belgique and the Antwerp
zoological society. The post will be in-
stalled in the Zoological Gardens.

French and Flemish will be used for
announcements from this station.

25/- buys the famous Dunham
2 -VALVE LOUD SPEAKER RECEIVER COMPLETE
with all necessary Valves, Batteries, Telephones for long-distance stations and Brown Loud

Speaker, balance -payable ft per month for a !no:It:13.
Send two peony stamps for catalogue of 14 different
sets ire make, or your deposit to -day for quick delivers.

C.9, DUNHAM, Radio Eng,,(Latc of Mcreoni Sc. Inst. Co.), P.W. Catalogue Department, 234-0, Brixton
F ill, London, S.W.2: Established ober..four. Years ago. Members of the B.B.C. gicce, is inauguration.

Short-wave Work in Germany.
A special meeting of the German section

of the International Radio Amateurs Union
was held at Iena on .January 10th, under
the presidency of Professor Esau, to draft
out. a programme of active short wave-
length work to be done by members
during the next few months.

Austria's Radio- Show.
The first radio exhibition held in Austria,

outside the capital, was opened at Linz on
January 17th, and proved a great success.

The interest shown in this exhibition,
by both the public and the authorites, is
an index of the important role which radio
now plays in public life in Austria.

For its size, Austria has the greatest
number of broadcasting stations in Europe,
namely, thirteen. The list is as follows :
travelling across the country from West to
East : Bregenz, Innsbruck, Ried, Salz-
burg, Viffach, Linz, Wels, Klagenfurt,
Sanct Polten, Vienna-Neustadt, Eisenstadt,
Graz and Vienna. -

GREAT NEW BOOK FOR
CHILDREN.

THURSDAY, February lltb, will see the
publication of Part 1 of the
CHILDREN'S COLOUR BOOK OF

LANDS `& PEOPLES. With this wonderful
work, containing 3,000 photographic illustra-
tions, including 700 full -page colour plates,
children will be able, in imagination, to
wander at will in every corner of the world.
No more superb picture book has ever been
issued, and the articles have been specially
written to appeal to young people. Its educa-
tional value will be of the very highest.
Each fortnightly part will cost Is. 3d.

BUSHES
PERFECTFOR

MOUNTING INSULATION.
ON WOOD. Two required
Orders under for each hole.
1/- Fond 1 I d. NUMBER 1 2 3 4 5
postage. Size of hole 411A, 2nA , 1/4", 5/1.6",3/S"

Price each: 1.d. 1d. 1.;,(1. 2d. 24.
DARER RADIO CO., Standard Works, Forest Hill. S E23.

All communicaiions concern-
ing advertising in " Popular
Wireless" must be sent to

JOHN H. LILE Ltd.,
4 Ludgate Circus,

London, E.C.4.
('Pion, CITY 7261)

and NOT to the Editorial or
Publishing Offices.

LITTLE WIRELESS CA.041G--r'S

H.T. BATTERY PLUG, 73a.

5 it I t
MAP Co, Gt
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BETTER TH

new general purpopseValve
with the wonderful N filament

YOU can now have the advantages of the unique
N " filament for every valve in your receiver !

The New P.M.3
1. Better than three "R" type valves because the

ample proportions of the " N" filament are
equivalent to three ordinary filaments.

2. Requires ONLY ONE -TENTH AMPERE fila-
ment current. A saving of over 85`)/0 of your
accumulator energy giving each charge SEVEN
TIMES THE LIFE.

3. is so economical of heating power that no sign
of glow can be discerned.

4. Will operate from either dry cells or accumulator.
From 3 to 4 Volts may be used with perfect safety.,

5. Free from all microphonic disturbances.

The P.M.3 . . . . 16/6
Suitable for all stages of amplification in any circuit.

THE IDEAL COMBINATION for any receiver - P.M.3. valves
followed by a P.M.4. for POWER AMPLIFICATION with loud speakers.

The Finest Loud Speaker Valve ,the P.M 4 22,%6

GET ONE FROM YOUR RADIO DEALER.

Millar

Wonderrul
"N" Filament

THE *MASTE1ZVALVE
ADVT. THE MULLARD WIRELESS SERVICE CO.. LTD.. EALHAM, LONDON, S.0 /.12 2
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The illustration shows a simple
but really, ,effective loud,:,s15eaker
horn-that ' can be coved ivith
fancy paper or painte - s2s to_

resemble a fact*catti: " 2:--' made
for a few pence by following th3
easy directions supplied with every
'Lissen ' Loud Speaking Unit, a
new Lissen product yielding results
equal to the most expensive instru-
ment on - the market 13/6
and sold at the record
low price of

A powerful loud speaker
that costs less than headphones-

The complete Unit with
'Lissen' Reed, attathed
ready to receive a cone
-or any - other dia-
phragm working on the -
reed principle.

The -'Lissen' Reed.
Attachment (pat e
pending) Price V,

Showing method of at-
taching- Reed- to the:
Lissen' Loud Speaking

Unit.

rebruary 6th, 1926.

a)

Hardly credible-but true.
"For less than the price of a
pair of 'phones you can buy
the Lissen' Loud Speaking
Unit that only needs the
addition of a horn to make
it a powerful, full-sized in-
strument, equal in volume,
purity and tone to the most
costly on the market.
Ariy good horn will do. If
you have a spare one in the
house from a gramophone or
a loud -speaker it will serve
admirably. If not, there are
directions with every `Lissen'
Loud Speaking Unit and full-
sized patterns, telling you how
to make a simple but attrac-
tive and really efficient horn
for a few pence. Or, by using

the Lissen Reed (price 1/ -
extra), a cone or any other
diaphragm working on the
reed principle can be quickly
made and fitted, yielding re-
sults equal to an expensive
speaker. By removing the
sound -box and substituting
the `Lissen' Unit, any gramo-
phone can instantly be con-
verted into a loud speaker.
Make this test. Go to your
nearest dealer and ask him to
put on the most expensive
loud speaker in his stock.
Then put the same horn on
the `Lissen' Unit-keep the
input voltage the same, no
matter how high-and see if
you can notice any
difference.

Your Dealer will gladly demonstrate.

LISSEN
Lissenium Works, 8.16,
'Phone :Ricli lid 2285 (4 lines).

LIMITED
Friars Lane, Richmond; Surrey.

_ _ 'crams: "Lissenium, Phone, London."
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